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A B STRA C T 
Th i ~ thes i ~ p r ese nt s the r es ult~ of an e xpe r in1 e ntal 
inve~ ti gation of the in i t iation o f brilll L: f rac ture~ a n d th e na tu rl' of 
di~continuou s yi e lding i n s m a ll p l a~ tic e n c l ave~ i n an a nnea k d rni ld 
s t eel. Upp er and lower y i eld ~ tr es:; data h a ve been o bta in l' d fro1 n 
u n notch cd s pec in1ens a nd n o 1n ina l f rac tur e ~ tr ess da t a h ave b e en 
obtained from spec imt'ns of two sca l e fa c t ors and two g r a in ~ i zes o vet· 
a range of n orn i nal s t res~ r a t es f r om 102 to 10 7 lb / i n . 2 tiec a t - lll °F 
and -200°F . The ~ i ze and s h ape of pla s t i c e nclaves near t ],, . nottlw s 
were rL:vea le d by an e t ch t ech n i q u e . 
A s tr ess anal ys i s ut ili z in g ~ lip - l ine f i e ld t h eo ry in th e p las t ic 
region has been dC'veloped for t h e n o t c h e d s p cc iin c n gl!Oilh' t ry l, Inpl oy,·d 
i n this inves tiga t ion . The yie ld ~ tn· s s o f t lw In a tc · ,· i a l in tlw pla st i c 
enclaves nea r t he not ch roo t h as b ee n cor r e l a t e d w ith l b l ' l owe t· yi• · ld 
stres s n1eas u red on u nno t c h ed s p ec imen s thr o ugh a cun s i rk t·ati on of 
the plas ti c bound ary veloci ty under dyn a mic loa din g . A m ax i1nu m 
tensile s t ress of about 1 22 , 00 0 lb / in.2 a t the i n s t a nt of f r a ctur c i nit i -
ation was ca l c ul a t ed w ith th e a id of t h e s tr ess ana l ys i s f ur th e l argt• 
scale spec ime n s of A S T M g r a in s i ze 8 1 /4 . 
T h e plas tic s tr a in s t a t e a dj acent to a p l a stic - e l a:; ti. c int erface 
has been shown t o cause th e m aximmn s h ear s t r es~ t o have a la r g e r 
value on th e clastic than the p l ast i c s id e o f th e int erface . Thi s 
charac ter i s ti c of d i scont i nuo u s y i l, lcling i s i n s trUJn e n t a l in c"l u s in~ t he 
plastic bounda ries t o be n ear l y pa rall e l t o th,, s lip-l iill' t"i l· ld w twn' t hl' 
pla:; tic st 1·a in i s of t h , · o n l t' r u f the Liid l'I·':.; s lr;lin . 
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a. Radius to root of notch in notched specimens (axial 
symmetry} or distance frorn plane of ::oymmetry to notch 
root (plane strain). 
b Radius to innermost tip of plastic enclave . 
f Root radius of hyperbola- shaped notch. 
Cartesian coordinates employed for plane strain ( y- e plane). 
r-, &, z Cylindrical coordinates employed for axial syrnmetry. 
Direction of applied tensile load . 
Yield stres~ or flow stres~. 
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Average stress on 1ninimum cross sectional area of 
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(:5 S t ress rate. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
l. l The Problem 
Th e brittle fracture behavior of 1ni.l d s tcel i s known to design 
engineers through t he catastrophic f a ilur e of s truc tures by fr ac tur e 
w ith little or no plastic defonnation. The occurrence of briLLle 
fr ac tnr es in ship s during and after World War II i s well known . Land-
l ocked s te e l s truc tur es , both weld ed and riveted , such as s t orage 
tanks , bridges and gas tr ansn1 i ss ion lines , have b een no l ess suscep-
tible t o catastrophic fai lur e by fr ac ture (l ). -·-
.,. 
To say tha t those s tructures w hic h f a il ed h a d not been designed 
and/or f a bricated properly w i th respect to brittle fr acture i s a self -
truth . To r ea lize that an adequate set of d es i gn criter i a t o preclude 
brittle frac ture i s not known even at present (w ith the b enefit of a l o t 
of hindsight) i s to appreciate the problem" whi c h br ittl e fractur e p oses . 
In a simple t ens ile t es t an u nno t c hed steel specirnen n1ay 
support an e ngineer ing s tr ess 1nore t han one and a half times greater 
than its l ower yie ld stress and neck dow n t o 60 p e rcent reduc tion in 
area pr i or to final frac ture . Thi s ductility of s t ee l i s an important 
property tha t i s often exploited in e ngineer ing prac tice . Duc tility i s 
the proper t y which e n ables a steel s truc tur e to plas tically defo r m i n 
r egions of high shear stress w h e r e the r e are s t ress concentrati ons . 
Such deformation permits a more eve n d i stribution of the stress a t a 
l ower value so that the s tructur e w ill suppor t the load imposed on it. 
A s truc tur e that ultima t e ly fails w ith a brittle fr ac ture m i ght h ave 
':'Numbers appear ing 1n parentheses indi ca t e r e ferenc es li s t e d a t 
the e nd of the thesis . 
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failed sooner, bul for Lhe redistribution of stresses through Lhc ductile 
behavior of the rnalcrial. 
The problem of designing a steel structure to prevent failure' by 
briLLlc fracture, then, is one of dcLcrn1ining wbcn tota l re liance for 
safe behavior (including safe failure) of a structure cannot be placed 
upon the ductility of the rnaterial. What arc Lhc relevant mechanics 
critcri<t and rnatcrial properties which would enable an engineer to 
design against failure by brittle fracture? This question is not yet 
answered. However, much progress has been made in idcntifyjng 
enviromncntal, design and 1nalcri.al proper ty factors that arc conducive 
to briLLlc fracture . 
Brittle fracture has been described above i n terms of the 
behavior of structures . Certainly Lhe engineer is i nterested in the 
extent of plas Lie defonnation that may be anticipa ted before failure by 
fracture. But it 1nust be understood explicitly that such behavior is 
determined partly by the ma terial properties, partly by the mechanics 
of the region where brittle fracture i s initiated and partly by the con-
figuration of the remainder of the structure . The plastic strains 
associated w ith fracture initiation may or may not result in dcfor-
mations l arge compared with the clas Lie deformations at the fracture 
load . The macro-behavior of the structure will not be of concern here. 
Attention will be focused upon the mechanics and the material behavior 
in the immediate vicinity of the initiation of brittle fracture in this 
investigation . 
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1. 2 Factors Affecting Driltlc: Fracture Initiat~~ 
Low tcmper~turcs , high stress rate s and triaxial tens ile stress 
states arc all known lobe conducive lo bri.lllc fracture behavior in 
n1ild steel . The cntbri!.lling effect of these three factors is utilized 1n 
notch-bar i1npacl Lc s l s that arc cornn1only used as a guide to the 
britllcncs s of a s tccl. 
The results of laboratory tests for briltle fracture arc often 
reported in l errns of a "transition temperature", above which a 
measured characteris tic reflects ductile behavior and below which 
brittle behavior is observed . The cbaraclcrisli.c may be energy 
absorption or fracture appearance . Low energy absorption corresponds 
to brittle fracture behavior . Crystalline cleavage facets on the 
fracture surface arc associated wilh brittleness while fibrous tears 
are a result of ductile fracture . 
Transition te1npcratures dctcrrnined by different types of tests 
on the same stee l will be different. GeneraJly, though, a steel that 
exhibits a lowe r trans ition t emperature in one t es t will also exhibit a 
lower tr ansition temperature in another lest. Thus these tests may be 
used to rank s t ee l s relative to each other in tenus of brittleness (2, 3 ). 
An adequate understanding of brittle fracture for th e design engineer 
will have been achieved when th e details of brittle fracture arc suffi-
ciently well understood that all of the transition te1nperaturcs of the 
various types of t ests can be predicted fr01n the known behavior of the 
s t ee l in jus t a few of the tests . An ac tual service condition could be 
viewed simply as a more con1plica t e d Jaboratory test (4). 
A l arge specimen si?.c is also conducive to brittle fracture. In 
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many of the failures of large structures by brittle fracture there has 
been little evidence of high strain rates (1 ), a factor which is very 
important on a laboratory scale. The specimen scale size effect is 
observable in the srnall speci1nens normally tested in a laboratory (5, 
6) . 
A small h'rritic grain size is a metallurgical factor which 
inhibits britt] e fr ac tur e. The effect of grain s i ze rn us t b<' is o 1 atl'Cl 
frOJn the othL'r metallurgical factors involved in brittle ft·iJctun· in 
that, being a "size t·ffect", it n1ay interact with the specinH'n siz{' 
effect. 
Other n1etallurgical variables which may affect tlw brittlL' 
fracture behavior of a n1.ild st£>el are the s ub- g rain size , heal treat-
ment, carbide distriblttion (7), chemical composition anrl prior cold 
work. These latler effects will not be considered explicitly here. Tlw 
view will be taken that the effec ts of these variables wi ll be rnanifl'sted 
in the results of appropriate JTil'Chanival tests wherl'in thv tctnpv •·atHrl', 
stress rate, stress state, specinH:! n geontctry scale and grain siz<' an· 
known, and that no further knowledge of the 1netallurgical variabll'S 
would be necessary for the design enginee r. 
An expanded discussion of the role of these five factor::; in 
brittle frac ture must be preceded by an acquaintance with proposed 
fracture criteria. In the following section, fracture criteria wh i ch 
may be applicable to the present investigation will be discussed. 
1. 3 Brittle Fracture Initiation Criteria 
A fracture criterion based upon the elastic strain energy 
release rate was proposed by Griffith (8) for brittle materials that 
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contain rnicrocracks. His criterion is that the an""tount of clastic strain 
energy made available as a crack increases in siz.e must be at least as 
great as the increase in surface energy of the expanded crack. Tlw 
Griffith criterion for fracture of a linearly elastic material may be 
expressed tnathernatically as 
is the critical value of the notninally unifornt ten::;ilL· ::;lrv:-;s 
actiug perpendicular to the crack to Ld.ltBL' llH· crack to j .. ll"opagatt·, E 
is Young'B ntodulus, 0{ is the surface etH't·gy of the tnatl'rial, attd 
d. is the diarnctl'r of the crack. When tlw applied ::;Lt·e:o.s rc..Jl'lt~..·:-; lltv 
valuL' of 6;:, tht• (pre-existing) crack is able to grow CcJl..J::;tropbically 
to fa1lure. This criterion ha::; been shown by Orow~tn (<))to be a 
necessary and sufficient condition for fracture propagation in a com-
plctcly briltle mate rial. 
The Griffith criterion Btrictl) applies lu a brillle tnat.._•rial, <'ttt.' 
in which therl' is no plastic dcforrnation prior to or during fra< tun· 
propagation. Orowan (9) and Irwin (10) havl' modified llw CriJfitb 
criterion to include the effect of a s1nall a1nount of plastic defonnation, 
such as accompanies a propagating crack to a depth of about ten mils 
below the free crack surfaces (11). In this cast• the critvrion Jor 
frac ture becomes ~ ~1Ep/;;f, where f is the work P'-'r unit area 
required to produce the plastic defonnation at the crack surface. 
Two comments must be 1nade concerning "p " . First, this 
work of plastic deforn1ation n"lust be a direct consequence of . he 
increasing size of the crack. St cond, this pla::;tic work will dept•nd 
upon the yi~..•ld s trt•ngth of thv tlld It· t·ial and, in s t<''-'1, tq.>o11 tliL' !'at<' of 
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stress application and fracture propagation (9, ll ). In the lin1iting 
case of low stress rates and high ternperature s the pJastic defonTlation 
may becon1c so extensive that this criterion i s not applicable . The 
Orowan-Irwin criterion is a necessary condition for brittle fracture 
propagation in the pre s ence of Ji1niLcd plastic dcforn!ation, but it is 
not necessarily a sufficient one . IL is necessary in that the only 
energy that can be expected to feed brittle fractures propagating at 
speeds of several thousand feet per second n1ust be energy which is 
capable of release at si1nilar or faster rates - comparable to the speed 
of sound in the metal, as has been noted by Pellini (12). It is not 
sufficient, or, rather, is inadequate as a criterion, because of the 
an1.biguity of the value of 11 p 11 to be used in the equation. 
Arising directly fro1n the Orowan-Irwin fracture criterion is 
the maxi1nu1n tensile stress criterion for fracture . The maxin1.un1. 
tensile stress criterion predicts that brittle fracture will be initiated 
at that point in a steel specimen where the maximum tensile stress 
attains a critical value for that steel. One condition, that plastic 
deformation has been initiated in the region of the maximum tensile 
stress, is placed upon this criterion (13, 14, 15) . 
The maximun1. tensile stress and the Griffith criteria are 
shown to be equivalent for brittle materials when the maximum tensile 
stress is calculated at the atomic-scale tip of the crack itself (8, 9). 
The maximum tensile stress criterion and the Orowan-Irwin criterion, 
which rnust replace the Griffith criterion when restricted plastic 
deforrnation is present, arc not equivalent. The non-equivalence of 
these two criteria results frmn the fact that the maximurn tensile 
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stress rt'll' n·cd to in this criterion is calculated in the absence· of a 
crack and would not directly reflect lhC' aton1ic level strPsses (forces 
on the bonds bc>tween atotns) at the tip of a era< k if it \"v c·rl' pres ~~nt. 
Exll'lt sion of LllCS!' criteria 1n plastically deformable tnall'rials to the 
physically s ignifi1 ant level of atornic bond brcakagv is a matter for 
dis location theory . 
Tlw sirnilarity between the 1naxitnun1 tensile stress and the 
Oro\v<tn-lnvin criteria is illustrated further in the conj,•clur!' by 
FclbecL; and Orowan (ll) that the region of higlwst tcnsilv s tress rnay 
need t c reach a certain critical size. The in1portant difference between 
th ern i:; that the maxirnwn tensile stress criterion is an expression of 
hope tbat a 1naterial would generate its own pre-Griffith (or Orowan-
lrwin) micro-cracks if it were to plastically defonn in a bigh tensile> 
stre ss field. 
The nun1crical value of the n1axitnu1n tensil(' s tr ess requirecl 
for fracture initiation will depend upon the nH.>tallur g ical s tructure of 
the steel - sucb as grain size, second phase distribution and disposition 
of interstitial atoms (16, 1 7). 
Brittle fracture tnay be initiated in two mocles: a nil-ductility 
1node and a ductile 1node. In the nil-ductility mode, the local plastic 
strain preceding fracture has a value between the order of magnitude 
of elastic strains (12, 18) and the Li.ider's strain (several percent) 
(15, 18). In the ductile mode fibrous tearing occurs for a distance of 
several grain diarneters with subsequent conversion to brittle cleavage 
fracture propagation (ll, 12, lH, 19). 
Ductile initiation of fracture IH'<tr a lll)tch depends upon the 
-8-
occurrence of l arge plas ti c s t rains . Thcs c plasti cally strai ned regions 
may be so ext ensive as to cause general y i elding of the spcci n1.cn, with 
consequently high energy absorption, or they may be l ocalized in thin 
plastic zones or "hinges " of th e type observed by Green and Hundy (20) . 
I n the early stages of dcvclopn1.cnt, th ese thin plas ti c zones rnay extend 
far into the specimen along planes of rnaxiJUUJTl shear stress but still 
t ermi nate in an clastic region. This sit uat i on i s very f avorabl e for 
conversion of an initial fibrous microcrack to br ittle cleavage 
propagation. 
A quasi-dislocation t heory has been u tilized to formulate a 
cr itical plastic "displacement" or strain cr i ter i on for the duc tile mode 
of init ia tion of brittle fractu re (1 5, 16). Stresses become invol ved only 
m that the necessary plastic s tr ain s t a t e will b e obtained through 
application of the appropr i a t e s tre ss magnitudes. Clausing (23 ) h as 
reported tha t the value of the plastic strain is indeed of pri1ne ilnpor -
tancc in the duc tile mode of frac tur e initia tion w hil e both the s t ress 
l evel and the plastic strain stat e play important rol es in the cleavage 
mode of initiation. 
Thus brittle fracture cr i teria for s t ee l are centered on three 
considerations: the elas ti c strain energy recoverable dur ing (pre-
exis ting ) crack ext ension, the maximum t ens ile s tress , and the 
magnitud e o f the plastic strain . There is at least an e l ement of h alf-
tru th in each, which accou nts for the ir partial success . But, no one 
of these fracture criteria as presently employed appears to be ade-
quate for pred i cting the initia tion of ca tastrophic brittle fracture, 
as w ill be seen in th e following discussion of particular experimental 
-9 -
re sulLs . 
1. 4 HcsulLs of Sornc Previous Fracture Investigations 
The effects of the five factors of interest in this investigaLion-
temperatur e , stress ra t e , triaxial stress s t ate, specirnen si?.e, and 
grain size - upon brittle fracture criteria for steel rnay be observed i n 
th e results of many previous investigations. Jn 1nost cases either the 
maxirnum or the nonJ.inal t ensil e stress within the nJ.aterial jus t prior 
to fracture i s reported. Although there appears to be a general 
t endency to want t o believe that a rnaximunJ. t ensi l e s tr ess criterion 
for britLle fracture i nitiation can be correcLly fornJ.ulated (perhaps 
b ecau se of its rela tive simpli city}, th e data abound in iUustrations of 
the variations of the calculated values of the 1naxinnnn stresses at 
fracture w ith changes in the values of th e five para1neters lis t ed above . 
A variation of the ntmJ.erical value of the maximunJ. tensile 
stress c riterion with gra i n s i ze is expec t ed s ince the grain s i ze affects 
other 1nat e ria l properties . A d ependency upon the t empe r a tur e and 
stress rate would not be surpris ing e ither s ince the upper and lower 
yie ld s t resses of s t eel are a function of these t wo variables . But if the 
value of the maximum t e n s il e s tre ss at fracture were also a function of 
the other two p arameters - triaxi a l t ensil e s tr ess s t a te and s p ec imen 
si ze - it would not b e useful as a fracture criterion. 
Smne of the apparent failures of th e maximum t ensil e st r ess 
criterion may be assoc i a t ed w ith the integrity of the st r ess analyses 
employed in cal cul ating the 1naximum s tr esses a t fracture. This will 
be discussed l ater . 
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Another consideration is that several steps 1nay be involved in 
gross fracture i nitiation, each of which 1na y be depenclcnl upon a 
different stress (and/or strain ) criterion . Cottrell (16) and Pctch (17) 
have suggested Ll1at the forn1atioll of rnicrocracks of grain-diameter 
dirn cnsions is a shear-stress-dependent dislocation process and that 
the subsequen t Orowan-Jrwin propagation of the microcrack through the 
grain boundary (which really constitutes initiation of brittle fr~cture of 
a structure ) is tensile-stress dependent. Microcrack nuc l eation must 
precede propagation , according to thi s argument. Furth e rmore, the 
conditions for rnicrocrack propagation may have to be present at the 
ins tant the initiat ing microcrack con1pletes it s original grain-size-
related growth. Otherwise , additional plastic deforn1ation in the 
adjacent grains may reduce the magnitude of the s tress intensification 
associated with the n1icrocrack . McMahon and Cohen (7) have observed 
tha t carbide cracking in steel precedes and nucleates the 1nicrocracks 
of grain-dia1neter dimens ions . 
The results of other investigations that will be discussed in thi s 
thesis utilized unnotched or notched specimens . Unnotched specin1ens 
have the advantage of being uniformly stressed at easil y cal cul able 
values before necking occurs . They arc rather insensitive to geo-
metry-size effects, but a re the first specimens in which a quantitative 
description of the effect of grain s i ze upon brittle fracture initia tion 
was attempted (14, 24) . On the other hand, notched specimens, in 
which triaxial tensile stress states are induced, t end to exhibit 
gc01netry-size effec ts, but stress and strain analyses are difficult to 
perforn1 after s1nall arnount s of plastic deformation have occurred . 
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Notched spccirnens - the inforrn.ation they provide and tbc problcn1s of 
interpretation- are the focal point of the work reported in this tbes is. 
A. Tcn1peraturc and Stress Rate - Eldin and Collins (2 5) , 
Gcnsan1cr (26} , IIa hn , Avcrbacb, Owen and Cohen (15}, and I<nott and 
Collrcll (19}, an1ong others , have observed the change in tbc fracture 
stre s s and the upper and lower yield stress es of unnotchcd steel 
spcci1nens as the te s ting tcn1pcra tur e is changed, for a fixed strain 
rate. Their data all show an increasing yield stress with decreasing 
temperature and a fracture stress well above the yield stress at 
higher temperatures, but decreasing rapidly in a narrow ten1pcraturc 
range and becoming about equal to first the lower, then the upper yield 
strcs s at lower tcn1pcratures. 
Selected data fro1n Hahn, et al., whose data and interpretation 
are the 1nost complete of the above examples , arc shown in Fig. 1. 
The phen01nena distinctive of the lettered tc1nperature ranges in Fig. 1 
are listed below the graph. 
Several features of Fig. 1 arc of interest in the present 
investigation . The first feature is the very large reduction in area 
sustained by those spec i1nens t ested in the high temperature range 
where the fracture stress is substantially higher than the yield stress . 
This implies that the material itself has changed prior to the time of 
fracture due to the large plastic s t rains . The usc of notched specimens 
in which the plastically deformed region is localized in the region of 
the notch root may permit large tensile stresses to be developed in 
regions which have had litlle or no plastic defon11ation. This is an 
important reason for the usc of notched spcci1Dcns in the present 
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investigation. 
The second feature is tha t the variation of the percentage of 
grains cracked wi th t emperature clearly indicates a t lea s t a two-stage 
crack process -- l} n1icrocrack nucleation and 2) subsequ ent growth 
thr ough the grain boundaries, as had been suggested by Cottrell (1 6 ) 
and Fetch (17). The change in microcrack density w ith yield stress 
values sugges t s that microcrack production is fair ly easy in r egion D. 
However, the probability that a lTlicrocrack which has been nucleated 
also mee t s th e requirernents for propagation decreases w ith decreasing 
yield s tress (or decreasing tensile s t ress ). The: m i crocrack nucleation 
rate in region C also decreases sharply w ith decreasing yield s t ress , 
thus greally inhibiting fracture. 
The above discussion of the data reported by Hahn, et a l. (15) 
has been b ased on the yield stress , rather than the t emperatur e , as 
the important variable. Hahn, et a l., varied both th e strain r ate and 
the t empe rature in a special set of expe rirn ent s and found that the 
microcrack rate varied with these t wo variables as a dir ec t function of 
the lower yield s tr ess , whi c h is also a fun ction of the s train rate and 
the t emperatur e . Hendrickson, Wood and Clark (27} have also shown 
tha t the n01ninal fracture load for no t ched s t ee l specimens depends 
upon the yield stress and is not otherwi se dependent upon the t en1per -
ature and stress rate. 
The third feature of Figo l to b e noted i s tha t lhe fracture 
stress i s not a constant as the yi e ld stress changes . Thus a maximmn 
t ensil e s tr ess criterion for britlle fracture i ni tiati on i s manifestly 
unsuita ble for conditions of uniaxi a l tension, where the 1naximum 
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t ens ile s tr ess i s equal to the y i eld stress . The superpos ition of a 
hydros t a tic t ens il e stress state upon a uniaxi a l stress s tate , as i s 
more nearly the case for notched spec imens , may b e expec t ed t o affec t 
the fr ac tur e characteristics of the steel. In a notched speci1nen the 
relative magnitudes of the shear stress and the t ensil e stress may be 
varied, w ith the possible consequence tha t a different stage of the 
fracture initiat i on process becon1cs the critical one at a g iven yield 
strength. 
B. Triaxial Stress State - Notches , cracks , or other r eent rant 
geornetrical features in a nJ.aterial creat e local t r i axi al s tr ess s tates 
in otherwise uniformly stressed objects . Not ches or cracks which 
penetrate in a dir ection transverse t o the nominal t ens ile s tr ess are of 
prim e interest in fr ac ture investigations . Elastic stress calculations 
predict intens i f ication (concentr a tion ) of the nominal long itudina l 
t ens il e stress nea r a notch and also the existence of a transverse 
t ens ile stress p e rpendi cul ar to the root of th e notch . This transverse 
t ens ile stress is zero a t the notch root (free surface ) and attains a. 
maximum value in the order of a n otch root r adius be l ow the root. 
Large intens ificat i ons of the longitudinal t e nsile stress nJ.ay 
be obtained in elastic media, as has b een shown t o b e the case a t the 
atomic scale tip of a Griffith crack (8, 9) . A large shear stress , 
equ al to one-half the longitu d ina l stress at the notch root, causes 
plasti c deformation in ductile materials (metal s ) and limits the 
longitudina l t ens ile stress a t the notch root to the value of the t ens ile 
yie ld stress (assmning the Tresca yie ld criterion ). Thus the effect 
of a notch on the l ongitudinal t ensile s t ress a t th e surface (notch root) 
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of an object i s rnerely to cause the yield s tr ess of the m.aterial to be 
attained locally at low nominal appli ed stress l evels . However, the 
transve r se tens ile con1ponent of st r ess allows a hydrostatic t ens ile 
component of stress to be super imposed on the yield-stress-controlled 
shear stress state bel ow the root of the notch. Tensil e s t resses 
greater than the uniax ial t ensil e yield s tr ess can thus b e att a ined in 
thi s triaxi a l stress s tate region and provide a means for obtaining 
different maxirnum tensile stress vs. t o t a l plastic shea r strain stales. 
Brittle fracture in mild steel n'1ay be expec ted to be initi a t ed 
at some small distance below the notch root - near enough to the root 
to benefit from the stress intensification there , but far enough under 
the root to benefit from the build-up of the transverse t ens il e stress 
and consequent triaxial stress s t a te . Crussard et al. (1 8 ) h ave 
observed a trans ition of initiation of brittle fracture in a mild steel. 
A duc tile mode of fracture initiation occurs a t the notch root (lar ge 
plas tic strains) or a brittle mode of initiation occurs some distance 
b e low the notch (plastic strai ns -:::::; Luder's strain, hig h t ens ile 
stresses). 
Calculation of s tre sses and s trains in and ncar plastically 
d e formed r egions near the root of a notch in steel specimens is 
extremely difficult. Orowan (9) and Felbeck and Orowan (11) us ed 
approximations d evel oped by Neuber (28) to calculate t ens il e stresses 
near a crack tip after plastic deformation had occurred . They also 
recognized that s lip line theory (see Hill (2 9 ) for a discussion) pre-
dicted a maxin1um poss ible t e nsile stress ahead of the crack of about 
2. 6 tin'1es the uniaxial t ens ile y i e ld s t ress . Felbeck and Orowan 
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observed recurrence of extensive plastic deforn!ation a t the crack tip 
each Li1ne it was re-started after having been arrested because of 
r e l axation of the l oad . They sugges t ed that either the region of 
high est tens ile s tress mus t reach a cr iti cal s i <~e or tha t s train harden-· 
i ng was necessary to raise the tensile stress l o re-initiate fracture. 
The crack may start in a ductile fashion and quickly conver t to brittle 
propagation when the strain-r ate-sensi tive yield stress of the steel has 
inc r eased suffi c i ently for the tensile st r ess to fulfill the Orowan-Irwin 
fracture c riterion . 
The work of Crus s ard , Borione , Plateau, :tv1orillon and 
Maratray (1 8 ) also predates ser i ous atten!pts at e l as ti c - plas Lie s tress 
analyses, but i s monun"lental wilh respect to the se l ection of observa-
tions made on th e i r notched and unnotched specimens . As wi th Felbeck 
and Orowan (11) and, l a t er , Knott and Cottrell (19), they concluded th a t 
essentially brittle fracture (propagation) coul d be nuclea t ed by the 
ductile frac tur e of a few grai ns . Crussard et a l. a lso proposed that 
fractur e could be nuc l ea t ed in a brittle manner afte r some small plastic 
straining, in the order of Luder's s tr ain or s lightly more . They 
deduced that fracture of notched specimens a t l ow t e1nperatur es 
sometimes occurred at the onset of y i e lding . This wo uld correspond t o 
the fr ac tur e characteristics of unnot ched spec i1nens obse rved by H ahn 
et al. (1 5 ) as shown i n region E of F ig . 1. 
Crussard e t a l. suggest that a t higher t em.peratur es (and 
higher values of the l ower yie ld s tr ess ) fr ac ture is initiated in the 
region where th e product of l ocal (n!acroscopic) t ensil e s t ress tin!es 
the "rheotropic en!briltlement" reaches a critical value . "Rheotropic 
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ernbrittlernent" i s exhibited by unnotched t ensile s p ecin1.cns 1n r eg i on D 
of Fig. l wherein fr acture can occur at lower tens ile stress values 
after small additional an1.ou nts of plastic strain beyond the Lucier 's 
strain. Crussard e t al. considered the point of 1naxirnum nonnal 
(tens ile ) s tr ess t o be an inadequate criterion for tbe site of origin of 
fra c tur e . 
Wedge-shaped zones of plastic d eformation below the notch 
root and, in s01ne cases, plastic hinge s were r evealed by Fry's 
reagent. (Plastic "wedges " and "hinges" are discuss eel by Wilshaw 
and Pratt (30) and Green and Bundy (20), r espective ly.) Crus sard et 
al. calculated tha t plastic strains of the order of 3 to 12 percent were 
present in the wedge-shaped plastic enclaves . A bimoda l fracture 
behavior (high vs. low nominal stress at fracture) was observed but 
could not be correlated w ith the occurrence of plastic arcs ("hinges") 
emanating from the plastic wedges. 
c. Triaxial Stress State - Stress Analyses - A num e rical e lastic-
plastic analysis of the state of stress occurring near the root of a notch 
after limited amounts of plastic deformation has been performed by 
Hendrickson, Wood and Clark (27) . The numerical relax ation technique 
which they employed in their calculations has been described by Allen 
and Southwell (31 ). The assumptions and the results of the analyses 
performed by Hendricks on e t al. are reviewed in Section 8. 2 . Upper 
yield point data from unnotched s t ee l specimens and nominal fracture 
stress data from notched tens ile specimens were analyzed by means of 
the results of the elastic-plastic str ess a naly s i s . The value of th e 
calculated n1.axi1num tens il e stress within the notched specimens just 
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prior to fracture was found to b e about 210 , 000 lb/in. 2 for a wide r ange 
of s t ress rates and t es ting t en1.pcratures . They thus reported evidence 
for a n1.aximun1. t ensile s t ress criterion for brittle fracture initiation 
when plas Li e strains arc sn1.all. 
Barton and Ilall (32) h ave developed a n-:Jore easily obtainable 
approximate e l astic-plastic solution for notched speci mens which has 
some of the character o f the solution obtained by Bcndrickson et a l., 
but is l ess rigorous . Certai n as s 1.unptions h ave been made concerning 
the character of th e stress solutions , which ren1oves these r esults one 
s t ep further from a likelihood of accurately portrayi ng th e clas t ic-
plastic stress distribution under a notch . 
Slip-line theory (sec Hill (29) ) has been used by Wilshaw and 
Pratt (30 ) to detennine the stresses in the plastic region under the root 
of a notch 1n a specimen l oaded in bending. Slip-line theory appli es 
rigorously only t o a plasti c -rig i d mater i al and can predict the shape 
and ext ent of plastic slip-line fields in such material s only . The small 
wedge-shaped plas ti c enclaves formed during i ni tia l yielding at a notch 
root i n a m ild steel (see Fig. 24, for example } are shaped in a 1nanner 
suggestive of the s lip-line field which would have been calculated for 
that region if extensive plastic deformation had occurred. However, 
s lip-line theo ry predicts a n absence of plastic encl aves until general 
yield of the specimen is attai ned . The existence of wedge-shaped 
plas ti c enclaves at earlier stages of l oading i s rationalized by recalling 
that s t ecl i s n o t rigid and tha t the s t resses and st r a ins will t a k e on the 
nece ssary, a lbei t unknown, values a t the tip of tl1c plastic wedges to 
enabl e these wedges to t e nninate i n an elastic regio n . 
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Sl ip-linc theory cannot predict the s iz.c and shape of srnall 
plastic enclaves under the connnon ass un1.ption that the enclave is 
en1.bcddcd in a rigid matrix . The clastic-plastic stress analysis 
pcrforn1.cd by I-:lendrickson et al. (27 } does predict the location of the 
elastic-plastic boundary as part of its solution. However, the pre-
dicted shape does not c01npare very favorably with the observed 
enclaves ncar notch roots, (27) vs. (1 8, 30). 
Verifying the results of a stress analysis is extrcrncly 
difficult. So1nc researchers have assumed a maximum tensile stress 
criterion for brittl c fracture initiation and have us cd this to modify, 
support, or in other ways interact with their stress analysis approx-
iJnations (30, 33) . Subtleties of brittle fracture behavior , such as 
"rheotropic embritllcmcnt" discussed by Crussard et al. (1 8 ) or 
"size effects" may be difficult to analyze by n1.cans of prejudiced 
stress analyses . 
D. Speci1nen Size - Elastic and plastic theories predict that the 
stress-s train state of an object is dependent only upon the applied 
stresses , the geometric shape of the object, and the mechanical 
properties of the 1naterial, and is independent of the geometrical scale 
factor. Thus a simple maximum tensile s tr ess crit erion for fracture 
initiation predi cts an absence of a specimen si?.e effect. However, 
small scale specimens are observed to break at higher nominal s trcs s 
values (6 , 34, 35 ) or after absorption of a greater amount of energy 
per unit volume (5) than large scale specimens. Extensive plastic 
deforn1.ation precedes fracture in n1any of the reported investigations of 
scale size effects be c ause brittle fracture initiation is suppressed by 
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the use of the s1nall scale specimens employed in the investigations. 
A statistical approach to the geometrical scale effect on 
fracture c;trcngth is reported (34, 35, 36 ) to have been investigated 
quantitatively by W. W e ibull. The theory is based on the assumption 
that defects , real or potential, of varying severity are present within 
the ma terial and that the strength of an object is determined by the 
worst cc•n1bination of stres s level and defect severity. A size effect 
results because larger ::;pecimens have a higher probab1lity of con-
taining the relatively rnore scarce, very severe defects in a highly 
stressed region. Fisher and Holl01non (37) have shown how fracture 
stress (and fracture stress fn'quency distribution) may be expected to 
vary with defect frequency for an assumed defect severity distribution. 
Irwin (36) has analyzed the size effect data of Davidenkov, Shevandin 
and Wittmann (34) and Brown, Lubahn and Ebert (35) statistically and 
has found good agreement between the experimental data and the 
statistical theory. Davidenkov et al. have suggested that a large 
number of fracture specimens with 1nany circmnfcrential notches may 
aid in experimentally determining a limiting fracture brittleness for 
large s ize specirnens. Lubahn and Yukawa (6), on the other hand, 
found that the fracture strength of very small scale notch-bend 
specimens approached the strength of unnotchcci specimens as the size 
of the notch- bend specimens was decreased. 
Bilby, Cottrell and Swinden (21) have chosen a quasi-dislocation 
model to relate "displacements" at a notch root to the geometrical scale 
and the applied stress. The 1nodel is equivalent to dis continuous plastic 
strain over narrow bands of appropriate {experimentally observed) 
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orientation with respect to the notch together with the statement that 
a region of a certain size (at the notch tip} must be strained a certain 
an1ount to initiate fracture. This view is not an explanation, rather it 
is a restaternent of the size effect . Felbeck and Orowan (ll) used 
essentially the same concept earlier to explain nominal agreement 
(actually, disagreement} of their fracture stress vs. crack depth data 
with the Orowan-Irwin fracture criterion. They pointed out that if the 
1nean tensile stress needed to produce a plastic enclave of radius A 
at the tip of a crack of length c when the yield stress is ~ is 
given approximately by 
[ \. 2.] 
as has been proposed by Neuber (28, 9), then, "if ... the size of the 
plastic ally deformed region required for starting cleavage is fairly 
independent of the crack length, the fracture stress should be inversely 
proportional to rc. II The observations of Bilby ct al. (21) and Felbeck 
and Orowan {ll) would see1n to apply to the ductile mode of initiation of 
brittle fracture. 
The size of the "plastically deformed region" ncar the notch 
(crack} root, as mentioned above, is of the order of 0. 015 in. in steel 
(11, 28) . Parker (38) notes that gcon1etric similarity of scaled 
specimens is destroyed when the first microcrack of grain diameter 
dimensions forms. Morrison (39) and Knott and Cottrell (19} have 
reported that initiation of yielding is delayed until the clas tically 
calculated shear stress at a point one or several grain diameters 
below the surface has reached the yield value. (But Griffiths and 
Cottrell (40) found no s uch "clastic superstressing" on notched silicon 
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iron s p ec i1n e ns when an etch pit t echnique was used to increase the 
sensitivity of obse rvation of first plastic s trains . However, it is not 
clear w hat dislocation-observable f eature di s tinguishes rnicroslip frorn 
slip-band-type of plastic deformation. ) Thus there is evidence of 
s tructure size vs . specimen size inte raction in yielding and fracture, 
but the exact nature of the interaction is not clear . 
E. Grain Size Both Fetch (2 4 ) and Low (1 4 ) have fractured 
unnotche d specimens of differ e nt grain s i zes a t liquid nitrogen temper-
a ture . Frac ture in the small grain size speci1nens was preceded by 
l a r ge r a1nounts of plastic strain than occurred in the specimens with 
the large r g rain sizes . P e tch rnodified his fracture data in an a ttempt 
to compensate for the variation in plastic s train a t fracture . This 
modified fracture s tr ess i s re1narkably close to the lowe r yield stress . 
Low did not rnodify his fracture stress values to compensate for the 
plastic st rain but inferred 1) tha t frac tur e occurs a t the l ower yie ld 
s t ress for large g r a in sizes and 2.) Lhat the product of the fracture 
s t ress and the square r oo t of the ave r age g rain diameter i s a constant 
for small g r a in s i zes , as s hown by the straight solid lines in Fig. 2. 
Gensarner (26) and Hahn et a l. (1 5 ) have var i e d the t es ting 
temperature in fracture tests on unnot ched speci1nens w ith several 
different grain sizes . Re fcrence to the dashed and solid frac ture 
curves Hl Fig . l shows t ha t Lhe relative frac ture behavior of s te e l s of 
two different grain sizes is qui te sensitive to th e test t en1perature 1n 
the regions l ette r ed C, D and E . 
The fracture behavi ors represented in Figs. l and 2 show 
remarkabl y sirn ila1· features; fr acture in the l eft -hand portion of bo th 
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stress is author's interpretation of fracture data tr end . 
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figures occurs at the yield stress whil e fracture in the right-hand 
portion i s preceded by large plastic s t rains and strain hardening. 
A better view of the fracture s trc s s cs could be obtained from a thr ee 
di1nens i onal repr esentation of fracture stress as a function of temper-
ature (or lower yield stress ) and grain size . Fig. l would represent 
two sections at constant grain size and Fig. 2 would represent a 
section at constant t em.pera ture {or lower yield stress) of the hypothe-
tica l thr ee din1cnsional figure . A trough of n1inimun1 fractur e stress 
values, representing the boundary between regions C and D in Fig. l, 
would angle down through this three dinl.ensional figure. The- section 
represented by the data r epor ted by Low (sec Fig. 2) includes fractures 
on both the ductile and brittle sides of the trough and cannot b e con-
sidered si1nply as a portrayal of "fracture stress as a function of 
grain size." The fracture data of Fig. 2 may be better represent ed 
by the solid curved line where large plastic s trains precede fracture, 
in accord with the fr ac ture curves of Fig. 1. 
1. 5 Smnnl.a ry of Assmned Sta te of Knowledge of Brittle Fracture 
The foregoing discussion of investiga tions of brittle fracture 1n 
mild steel is by no means all-inclusive with respect to the obs e rvations 
which have been made or the conclusions that have been reached. Some 
studies have been made on the corrc lation of fractur e data for 
nonl.inally similar structures and others on the relative effects of 
plane -stress vs. plane-strain stress state conditions. Attention has 
been directed h ere to those investigations which appeared to lend thenl.-
selves to generalizations, r ather than restrictions, of fracture concepts. 
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Plane strain was of particular interes t because of its sin1ilarity to the 
axial syrnmetry ernployed in the present investigations performed in 
connection with this thesis . 
The present state of knowledge concerning the initiation of 
brittle fracture can be summarized in the following brief s t a te1nents: 
There is evid ence both for and against a maximum tensile stress 
criterion for the initiation of brittle fracture . 
Plastic straining must pre cede fracture initiation. 
There may be a rheotropic e1nbr ittlement effect associated with 
the a1nount of (sma ll} pre-fracture plastic strain. 
Brittle fracture may be initiated by a brittle mode a t s01ne point 
below a notch root or by a ductile mode at the notch root after 
intense local plastic s training . 
The fracture initiation behavior of steel i s dependent primarily 
upon its yield stress at different combinations of temperature 
and s train rate . 
Both grain size and specim.en size effects are observed in 
fracture, smaller sizes tending to inhibit fracture. 
The ge01netry size effect 1nay be rationalized in some cases by 
stati stical theory. 
The Griffith or Orowan-Irwin energy condition for fracture 
initiation from 1nicrocracks is a necessary condition but an 
inadequate criterion because of a1nbiguity in the value of the 
plastic work term . 
The stress-strain requircrnents for nucleating a microc rack are 
different h·orn those for subsequent propagation (fracture 
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initia tion). 
Elastic-plastic stress-s train analyses of triaxi a l s tr ess s t a t es 
n car notches in steels w hich exhibit upper and lower yield 
stress phenomena a r e difficult to perform and cannot scc1n to 
b e made to inc lude an appropria te (yet unknown) c harac t er i zation 
of the yield instability behavior . 
In spite o f the l arge numbe r of observations n1ade in brittle 
fracture investigations, there i s a notabl e lack of coordination or 
reconciliation of the results. Furthennore, no general frac ture 
crit erion has been formulated whi ch can be used to predict fracture 
behavior i n a m ild s t eel obj ec t of random shape and l oad i ng . While 
the present wo r k w ill not d i sc l ose the desired general frac ture 
crit er i on, it 1nay a id in the qualita t ive understanding of yield and 
fractu r e behavior of m ild s tc e l. 
1. 6 Purpose and Method of the Present Investigation 
Apparent success of the clastic-pl astic stress analys is 
cal culated by Hendrickson, Wood and C lark (27 ) in predicting the sta t e 
of s tres s after local yielding h ad occurre d and expcr i1nental suppor t 
of a maximum tensile s t ress criterion for brittle fracture l ed to the 
question - what is the influence of grain size upon the value o f the 
1naxi1nun1 tensile s tr ess at the i nstant of fracture initiation in a region 
w ith a triaxial tensile stress sta t e? The answe r to this ques ti on was 
the original objective of this i nves tigat ion . However , the results o f 
expe rin1.ents perfonned in the early phases of Lhis inves tigation led to 
doubt concerning the correc tness of the c l as tic -pl astic s tress anal ysis 
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developed by H endrickson et al. 
The inves tiga tion describe d 111 this the s is h as two 1nain 
objectives: 1) to detennine the 1nech a nic a l properties of a 1nild steel 
in and adjacent to small p l as tic enclaves {at notches) and t o inves tigate 
the appropriateness of elastic - p l astic stress analysis techniques in 
predicting the stress state of such reg ions and 2) to determine the 
stress-strain state conducive to fr a cture initia tion in reg ions with a 
high hydrostatic tensile stress component through the application of 
a suitable stress analysis to notched specimens loade d in t ens ion. 
Deductions concerning the properties of annealed mild steel 
in and near s 1na ll plastic enclaves have been derived from obser-
vations of plas tic s t rai n patterns revealed in no t ched specim e ns by a 
n1acroscopic e t ch t echnique . A s tress analysis based on slip line 
theory in the p l astic enclaves has been developed and has been checked 
agai ns t the q u as i- s tatically l oaded notched spec i1nens . 
Y i e ld s tress data fro1n unnotched tensile specirnens and 
nominal fracture stress data fr om axiallysyn1metric notched tens ile 
specimens h ave been obtained over a w ide range of stress r a t es a t 
several te1nperatures. The test te1nperatnre and nominal stress rate 
were var i ed to obtain a range of stress states below the root o f the 
notched specimens as a result of the va1·iation of the yie ld stress w ith 
these pararneters . A means for correlating the lower y i e ld stress 
values obtained fr01n unnotched speci1nens with the y i eld s t ress of th e 
material in the plastic enclave at Lhe root of Lhe not ched s p ecimens 
is described. This enabl es the stress analysis to be applied to the 
notched specimens in an atten1pt to deduce the stress state a t the 
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instant of fracture . 
A metallographic search for n1icrocracks and the use of 
different specimen sizes and grain sizes are techniques which were 
em.ployed in an attempt to e lucidate the fracture behavior of the 
notched steel specimens. 
The work described 1n this thesis is intended to serve as a 
guide to the problems which will have to be solved before the true 
stress -strain state in the region of fracture initiation can be 
calcul ated . 
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ll. MATERIAL AND TEST SPECIMENS 
2. 1 Material 
The material used in this study was the same mild steel that 
was used by Hendrickson, W ood, and Clark (27) and by Clausing (23)in 
earlier fracture studies . The steel was obtained frmn the United 
States Steel Corporation, Torrance, California works, in the form of 
518 in. diam.eter hot-rolled bars frmn one billet of heat No. 32882. 
The chemical analysis is: 0. 19°lo C, 0. 41 °lo Mn, 0. 06°lo Si, and 
0 0. 002 lo At. The steel is designated as silicon semi -killed by the sup-
plie r. 
The two grain sizes used in this investigation were produced by 
annealing treatments in the austenite temperature range after all ma-
chining operations had been performed on the test specimens . The 
small grain size, ASTM grain size No. 8 l 14, was produced by a one -
hour anneal at l700°F. The large grain size , ASTM grain size No. 
5 l I 2, was produced by a four-hour anneal at 2125 °F. All specimens 
were cooled slowly (less than l0°F per minute ) in the furnace. 
Yield and fracture behavior of the specin<ens of grain size No. 
8 1 I 4 were uniform a1nong the several batches which were produced. 
The yield and fracture characteristics of two batches of specimens of 
grain size 5 112 were slightly diHerent , however. Note will be made 
of these differences at the appropriate times later in this report. 
Decarbu rization of the specimens during heat treatlnent was 
averted by placing the sped mens in a flowing inert atmosphere of he-
limn which was passed .first through a Drierite (CaS04 ) tower and then 
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activated charcoal immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath. Surface colora-
tion of the specimens indicated that some oxygen was present in the 
specimen chamber during annealing. However , microscopic examina-
tion of sections of the specimens revealed normal pearl ite distribution 
up to the surface of the speci1nens . This was interpreted as meaning 
that decarburization was insignificant. A few specimens for special 
studies were annealed in a vacuum furnace. These specimens were 
not decarburized, either. 
The ASTM grain size numbers for these steels were determ.ined 
by counting the number of gra ins which appeared in random areas of a 
photomicrograph of the transverse section o£ the s t eel. The actual 
area was multiplied by 0 . 79 for purposes of calculating the ferrite 
grain size since app roxi1nately 2 1 percent of the area is pearlite. 
Thus, the ASTM grain size was taken as N in the equation 
tJ -1 
'L = ( actual mag. r 100 X 
no. of grains within area 
( + i no . o£ grains on bound~ ry of area ) 0.79 . 
Six groups of about 180 grains each were counted from small grain 
size specimens . The calculated ASTM numbers ranged from 8. 0 to 
8. 45 . This average grain size is taken as 8 1/4 in this work. Nine 
groups of about 100 grains each were counted from three large grain 
s i:r.e specimens. The calculated ASTM nurnbers ranged £rorn 5. 20 to 
5. 70. The average was taken to be 5 l /2. 
Most o£ the large grain cli a rneters in the photomicrographs of 
the steel with the l arge grain size were about 0 . 005 in. with an occa-
sional 0. 006 to 0. 007 in. diant.cter. The range of l arge g r a in diarne-
ters £or the small gt .. lin si:>:e specirncns was 1nostly 0. 0015 to 0, 002 in. 
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with an occasional n1.aximum of 0. 0025 in. 
2. 2 Test Specirnens 
Axially symn1.etric, notched and unnotched, tensile specimens 
of two geometric scales were prepared fron1. the bar stock. The linear 
scale ratio of the two sizes is about 2 . 6, which is also the ratio of the 
average ferrite grain diameters studied in this investigation. 
Drawings of the large scale notched (series A ) and unnotched 
(series B) specimens are shown in Fig. 3 . The hyperboloid generating 
process described by Hendrickson (4 1) was employed to form the notch 
contour. The finite thickness of the edge and the flexibility of the cut-
off wheel prevented the forn1ation of an exact hyperboloid of revolution 
and a lso a llowed the notch contour to vary from specimen to specimen. 
The radius of the root of the notch was calculated from meas-
uremcnts t aken with a Kodak contour projector. The 1nethod of calcu-
lation is discussed by Hendrickson (41 ). The values of the root radius , 
f , varied from 0. 0065 to 0 . 0119 in. The the ore tical root radius of 
a hyperboloid of revolution with a 29° asymptotic included angle and a 
minimum section diameter of 0. 300 in. is 0. 010 in. The diameters of 
the mininntm sections of the specim.ens varied, so the measure of the 
fidelity of the notch contour was taken to be f ..:.. (0 .010>< .d_) , where . 0 .300 
d is the minimum section diameter . The fidelity o f most of these 
notches ranged fron1 0 . 83 to l. 02. 
The sn1.all scal e spccin1.cns , series D - notched, and series E -
unnotchcd (sec Fig. 1), were n1ad c with tapered seating surfaces at 
each end to ensure alignn1ent in mating tapered surfaces in the grips . 
! 
-
I 
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The grips incorporate thin flexture elen1ents designed to n1inimize 
bending loads. These extra precautions to minimize bending in the 
small scale specimens are necessary to achieve results c01nparable 
to the larger specimens . 
The gage sections of the unnotched specitnens, series E , were 
ground to the final shape while the specitnens were on centers 1n a 
lathe . The tapered seating surfaces were also forrned while the speci-
mens were on centers . 
The notch contours in the small scale , series D , specimens 
were generated in a manner similar to that used on the large-scale 
notched specitnens . However, the rubber - bonded corundum wheel 
was replaced by a slitting saw which had been ground to an (infinitely) 
sharp "V' ' cutting edge having an included angle of 18°. The rigidity 
of this cutter and the very small "radius'' of the cutting edge were im-
portant factors in the successful production of the smal l scale notches . 
The values of the root radii of the D-series notches , calculated 
from n1easurements taken on a Kodak contour projector , varied £rom 
0. 00360 to 0. 00395 in. The theore tical value for the root radius of a 
29° included angle hyperboloid wi th a n1ini1num section di.atncter of 
0. 115 in. is 0 . 00383 in. The dian1eter of the n1i.nimum section of 
these spec imens varied £rom 0. 111 to 0 . l l 5 in. The fidelity of these 
notch roots ranged from 0. 935 to 1. 05 . 
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III. EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURE 
3. 1 Equiprnent for Tensile Tests 
A mechanically-controlled hydraulic tensile testing machine of 
10, 000 lb. capacity was employe d to apply tensile loa ds to the t es t 
specimens. The machine was specially designed by Clark and Wood 
(42 ) to provide variable constant rates of tensile l oad application up to 
6 
about l 0 lb I sec. The highest rate of l oading is s till slow enough that 
stress wave propagation need not be considered. The basic element of 
the machine is a l arge (5 0 in. 2 ) loading piston which faces a hig h pres-
sure (up to 25 0 lb. /in. 2 ) air chamber on one side and an oil fille d 
chamber on the other side . The oil is used to control the displ ace-
ment of the loading piston. At high rates of loading, corresponding to 
7 X 10 5 to 2 X 10 7 lb. /in. 2 s e c., the movement of the large l oading 
piston is hydraulically controlled by a small (5 in. 2 ) piston which fol-
lows a mechanically driven cam. Stress rates in the range of 3 X 10 1 
to 3 X 103 lb. /in. 2sec . were obtained by leaking the hydraulic control 
oil through a ne e dle valve with a constant pressure d rop maintained 
across the valve . The intermediate stress rates be t ween 3 X 103 and 
7 X 105 lb. /in. 2sec. were obtained by the needle valve leak technique 
without a constant pressure drop. The rates of loa ding i n this last 
range were cal culated fron1 the average rate of increase of l oad during 
the top 10 percent of load before yield or fracture . 
A specimen grip systen1 to transrnit tensile loads fron1 the ma-
chine to the specimen, a dynamorneter systern for detecting the mag-
nitucle of the load applied to a specimen, and a cold bath system to 
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cool the specimen to the desired test temperature were attached to the 
rapid loading machine. The dynamometer systcrn is spec ially de-
signed and, together with lhe specimen grip system, forms an integral 
part of the load transfer system. Different sets of loa d transfer sys-
tems were employed for the two di££erent scale size specimens be-
cause of the different load capacity and load axiality requirements . 
The specirnen grip system for the large scale specimens, 
series A and B, consisted of stainless steel rods screwed into spheri-
cal seat plugs, as shown in Fig. 5 . The spherical surfaces of the 
plugs and the mating scats in the machine were lubricated with Moly-
kate, Type G, a rnolybdcnum disulfide base lubricant, to minitnize 
bending stresses in the spccitncns. ·when the spherical seats were 
carefully seated under a small preload, the bending stress in a series 
B unnotched spcci1nen was lc s s than 3 pe rccnt of the nom.inal axial 
stress . 
The specirncn grip systctn for the stnall scale specimens , se-
ries D and E, incorporated two sets of thin flexure sections to mini-
miz;e bending. This system is shown in Fig. 6. The flexure g rips 
were tnacle from 17-4 PH stainless steel and were hardened by a pre-
cipitation heat treattnent after tnachining. The flexure grips were 
slightly bent, but the bending tnot-r1ent necessary to elastically straight-
en the wors t section would give rise to a nl.axirnun! bending stress of 
only 600 lb. /in . 2 in the nnnotched, series E specinl.ens . The upper 
end of this specimen grip systctn is held in aligmuent with the lowe r 
end by tneans of a sleeve, wl1ich is part of the dynan1otneter system. 
The dynarnometer was accurately aligned in the tPsting tnachine and 
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cemented with an epoxy cement to an a luminurn pad w hich was posi-
t ione d 1n the machine by locating pins . 
The stiffness of the spec imen grip sys t em a nd r apid loa ding 
machine and the dimensions of the te s t specimens are such that a 
l oading-piston velocity of 0. 35 in./ sec produces a nominal pre-
yield e l as tic stress rate of 
nl.ens and a nomi nal s t ress 
scal e specimens . 
1 0 6 1 b I in. 2 sec 
6 
rate of 2 X 10 lb/ 
in the l arge scale s peci-
in. 2 sec in the s1nall 
The loa d dynarnmnete r for each load transfer system incorpo-
rate s four SR-4 resistance-sensitive strain gages ce1nente d to a thin 
cylindrical secti on. The 10, 000 lb . capacity d ynammnete r for the 
large specimens i s made of hardened steel and serves as the upper 
spherical seat plug. This dynamometer was calibrated in a beam-
balance , static testing machine whose accuracy was ± 1 percent. The 
1700 lb. capacity d ynamometer for the small scal e specimens was 
made from 606 1 T6 a luminum alloy. It was calibrated with 100 lb . of 
dead weights in conjunction with a lOX l ever system. The output of 
this dynamometer was found to be linear with the l oad in the range 100 
to 1000 lb.; the l inearity is assumed to continue up to the 1700 lb . ca-
pacity of tl}-e dynatnonl.e te r. 
The strain gage bridge output of the dynatnorncters was ampli-
fied by a Consolidate d Electroclynam ics 3 -kilocycle carrier amplifie r 
and recorded by 1neans of an oscillograph en1ploying high-frequency 
1noving-coil galvanon1.eters and traveJing light-sensitive pape r. The 
flat-frequency response range of this r ecording systetn i s 0 to 500 
cycles per sec. The arnplifying system was calibrated before and 
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after each test by rneans of a known resistance shunt connected across 
one arm of the strain gage bridge . 
A double -walled cylindrical container, shown 1n Fig. 5, is the 
principal unit of the cold bath system. Liquid Freon 12 1n the inner 
chamber was in contact with the specimens and part of the specimen 
grips and acted as the heat transfer agent. The cold bath container 
was sealed to and supported by the lower specimen grips during tests 
on the large specimens, as shown in Fig. 5. For tests on the small 
specimens, the cold bath container was sealed to the lower flexure 
grips through a flexible teflon membrane and was supported directly by 
the rapid loading machine. This sealing arrangement is illustrated in 
Fig. 6. 
Three different test temper a tures were used in this investiga-
were obtained by means of suitable liquid baths in the double-walled 
container surrounding the test specimen. 0 The temperature of -21 F 
was obtained by allowing Freon 12 to boil in contact with the specimen 
and the extension grips. A mixture of dry ice and Freon 12 was used 
to ~btain the nominal test temperature of -111 °F. Only the inner cyl-
inder of the cold bath container was filled with coolant for tests con-
ducted at these two temperatures. The nominal test temperature of 
-200°F was obtained by filling the entire outer annular charnber of the 
cold-bath system with liquid nitrogen, the inner chatnber with Freon 12, 
and adjusting the power s upplicct. to the electric h eating clement 1m-
bedded in the intcrrncdiate insulating BakeJite cylinde r. 
The ternperaturcs were cletcrrnjncd fr01n potentiotncter meas-
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uretnents of the emf of copper-constantan therrnocouples that were at-
tached to A- and B-series specirnens with "Scotch" electrical tape or 
were attached to the flexure grips with screws just above and below the 
D- and E-series specimens . The maximum temperature range deter-
1nined for tests at -21 °F (- 29°C ) was from -20. 2 to 21. 4 °F. For 
tests at a nominal temperature of -111 °F {-79°C), the actual tempera-
0 ture measurements ranged from -109 to -112 F. For the tests a t a 
nominal temperature of - 200°F ( -129°C), the measured temperatures 
0 
ranged between -195 and -205 F. 
3 . 2 Procedure for Tensile Tests 
The upper and lower yield stresses of unnotched tensile speci-
mens were obtained in the rapid loa ding m.achine described in Section 
3. 1 over a r a nge of pre-yie ld elastic stress rates at several tempera-
tures. The yield stresses of series l3 specin1ens of grain si7.e 5 1/2 
were obtained in the stress rate r ange of 3 X 10 1 to 2X 107 lb. in. - 2sec. -l 
at -200°F, -111 °F, and -21 °F. 
The upper and lower yield stresses of series l3 specimens of 
grain size 8 1 I 4 were obtained at - 111 °F in the stress rate range of 
1 7 -2 -1 3 X 10 to 2 X 10 lb. in. sec . . The yield s tresses of one specimen 
were detern1ined a t -21 °F and jus t the upper yield stress of another 
specimen was deterrnined at -200°F, both o.f these at about 1. 1 X 106 
-2 -1 lb. in. sec . Three series B and three series E specimens which 
had been annealed together were tcslcd in pairs of a large and a small 
specimen to determine specimen si:;;e c.ffects on the yield stresses . 
Two pairs were tested at -lll°F ancl the other p a ir a t roorn tempera-
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0 0 ture (73 F, 23 C ). 
Finally, the yield stresses of series B specitnens of both grain 
sizes were determined under the quasi-static conditions o£ about 
10 2 lb /in. 2 sec at room temperature (79°F, 26°C ). These yield data 
were obtained so that notched specin1ens could be loaded to known val-
ues of the ratio of the nominal stress to the yield stress prior to ex-
amination £or zones of plastic de£orm<:~.tlon. 
Tensile tests on notched specimens were of three types: 1) load-
ing to fracture , 2 ) loading to a predetermined stress slightly less than 
the nominal fracture stress, and 3 ) qnasi- static loading to a particular 
value of Onom /oyd , as noted in the preceding paragraph. 
Large grain size, series A specimens were loaded to fracture 
over a range o£ stress rates at each of three test ten1pcraturcs . Most 
o£ the tests at - 1 11°F and -21°F were conducted at the higher stress 
rate to avoid extens ivc plastic d eformation. 
Stnall grain size, series A specimens were loa ded to fracture 
at -111 °F and - 200°F. Seven series D specitncns o£ this grain size 
were also te s ted at -200°F to inve s tigate spccitncn size effects 111 
notched specimens . 
Three large grain size specimens, A-31, A-39, and A-7, were 
loaded to high levels a t a rate of about 2. 4 X 1 o6 lb I in . 2 sec 'at 
-111 °F and then unloaded so that a rnctallographic search £or tnicro-
cracks ncar the notch root could be made. Spccitncns A-39 and A-7 
were loade d to a slightly higher leve l than the notni.nal fracture stresses 
o£ two other specin1.cns at that tetnpcrature a nd stress rate. Stress 
history details of these specin1cns are included in Table 2 in Section 
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4 . 3. Specirnens A-31 and A-7 were held ncar the highest stress level 
for several minutes to allow general yielding to occur and allow n'licro -
cracks to open wider and thus be tnore easily detected. The third 
specimen was unloaded as quickly as pass ible after the ini t ial h i gh 
stress rate tes t at -111 °F a'ld was subsequently elongated slowl y i n 
tension at room t emperature . Room temperature yielding shoul d not 
create new microcracks , but should widen pre-existing microcracks . 
3 . 3 Search for Microcracks 
A n1etallographic search for microcracks was conducted in three 
unfractured large grain size specimens, A-3 1, A-39, and A- 7 , after 
they had been loaded altnost to their nominal fracture stress level. The 
specimens were turned in a lathe to a diameter just greater than the 
diameter of the notch section so that the notch root could be accurately 
located. Very sn1all refe1·cnce holes were drilled radially into the 
spccin'lens ncar the notch root. The specimens were then turned on 
centers in a lathe and hand polished with abrasive papers and diatnond-
loaded polishing cloths . A circumferential reference line was scribed 
through the drilled reference holes. These cylindrical examination 
surfaces were prepared at 0 . 003 in. intervals to depths of about 0 . 009 
to 0. 019 in. The 0. 003 in. delJth inc rc1nents for exan1 ination are 
smaller than the typical grain cliatnc tcrs of about 0. 005 in. 
The polished cylindrical surface was examined for microcracks 
uncler a low power (30X) binocular microscope in essentially clark .field 
illurnination ancl also at higher n'lagnifications in bright field in the as-
polished a nd in the etched (5 s ec in 4°/o HN03 in a myl alcohol) concli-
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tions . Photomicrographs at about 35 X were taken of 0 . 030 in. wide 
circurnferential strips centered under the notch root on each cyl indri-
cal examination surface . This procedure perrnits re-examination of 
the overl ying surfaces in the event a rnicrocrack is found deeper in the 
specimen. The technique employed for taking the photomicrographs 
of the cylindrical surface is discussed 1n Appendix I. 
3. 4 Determination of Plastic Zones 
An attempt was made to determine the extent of the plastic en-
claves near the root of the notched specimens by microhardness meas -
urements with a Wilson Tukon Tester. This method was used earlier 
by Hendrickson, Wood, and Clark (27 ) in similar experiments . The 
m.ethod depends on the increase in hardness of ferrite in the plastic 
zone due to strain aging . The hardness values which were obtained 
in a survey for the pre sent work varied ranclon<ly over a sn1.all range 
from grain to grain in the elastic region as well as in the plastic re-
gion. Although a few indentations could definitely be identified with 
the plastic region, the normal scatter o£ the hardness values prevented 
a detennination of the clastic-plastic boun dary. 
Plastic a lly deformed regions of nitrogen-bearing steels may 
be disclosed by the use of Fry ' s reagent. A silicon semi-killed steel 
does not respon d differentially to this etc hing reagent, however . No 
other etching reagent was found that would reveal the plastically de-
formed zones in the s t eel used in the pre sent investigation. (I-Iowe v-
er, an etching reagent for this purpose has been reported recently by 
Clausing (23}. ) Apparent success in reveahng the pla stic enclaves 
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was finally achieved after the specimens were given a surface nitriding 
treatment. 
Three large and three small grain size, series A specimens 
which had been loaded under quasi-static conditions were prepared for 
determination of the plastically deformed regions. The specimens 
were iron plated for edge protection during polishing and then sec-
tioned. Indentations were made with a Rockwell hardness tester on 
the sectioned surfaces to produce plastically deformed material which 
would serve to check the effectiveness of the subsequent nitriding and 
etching operations. The surfaces were then polished through 600 grit 
papers. 
The specimens were nitrided in a hydrogen- 25 percent am-
0 0 
monia atmosphere at 950 F (510 C) for two hours and cooled by re ·· 
moving the specimen tube from the furnace. (Lower nitriding temper-
atures may be efficacious . One trial specimen responded satisfacto-
rily after having been nitrided at 850°F (455°C).) An aging treat-
ment of 50 n'lin at 400°F (205°C) was used to allow the dissolved ni-
trogen to respond to the dislocations in the plastic zones and thus 
cause a contrast in response to Fry's reagent acting differentially on 
the plastic and the elastic regions. The response to Fry's reagent 
greatly improved after aging at room temperature for several months 
to over a year. Perhaps a better aging treatment would have been 17 
hours at 150°C (300°F), as used by Crussard, et al. (18). 
About l to 2 X 10- 3 in. of steel was removed from the surface 
before final polishing and etching with a modified Fry's reagent. The 
composition of this reagent, which has been used by Hahn (56), is 
CuCt 2 · 2H2
0 
HCt 
H 20 
- 46-
C 2 H 50H (ethyl alcohol ) 
19 g 
40 cc 
30 cc 
25 cc . 
The specimens were etched at room temperature for 3 to 6 sec . 
Critical factors in the success o£ this etching procedure are 
the nitrogen concentration in the steel and especially the aging treat-
ment. The condition of Fry's reagent was less irnportant in these 
tests . 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
4 . 1 Yield Data from Unnotche d Specimens 
The yield behavior of th e s te e l was cal culated fron1 meas ure-
rnents of oscillograph records of load vs. time taken during the tensile 
tests on the unnotched spec irnens . Typical oscillograph records of 
tests on l arge and small grain size specimens are shown in Figs . 7 
and 8 , r espec tivel y . These records s how the sharp drop in load 
support ed by the speci men just after the uppe r yield stress has been 
reached . The records of Figs. 7 and 8a a l so exhibit the relati vely 
constant l oad during specimen e l ongati on at the lower yield stress . 
Figure 8b does not unequivocally show a lower y i eld stress plateau. 
This will be discussed l ate r. The curves of Figs . 7a and 8b show 
a porti on of the strain (and strain- rate) hardening c u rve fo llowing the 
lower yield s tress . The curves of Figs . 7b and 8a do not show strain 
hardening because the loading pis ton of the testing rna chine reached 
the limit of i ts t ravel b efore the Luder ' s band had propagated the entire 
gage length o f the specimen. 
The data obtained £ron< the oscillograph records of load vs . 
time can be used Lo construct stress-strain diagra1ns when the spr ing 
constant of the specimen gr ips ancl testing 1nachine is known. The 
stress-strain curves of Figs . 9 and lO were obtained £r 01n Figs . 7a 
and 8b in this manner . A spring cons tant of 2 . 8 x 1 o6 lb/ in . 2sec 
was used for the large scale spC'cirnens of Fig . 9 and a spr ing 
constan t of 5 . 2 x 106 lb/in . 2 scc was used fo r the small scale 
specimen o£ F i g . 10. The strain calculations for the curves of 
0 
<( g 
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Figs. 9 and l 0 are s ubject to fairly large e rrors (order of 20 percent 
or 1nore ) due to uncer tainties in the stiffness of the hydraulic portion 
of the load sys tem . The Luder's strain for th e test conditions of 
Fig . 9 will be taken to be 0. 018 in . /in . for the specimens from 
furnace group No. 2 . The curves in Fig . 9 are shown only where the 
plastic strain is continuous throughout the gage length. The point a t 
which continuous plastic straining star ts in Fig . 10 is not known . 
The upper and lower yield stresses of the ASTM grain size 
No . 5 1/2 stee l are s how n in Figs. 11 and 12, r es pective ly, as a 
function of the pre-yi e ld, elastic s tress r a te for each of the t es t 
t empe r a tures . Logarithmic scal es are us e d for the t es t rate since 
th e yield s tr esses vary approximately linear ly with this function . The 
pre-yield s tre ss rate of the tens il e t es ts i s a l so s hown along the 
abscissa in Fig . 12 t o co rrela te the l ower yield s tress s hown in 
Fig . 12 w ith the upper yield stress s how n in Fig . 11 for the same 
specitnen . The specin1en e l ongat i o n rate during Luder's s train 
propagation is a physically more signific ant index of the te s t rate 
a t the l ower yield s tre ss and i s s h own on the a b sc is sa of Fig . 12 . 
All of the data points 1narked by solid sy1nb o ls were obtained from 
spec im e n s ann eal ed in one g roup (furnac e group No. 1 ). The open 
symbol s repre sent data from a second group of speci1nens . The 
higher values of the yield stresses obtained from the second g r oup of 
specirnen s hardly appear s i gnificant in Figs . 11 and 12. IJowever , 
nominal fracture st r ess data (see F i g . 1 8) a l so s how e d t wo groupings , 
depending upon the anneal ing group, and the Li.ider's s tr a ins cal c ula t e d 
for one spec i1nen from each group are apprec i ab l y different (sec 
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Fig . 9 ). These observations sugges t that the 1ncchanical properties 
of Lhe two groups of spec imens are slightl y different. 
The speci1nen which was tested a t - 200°F a t 2 x 107 lb/in. 2 s e c 
(see Fig . 11) was examined 1netallographically . Twins were found in 
many of the grains , as s hown in Fig . 1 3 . Insp ec tion of the upper yield 
stress dat a of Fig . 11 led to the conclusion that t w inning causes the 
onset of p l astic deformation at the upper yield s tress in this large 
grain size s t ee l a t - 200°F a t stress rates above a b out 1. 5 x 1 o6 
lb/in. 2sec , as indicated in Fig . 11. Subsequent plastic deformation 
at the lower yield s tr ess may occur by slip or t w inning , depending upon 
the spechnen elongation rate . E xamination of the trend of lowe r yield 
stress val u es in Fig. 1 2 suggests that plastic straining a t the lower 
yield s tre ss was caused by s lip in all of the spec imens t ested a t -2 00°F, 
with the possible exception of the one te sted a t the hig hest elongation 
rate. The twins shown in Fig . 13 appear to represent microstrain, 
w hic h 1nay s lightly alter the s tr c s s- s train characteristics a t the l owe r 
yield s tre ss . 
The upper and lower yield stresses of the sn<all grain size 
spcci1nens tested a t -11 1 °F arc shown in Fig . 14 as a function of the 
test rate (logarithmi c scal e ). The top curve i s a l eas t- squares , linear 
fit of the upper yield stress data and is p l olted agains t the logar ithm 
o£ the s tress rate . The scal e o£ elongati on rate applies to the bottom 
curve, the lower yield stress . The results o£ one te s t at -21°F and 
one t es t at -200°F are a l so s hown in Fig. 1 4 . The va l ue shown for the 
lower yield stress at -200°F is an upper li1nit; the testing machine 
s trokc reached it s lin< it before a constant load indica tive of the lower 
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Fig. 13. Phot01nicrograph showing twinning in unnotched 
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in Amyl alcohol. 75X. 
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yield stress could be established . The open and the solid sy1nbols 
denote two different furnace batches. The yield behavior of these two 
groups of specimens appears to be the same . 
Three pairs of large scale, series B , and small scale, series 
E, unnotched specimens of ASTM G . S . No. 8 1/4 were tested to check 
the two specimen grip systc1ns and dynamometer systems against 
each other and a l so to see if there 1night be a specimen size effec t 
on the yield behavior of the stee l. The results of these thr ee sets of 
tests, t wo a t -111 °F and one a t roorn temperature (7 3°F), are shown 
in Fig. 15. The data ~rend curves of Fig . 14 are included for com-
parison at -l 11 °F. Sirnilarity of the upper yield stress values for the 
two specimen sizes implies that the upper yield stress i s not sensitive 
to specirnen s i ze within the range investigated here . 
The lower yield stress values of the small scal e spcci1nens in 
Fig . 15 are shifted toward lower specimen e l ongation rates by a 
factor of 0. 54 relative to the large speci1ncns tested at the same pre-
yield elastic stress rate. This shift is a result of the stiffer spring 
constant (in terms of nominal stress on the speci1ncn per loading-
piston displacement ) of the testing 1nachine for tests on s1nall 
spccin'1ens . The apparent lower yield strc::;s of the s1nall scale 
specimens is substantially higher than for the large specimens. Part 
of the difference may arise because the Ludcr's strain has swept 
entirely through the gage section of Lhe small speci1nens before the 
n01ninal stre::;s has been relaxed to the value of the lower yield stress . 
The oscillograph record of one of Lhe sn'1all scale spccirncns , see 
Fig . 8b, docs not show a constant load pl<1.Leau which can definitely be 
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identified as the lower yield stress . The stress-strain curve for this 
same specimen, see Fig. l 0, shows how the lower yield stress can be 
obscured if the dimension_s of the specimens and the machine stiffness 
do not have appropriate values with respect to the s tr ess drop from the 
upper to the lower yield stress and the value of the Luder's strain. The 
straight line sloping down from the upper yield stress in Fig. 10 is the 
locus of minimum values of the lower yield stress which could be 
detected for various amounts of Li.ider' s strain under instantaneous 
unloading to the lower yield stress. The Liider's strain is probably 
between O. 01 and 0. 02 for this Jnaterial, so the capacity for unloading 
to the lower yield point is marginal in these specimens . 
The machine and specimen characteristics are such that a 
Luder's strain of 0. 01 propagating entirely through the gage length can 
permit the nominal stress on a large scale specimen to drop by 28, 000 
lb/in. 2 , in contrast to only 18, 000 lb/in. 2 on a stnall scale specimen. 
Examination of the oscillograph records and reference to the 1nachinc 
stiffness leads to the conclusion that the lower yield stress reported for 
the large scale specimens (both grain sizes) reasonably well depicts the 
true lower yield stress for specimens of this cross section, and at 
least represents an upper limit to the true value. The values of the 
"lower yield" stress shown in Fig. 15 for the small scale specimens 
may be higher than the true values partly because of the test conditions. 
However, there may still be a specirnen diarneler size effect. Tests on 
small diameter specimens with twice the gagL' length in this testing 
1nachine should resolve this question. Such tests were nol 1nadl'. 
The upper yield stress of t}1(' two grain siz l'S used in this 
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investigation of this steel as used in previous fracture studies (l7) is 
shown at -111 °F and -200°F in Fig. 16. The grain size of this steel 
as used in the previous ~tudies has been d1'tennined recently to be 
about ASTM G . S. No. 8, instead of 6 . 5 as rc>port.ed carlie r. The data 
arc displayed to aid in esti1nating the UpJ.>er yield stress of the present 
small grain size steel, ASTM G.S. No. 8 1 /-l, at -200°F sincL' only 
one test has been made at this tcn1perature. TlH' difference bL'I'vvcen 
the upper yield stress of the ASTJ'vl G.S. No . H l/ ·1, represenll'd by 
the dashed line, and the ASTM G.S. No. H steels .1t -200°F' is assumed 
to eyual the difference for these grain si z.es at -111°F. Comparison of 
the upper yield stress values for the steels of ASTM G.S. Nos. 5 l/2 
and 8 at these two ten1peratures indicates that the abovv ass urnption is 
not likely to lead to an error of more than l, 000 lb/ in. 2 in the ASTM 
G .S. No.8 1/-± curve at -200°F . 
The lower yield stress of the ASTM gr a in size No. 8 1 / ·l stec>l 
at -200°F ha s been esti1nated from the lower yield stress data obtained 
fr01n the small grain siz(' specin1cns tested at -111 °F and the large 
grain size specimens tested at -111 °F and -200°F. Two assul1lptions 
were used 1n the construction of t he curve for the ASTM G. S . No . 8 1 / ·1 
steel at -200°F. The first asswnption is that the lower yie ld stress is 
a linear function of the logarithrn of the specimen elongati on rate and 
that the slope is independent of temperature and grain size when the 
value of the lower yield stress exceeds the value of the "static" lower 
yield stress by a sufficient amount (about 20, 000 lb/in. 2 ) . Rosenfield 
and Hahn (4 3 ) have noticed that the lower yield stn·,.,, of SL'VL'ral 1nild 
steel s varies linearly with the s train t·ate, which is in agr<'<'nH'nl with 
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this asswnption. The slope of the curves of the lower yield stress vs . 
the logarithtn of the specitncn elongation rate has been detcnnined fro1n 
the data for the AST:tvl G. S. No. 5 l /2 ste ... ~l at -200°1:<~. Portions of 
the yield data for both grain sizes at -1 ll °F have been fitted with curv<'s 
of this slope, as shown by the solid lines in Fig . l 7. 
The second assumption is that the stn·11gtlwning vffect arising 
from the grain size is the san1c at -200°F as at -lll°F. Thus the 
difference in the lower yield stress values for thv ,.;kcl in the SJnall 
and the large grain size conditions at -200°F \\as asswned to be the 
san1e as at -lll°F. Kazinczy, Backofcn and Kapadia (-:14) have 
observed that ...ky in the Hall-Petch lower yield stress expression 
(where is the grain diamctl•r) is inde-
pendent of the temperature in the range 90 to 300°K (-30l) to t-80°F). 
Their observations support this second assun1ption. Petth (4-:l), 
however, expres::;ed surprise that an increase in Yty had not been 
observed at the lower tetnperatures by Kazinl zy l't a l. since othl'rs had 
observed such an increase in .!y. The clashed curve of Fig. l 7 has 
been cons tructed with the aid of these two as::;umptions and will be taken 
as the lower yield stress behavior of the ASTM Ci. S. No . H 1 I-t steel 
at -200°F for the purposes of this thesis. 
4. 2 Fracture Stress Data from Notched Specirnens 
Fracture data for the notched specimens wer<.' obtained from 
oscillograph records of load vs. time taken during the fracture test. 
Figure 18 shows a typicalload-tin•e record of a fracture t~e•st. The 
sharp drop 1n load n1arks thl' tral·ture l'Vt'nt. A calibratiun curVl' is 
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also shown to illustrate the galvanornctC'r response rate to a step-
function signal input. The values of the norninal fracture stress 
(1naxirnun1 tensile load supported by the specirnen just prior to failure 
by fracture, divided by the rninimum cross sectional area at the notch 
section) and the nominal test rate obtained fr01n each test record are 
listed in Table l. (Table 1 also contains other calculated valUL'S, 
which will be explained in Chapter VI.) 
The nominal fracture stress of the large grain size specirnens 
is plotted against the nominal stress rate (Logarithmic scale) in Fig. 
19. The open symbols denote the san1c furnace batch (No. 2) of 
specitnens whose yield stress values are also shown by open sytnbols 
in Figs. 11 and 12. The norninaL fracture str<'SS values of the 
specimens of furnace group 1 were consistently higlwr than ftH 
0 group 2 at -111 F. The yield behavior was the opposite (st't' Figs. l 
and 12). Thus the mechanical properties of the lvvt> fur·nacc batches 
are slightly different. The X's show the rnaximum stress LPvcl to 
which the unfractured notched speci1nens, A-7, A-31 and A-39, were 
subjected prior to a metallographic search for 1nicrocracks and 
represent lower limits for the nominal fracture stress values for 
these three specimens. These s peci1nens were from the s arne 
furnace group as those fractured specimens depicted by the open 
symbols. Thus two of the unfractured spccin1cns were loaded to a 
higher nominal stress level than two others which bad fradurcd. 
Figure 20 shows the non1inal fracture st rt'S s uf the sn1a ll 
grain size spccinH'ns as a functiun of lht• llt)JllinaL strv::;s nth' (loga-
rithmic scale). The fracture data of Ilcndricksun d aL. (2.7) fr·on1 a 
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TABLE 1. Non1inal and Local Fracture Stress Data 
~ 
(j) 
+-> rl C1l ~ (j) ;.. (j) ,. -, (j) H 0.. ;.. \o, :-;:1 ;::l u d ;::l til ;::l ..... (J)+-> •..--4 ·....-4 
:>-. 
0 til ...., E ~ u +-'C"] 0 J...< (j) u 0 ~ 
.v C1l tllo ...., b.O J...< ~ to c. (/) roo z .... .._, J...< ....... ...., (/) 
-.! 
...... o....-. 
~ (j) .... CD til ...... N, ~N. b""' 6 .._,N, '"0 
" 
~ u (j) .... .-< (j) ....... ~ ...., ~ 
""" 
::l ro ~ ...... 
6 ...... ~ .... C1l (/) C1l ~ .... til . ... Etll.::: 0 (j) ..c:~ Cil -~,..; ~til-
---
..... 
..c: :> .... (j) . ... til ,..a '0,..0 E .... til ,..a ...., C1l u .H ~ ~ E .::: E .v ....... ....... ,...., 0 X.v ...-< 0.....-< (j) ~ o - o f:ro (j)C""l lor: m ~·"" (j) u 0.. 0 · rl 0 .._.,...., o q ~ U) z 
-< z~ z (/)...-< ;:.,.... ...... """ (/) ...... 
t-----------4 1------i ~ 
ASTM G. S . No. l 5-2, -,W0°F 
A-72 0 . 70 2 l. l X 10 7 65. 8 79 0 . 83 3 ll -1- us 9 . 8 
A -1 6 0.85 1.5'\106 79. 1 71. () 1. l 0 ·1- l.!. S - 130 1 () 
A-35 0 . 98 8.6Xl04 88. 8 6 .). -l: l. -l () 12.1 - l 2.6 2.9 
A- 17 0 . 88 3 10 l. 7 (52. f [l. 95r l.l >- 10 
A-46 o. 90 l.7Xl02. 97.7 (47. 5) 2. Ob 
ASTM G. S. No. 5t, -lll °F 
A-30 0.94 2 l.l XlO 96. 7 54 l. 79 113-117 59 
A-37 0.86 2.7 Xl06 94.6 5 1 [l. 8 51 
A- 7 0.89 2.6X106 > 96. 3 /II.F. 51 l. 89 
A-31 0.96 2.4X10 6 > 82. 51'1·"· 5 1 1. 62 103-107 43 
A-39 0.90 2.3Xl06 )' 9 5. 4 w. F. 5 1 []. 8 7] 
A-24 0.87 2.3 Xl0 6 93. 3 5 1 1. 8 3 
A -5 0.9 5 1 2 Xl07 105. 9 55. 5 1. 91 
A -10 .--...().79 5 . 6 X106 10 I. 7 52. 6 1. 93 
01 ~I. 19 2.1 Xl06 109 . 0 51. 0 2.. 13 
PA -~.65 9 .>(}05 106. 9 49 . 0 2. 18 
A-65 -o. 92 8.8X105 l 0 l. 0 49 . 0 2 . 06 
A-62 l. 12 4 X104 104. 8 42. 0 2. -1:9 
ASTM G. S. No. l 5 ~, - 23°F 
A-38 0.99 2 1.9X107 10 5 . 3 44. 5 [~ · 361 
A-29 o. 97 ~ 8.8X10 5 103. 0 38. 4 '-• 68 
1 The two values pertain to the predictions of the two cun·e s of 
o~_,. /dyd in Fig . 33 . 
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TABLE l. Nominal and Loca l Fracture Stress D ata 
(c ont 'd. ) 
0 
z 
~ 
<I) 
6 
..... 
u 
<I) 
0.. 
Cf) 
ASTM G. S. No. 8~, -200°F 
~ 
Ul 
Ul 
~N. 
...., ~ 
Ul . .... 
·--"0..0 
.......... 
<!.)('/") 
·'"'o 
:>-<..-. 
A-84 0. 967 4 1.5>\ 10 6 93. 8 75. 0 l. 2 5 
A-85 0.831 ~ 2.5XI0 3 101.0 (57. 5 "f 1.7 5 
D-5 
D-4 
D-6 
D-12 
D-7 
D-11 
D-3 
1.016 4 
l. 029 
8.3X106 
3.8 >- 106 
1.4X 106 
3.2Xl0 5 
2.8X10 4 
1. 25Xl0 3 
2. lX 10 2 
119.7 77 . 3 
105. 8 75. l 
115.9 72.2 
137. 8 68. 2 
141.3 57.4 
133. 7 (49. 4} 
126. 4 (45. 4) 
o. 935 
o. 964 
l. 005 
1. 016 
1. 0 51 
ASTM G. S. No. 8~, -111°F 
A-25 ~o. 89 
A-33 ~o. 84 
A-3 ~o. 89 
A-83 1. 02 
A-45 ~-0. 89 
A-36 
A-69 
A-8 
A-81 
0.89 
o. 89 
~.89 
0.93 
3 2. 04Xl0 7 90.26 62. 5 
19. 1Xl0 6 99.48 60.8 
5.5Xl06 98.1 60.0 
4 4. 4X 1 0 6 97. 0 59. 8 
3 4.0Xl0 6 94.9 59.6 
j 2. 7X 106 128.4 58. 5 1.8X106 99.5 57.9 
1.5Xl06 129.8 57.4 
6 4 l. 3Xl0 132.0 57.0 
A-4 ~0.79 3 8 Xl0 5 131.6 56.0 
l. "> 5 
1. -1 I 
l. (>O S 
2. Ot!. 2 
2. ·-±G 
2. 7 1 
2. 78 
1. 4 -1 
1. 636 
1. 636 
l. 62 
1. 59 
[2. 19] 
1. 7 2 
[
2. 2b] 
;~. 3 2. 
2.. y , 
1'>7-142 21.8 l2l. C:, 
12.0-124 5 5 . 8 119 
154-159 14.2 119 
l ·l 3-l..J.9 11. 1 7 5 . I 
1-15-151 15.9 121. ") 
U.l-12 S 30 . 3 114 
1L3-l28 -L4. 0 121 
1 21- 1 26 4 -1:. 0 119. 5 
121- 126 42 . 5 118 
119-123 40.0 116.5 
l 20- 124 52. 5 119 
:d Parenth<'sis 1ncan yit· ld stn .. 'ss data ,,.l'rl' extr,lpolatecl: br.u·1;;:cts 
1nean stress <..tn<.tlysi::; l\<lt a!Jplicable. 
120 
100 
N 
c: 
..... 
- 80 
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• 
0 
~ 
--------0 
Fig. 19. Nontinal fr<1cturc s tt·t•ss y,.; , non1in<1l s tn·s" r·.ttl' for· notcltvd 
~pec inH·ns of ASTM grain ~i:.-".t' S I / 2. . Tht· d.\t,t t t'<' tHI tttt'\' <'S 
for th e s pccinH' Il S fr<>nt furn<tcv gruup n o . ~ w.·r·v d,•t,•t·tnitt<•d 
ft·on1 a plot of (),.0 .... ~ vs. 6yd , w lt, · r•· Oyd \\.ts d,·t,·t·tllitH'd 
from Fig. ~"'> . 
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TEMPERATURE = -200°F 
SPECIMEN 
SCALE 
0 LARGE 
0 LARGE (REF. 2n 
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Nominal Stress Rate , lb/ in. 2 sec 
Fig. 20. (Continued} 
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pr<'vious study arc also shown in this figure. Allt'ntion is called t o 
three groups of fracture data. The first group consists of present and 
previous fra cture data at -111 °F (large scale spC'cirncns only) at 
nominal stress rates above about 106 lb /in. 2 scc in Fig. 20a; the 
second consists of present and previous data at -200°F for larg~.~ scale 
specin1ens , shuwn in both Figs . l <)cJ and b for purpos~·s of corn pari son; 
and the third consists of data fron1 tlw sn1all scalv spccimL·ns of th,· 
present study at -200°F, shown in Fig. lYb. 
The present fracture data a t -111°F L''-.hibits a sharp transition 
in the nominal fracture stress values at a nmninal stress rate of about 
2 x 106 lb/in. 2sec. The fracture data on the same stee l of the previous 
study (but of ASTM grain size No. 8, vs. 8 l /·1 for the pr<'S('nt invcs-
tigation) show a similar, though less abrupt, change in the norninal 
fracture stress behavior at -lll°F. The coincidence LJf the transition 
in nominal fracture stress as a func tion of st rvs s r·ate for the ASTM 
G.S. Nos. 8 1/ -l and 8 specinH'ns at - lll °F :.;uggcsts that the fracture 
data from both groups of specin1ens n'lay be coJnuined to <kclucc a 
fracture transition at -200°F for the large scale speci111ens . On this 
basis, the n01ninal fracture stress transition for the ASTM grain size 
No. 8 l/4, large scale notched specimens, is csti1nated to occur at 
3 2 
a nominal stress rate of about 2 x 10 lb/in. sec at -200°F . The 
nominal fracture stress transition for the s n1all scale specimens of 
this grain size at -200°F occurs at a no1ninal stress rate at least two 
orders of 1nagnitude greater than for the largt' seal<' spccinH' ns. 
The oscillograph record for· one large scale sp .. ·cirnen with tht• 
small grain size tested at -111 °F is shown in Fig. 21. Tlw ,.;pc~·inH'Il 
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I I I I I I I I I I 1 
...,___FRACTURE LOAD 
rzERO LOAD 
0 .010 SEC 
Fig. 21. Load vs . time record of fracture test in which an 
unloading disturbance occurred before fracture. 
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experienced a S1nall an1ount of unloading due to a rnalfunction of the 
testing machine. After loading resunH'cl, the specirnen broke at a 
norninal stress level of 83, 000 lb/in. 2 , which is slightly lower than the 
maximum value of the stress just prior to unloading and substantially 
lower than the non1inal fracture stress (about <JO, 000 to 100, 000 lb/ 
in. 2 ) of other SpecimenS at this StreSS rate. rfhis fracture )"('COrd is 
cited to illustrate the profound effect a seen1ingly minor deviation in 
loading his lory (unloading of about 5, 000 llJ/ in. 2 nominal) rnay have 
upon the non1inal fracture stress. 
4 . 3 Mic roc rack Search 
The maximurn no1ninal stresses to which the notched speci1nens 
A-31, A-39, and A-7 were subjected prior to being cxa1nincd for tnicro-
cracks are listed in Table 2 and are indicated by tlw x's in Fig. 19. 
The calculated values of the 1naxin1un1 tensiLe strL'SS listed in Table 2 
are based on the lower yield stress data for this steel and the elastic-
plastic stress analysis described in Chapter V. The other entries in 
Table 2 sum1narize the extent of the n1icrocrack search and the results. 
Figure 22 shows photon1icrographs of portions of the polished 
and etched cylindrical sections below the notch root of specin1en A-31. 
Approx1mately one-fifth of the circumference is shown. The horizontal 
reference line near the top of each photornicrograph is a circum-
ferential scratch located an axial distance of about 0. 012 in. from the 
notch root. (Se e Fig. 22c to aid in esti1nating this distance on the 
photomicrographs.) The notch root lies approxin1atC'ly over (out of the 
plane of the photomicrograph) the edge of cavity (]) which is clost~st to 
the circumferential reference scratch. Three cavities were found 
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• 
36.3~ 
(b) o. oo6b in. below notch surface 37. 3X 
0. 0097 in. below notch surface 38. 1 X 
(d) 0. 0128 in. below n otch s urface 39. 0 X 
(e ) 0. 0 155 in. below notch surface 39. 9 X 
Fig. 22. Photomicrographs of successive cylindrical sections under notch 
root showing voids . (Multiply listed magnifications by 0.85.) 
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in the notch section of this specimen. One cavity opened to the surface 
of the notch root; the other two cavities lay deeper than 0. 003 in. 
below the notch surface. The greatest depth of these cavities below 
the notch root was about 0. 016 in. Examination of the next lower 
sec lion at a depth of 0. 0195 in. did not reveal any new voids. 
Crack @ appf'ars to be associated with a large pearlite colony. 
But crack (j) appears to traverse significant pearlitl.! colonies only in 
Figs. ll il and d. The 1netallurgi<al slruclun· ncar crack @ is 
obscured by the scribed line. 
Specunen A-31 had been elongated a largc> arnounl after being 
loaded to the n1aximU1n s tress l evel so the voids cannot be definitely 
identified with 1nicrocrack formation during the initial rapid load 
application at -111 °F. Surface markings caused by plastic deformation 
of the grains indicated that the cavity which opened to the notch root 
surface, cavity (f), did so after a rnoderate an1ount of d<·fonnatiun 
had taken place. 
Exa1nination of spccinH:n A-39, which had been unloaded as 
quickly as possible after being loaded to a nominal stress of 95, ':100 
lb/in. 2 , failed to reveal any tnicrocracks. The exan1 ina tion was 
carried to 0. 009 to 0. 016 in. below the notch surface . 
The only microcrack found in th e thit·d spt>cinH·n, A-7, was a 
cracked pearlite colony, shown in Fig. 23. Thjs crack was ubservccl 
0. Oll in. below the notch root. It did not intersect the next higher or 
lower examination surfaces (± 0. 003 in.). This spt•cinH'n had also 
been elongated during the original loading cycle a ud tlll· lime of 
nucleation of th o..! rnicrocradt with t·cspect tu c.ttlainnH· nt of the 
-79-
a. About 35X 
.. 
• I 
b. 200X 
F~g. 23. Photomi crograph s of cylindrical section und e r notch root 
showing crack th ro ugh pearlite colony . 
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maximum stress i s not known . 
4. 4 Plastic Zones 
The norninal stresses to which the three large -scale notched 
specimens of both grai n s i zes were subjected under qua ,; i-stalic load 
conditions at room temperatur(' priot· to l'xamination fur p lastically 
deformed ntaterial arc listed in Table 3. The upper and lowl'r yi,•ld 
s tr·t• sse :; fur unnutchcd :;pccirnl'nS tv :; t-.'rl under tht• san1L' conditions 
are also given . The ratios of llOtninal stres::; on the ltotched spl'cittH•n:; 
to the uppvr and lower yield stresses an~ listed lu ,;crv(· as dintvllsion-
les s indices of the elastic - plastic stress ::; tdte. The root radii of t!tvse 
notches ranged from 0.0106 to 0 . 011·1 in. , slighlly l <Hgvr tharttllost 
of the notches of the fractured spccilllens . 
The plastic zones of lht· srnall grain siZl' specir:nens, as 
revealed by nitriding and etching with Fry's reag'-·nt, drt' show n al 
5. 3X magnification in Fig. Z..J-; the plastit zotws ut" the largL' grain 
siz.c specin1ens are shown in Fig . lS. Markings which arc it·r·elL'Vdnt 
to the plaEtic strain state are due to 1) iron plating around tht• L'dgl's, 
2) sta i ning from reagent seepage ncar the edges, ~) rounckd corners 
to facilitate polishi ng, and 4) darken i ng of strained matt-rial ..tround 
the hardness indentations . Banding of the pearl it<· is ob s L·rved parallel 
to the tens i le direction and diagonal scratches from puli:;hing <tn· 
present. The banding is less pronounct'd in the spt•cin1cns with the 
larger grain size . 
The examinat ion surfaces are not qui t e diametral planes . This 
fact does not significantly a lter the interpretat i on of the plastic wedge-
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TABLE 3 . Quasi-Static Loading of Notched Speci1nens 
u N N N 
<!) c c c (/) ...... . ..... . ..... <!) N 
-- -- --
-' 
<!) 
0 . ..0 ..0 ..0 ..r:: tlO tlO 
c c -' ....... -' ...., c '"0 ...... 0.. 
--
("<") ("<") ("<") )o. >- m <!) c 
..D 0 0 0 ~ 'o:) <!) '"0'+-1!3: <!) ....... ....... ....... '"0 
B ............ '-.. <!) .s <!) 0 u ~ 
"g 0..:::1 ...... E E E E tlO u '"O(V") .......-4 ........ {/} 
<!) 0 >- >- 0 0 0 <!)' u ...., ro p, 
·or 10 ~ lD {oc lO ;s:~ c..., ....... U) ,..... m o.. 
1-----4 ~ ~ ,...____.. ,...____.. 1-----4 
ASTM Grain Size s 1/4 
B-~9 3x10 2 3 5. 1 48.0 
B-91 4x101 34. 1 49. 1 
A-93 4x1 o1 3·L 5 48.5 38 . 5 l. 12 0.80 18-19 56° - 60° 
A-90 8x10° ~ ~ 48.0 l. 39 0.99 Ll-34 58°-52° A-91 3x101 65.9 l. 91 l. 36 52-67 58°-50° 
ASTM Grain Size 5 1/2 
B-93 2 34.0 40.4 2x1 0 1 B-94 4x10 30.3 41.2 
A-94 6x10 1 32 .0 40.8 32. 1 1. 00 0.78 
A-97 3x10 1 t t 57.8 1. 80 l. 41 A-98 3x101 69.5 2. 1 7 l. 70 
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a. A-93. OOom/O""LY = 1.12' CTnom/O'"uv = 0.80 
b. A- 90. CTnom/OL.v = 1.39, onom/OUv = o.99 
Fig. 24. Etch patterns showing plastically strained regions in notched 
specimens of ASTM grain size 5 1/2. Sections parallel to 
axis of symmetry. Static loading; tensile axis vertical. 
Surface nitrided, then etch ed with Fry's reagent. 5. 3X. 
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c. A- 91. OOom/"L.y = I. 91 , OOom/O"uy = I. 36 
I t I I ! ~~I EXAMINATION SURFACE 
Ill l ll ((~. ~ i \ \ \ \ \\ 
d. Horizontal scale transformer to determine the true 
radius vector to a point on the exan1ination surface . 
Fig. 24. (Continued.) 
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a . A-94. <Ynom/OL..v= 1.00, <Ynom/O""uy = 0 .78 
b. A-97. <Ynom/OL.v = 1.80, OOom/OUv = 1.41 
Fig . 25. Etch patterns showing plastically strained regions 10 
notched specimens of ASTM grain size 5 l I 2. Sections 
parallel to axis of sytnmetry. Static loading; tensile 
axis vertical. 5. 3X. 
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c. A-98 . OOom/Oi_y = 2.17, OOom/CJuy = I. 70 
Fig. 2 5 . (Continued.) 
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shaped enclaves a t the notch root in Fig. 2-l, nor the overall strain 
patterns in Fig. 25. The horizontal position at which cylindrical 
s urfaces of constant raclins intersect a dian1~·t ral plant' and lhL' plane 
of Fig . 24c is inclicated by the ho1·i£.ontal scale tr<tnsfornlt' r shown in 
Fig . 24d. The use oi this horizon tal seal,• tt·ctnsJorn1er aids in the 
determination of the true radial location uf tlH' fv<Jtut·cs shown in 
Fig . 24c. 
The presence of bending nlOJncnts dut·ing iJtitial strvs::;ing is 
irnplied by the unequal sizes of the weclge-::;hapcd pL..l ::; tic encLtvcs on 
the two sides of the specinH'ns in Figs. 2·11> and L. Tlt,• ,· j n ·ular arcs 
connecting the notch roots above the tninitnun• svction in Figs. 2.fc 
and 25b and below the minimum SL'Ction in l·'ig. 2St tnay also in1pl y 
bend ing . 
At low stress levels the plastic enclaves are confined to wedge-
shaped regions at the root of the notch in the small grain size 
specin1ens. The boundary of the darkly etchvd wvdgc-shapcd region 
is quite distinct, as shown in Fig. 26, which is an vnlargcm<·nt {)SX 
from original) of the left-hand enclave of Fig. 24b. Some portions of 
the boundary definitely coincided with grain boundaries . Thv grains 
in the tip of th e wedge did not etch as darkly as thOSL' closer to tlw 
root of the notch. 
The shape of the plastic encla\ es at low stress levels for the 
large grain size specimens is not known . Figures 25b and c show 
that the steel near the (iron plated) notch surface did not respond to 
the nitriding and t;tching treatlnent. Thus th e absence of dark regio ns 
near the notch in Fig. 25a n<erely limits thL' size of the plastic 
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Fig . 26. Photomicrograph of plastic enclave at notch 
root shown on l eft s id e of specimen A- 90, 
Fig . 24b. 35X. 
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enclave to the region withi n which the etch was ineffective (about 0. 02 
in . ) • 
The greater developn1cnt of the plastic cone patte rn (plastic 
zones reaching toward the speci1nen axis) in Fig. 25b than in Fig . 2 ·k 
n1ay be due to the following causes: l) the onset of general yic>ld may 
be governed in large part by the upper yield behavior through the 
value of ono ... /CS'u.v 2) SOJ11C other yield cltaractcristic nJ.c.ty cause 
the onset of general yield to occur ;tt a lower valul' of ~o.., /cJLY 
in the larger grain size specintcns, and/or· )) Llw L\..rdcr·'s strain 
and strain hardening characteristics ntay be such that thicker plastic 
spikes , arcs or cones are needed in larger grairt size spccintens 
to relieve the stresses in a ltighly stressed r·cgion. 
These yield patterns Wt'l"L' obtained under quasi-static loading 
conditions at roon1 ten1perature. noth Gre e n and Bundy (20) and 
Crussard et al. (18) report cl1anges in llw details of tlw strain patterns 
for impact l oading . The effects of the intermediate rates of loading 
used here h ave not been investigated. 
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v. ANALYSIS 
5. l Approximate Stress Distribution i n Notched Specimens 
The maxirnum tensile stress in a loaded elastic body containing 
a notch occurs at the notch surface and can be calculated fairly 
accurately by techniques developed by Neuber (28) . The presence of 
plastic enclaves, of the type shown in Figs . 24 and 26, fot· cxa.tujJle, 
causes lhe point al whi~·h the n1axin1U1n tcnsil<..: sln·ss occurs to be 
located in the interior of the body and greatly cotnplicatvs th<' 
calculation of the stress distribution in the uody. 
An elastic-plastic stress analysis for tensile loading of 
the notched specimen gemnetry used for this thesis has b~·~..·n periorn1cd 
by Hendrickson, Wood and Clark (27, 41). Their procedure and results 
are discussed in Section 8. 2. The plastic enclave boundary predicted 
by their calculations is different fron1 the boundary detertnined with 
the aid of Fry's reagettt in this study, however . The con1pat·ison is 
shown in Fig. 27 for a Ono..,/Ouy ratio of about onl'. Tlw two dot-dash 
curves of Fig . 27 represent the plastic enclave boundari~·s on each s ide· 
of the speci1nen shown in Fig. 24-b. The dashed ~·urves and the solid 
curves represent the theoretically determined boun< .. l<.teivs and the 
experimentally dctern1.ined boundariC'S (by n1icrohardncss measuret1lents ), 
respectively, according to Her.drickson et al. (27) for ~om/()uY 
ratios greater and less than that applied to the s pe cirnen shown in 
Fig. 24-b. 
The boundaries of the wedge --shaped plastic l~nclavcs of 
Figs. 24, 26 and 27 show Jnark<'d si111ilarities to tlw ch;le~lct~..·ristic 
directions of t]H' slip-line fields for a. si.n1ilar notch g<'Otne lr y shown 
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by Green and Hundy (20) and by Wilshaw and Pratt (30) . This 
similarity suggests that the stress distribut ion in the plastic enclaves 
of the specimens tested in this study (the region ~~r ~b in Fig . 28) 
1nay be calculated by slip-line field theory. If the stress disteibutioJI 
on the clastic core in the tninirnUtn section of the notch .. ~d S(-H'ciJn(' ns 
(the region b~r30 in Fig . 2H) could also be cakulalt•d, then the n1axin1\1111 
t(' nsile stress could be dcterrnincd as a function of th<· non1inal stt·~.·ss 
on the mini1nurn section of a notch<'d specirnen and the yield strvs s ol 
thc Jnaterial in th<' plastic regions. Analyses of the stresses in the 
plastic and in the clastic regions will be discussed scparat<•ly. 
A. Slip-line field analy s is for plastic enclaves - Tlll' s lip-lim~ 
field theory outlin('d by IIill (29) can be us<·d to c.1lculatc strvsscs in .1 
plastically deforrning region that is in a state of plane strain and for 
which suitable boundary conditions are known. Assurnptions coJKcnl -
ing rnatcrial properties and stress stat<·s which art• 1nost vasily 
handled by the slip-line field theory includt' the following: 
l) The material is homogeneous and isotropic. Homogeneity i1nplics 
averaging stresses over ditnensions larger than the grain si Z<' ur 
other 1netallurgical structure size . 
2) The stress-strain state is one of plane strain whcr<.•in thv third 
principal strain is a constant, but not n<:ct•ssarily equal to Zl'ro. 
3) Plastic deforrnation occurs when the n1axin1U111 shear stress r~.· aches 
a critical value . This is the Tresca yield criterion. 
4) The maximum shear stress is constant in the plastically deforming 
region; i.e., the material is non-strain hardening . 
5) Displacetnents at the notch surface arc srnall enough so that the 
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geometry of the notch surface ren'lains unchanged during 
deformation. 
The mathematics of the slip-line field theory is outlined in 
Appendix II using the notation and general procedure of Hill (29). The 
slip-line field theory is applied in Appendix II to the hyperbola-shaped 
notch contour of Fig. 28 for the condition of plane strain. The 
boundary conditions are that the nonnal str('sscs perpendicular to and 
tangent to the notch surface in the y-z. plane are principal stresses and 
are equal to zero and OyJ 1 respectively. 
The error which results when the axially syn'ln1etric stress 
state of the notched speci1nens is approximated by a platw strain stress 
state is shown in Appendix II to have about the sanH' n1agnitude as the 
error which results from the neglect of thL' str<.tin harclt'ning in the 
plastic region. These two errors are additive in their effect on the 
slip-line field and compensating in their eff<'cl on the value of the 
hydrostatic stress component. The flow stress of the 1naterial in the 
plastic region is not actually known because of inadequate knowledge of the 
stress -strain relation for plastic strains smaller than the Luder's 
strain. Therefore the effect of strain hardt•ning cannot be accurately 
calculated. Thus the plane-strain, constant-flow-strt·ss solution for 
the slip-line field is not only expedient, but n•ay also be 1nore accurate 
than the solution which would have been obtained for the axially symmetric 
stress state. 
Figure 29 shows the slip-line field (the dirt' ctions oi the 
maximum shear stress) obtained from the plane- strain s elution; the 
ratio of the axial stress to the yield stress, C)l/6"yd, at various points 
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on the plane E = 0; and the jJla~tic enclave boundary of the spccin1en 
shown i n Fig . 24- b. The value of ~/O"tJ on tlw pi anc .Z = 0 is 
plotted as a function of the distance below the notch root in Fig. 30. 
The stress state at a point is given by the slip-tine field solution only 
when the slip-lines connl'Cting that point with the notch surface lie 
wholly w ithin the plastic enclave. Thus the pl..1s tic enclavt• boundary 
will be assumed to follow a slip line for the puqJo:.;es of Ll1is Llnalysis. 
Then the axial force transrnitted across a pl Ltstic enclave of dl•pth 
a.~y(o.,.,.)~b can be calculated by niii11L'rical inlvgt·ation of the axial 
stress over ring-shaped clen1enls of area (a--:ial syn1n1e t ry of the 
notched specimens being considered now) on the :Z. - 0 surtace in the 
plastic enclave . This calculation is performed in Appendi' II. 
T h e 1najor results that arc now obtainL'ci fron"l tht' stress 
anal ysis in the plastic region arc tht' value of the tnaxinnnn axial stress 
(at the plastic wedge tip, r - b) and the value of Uw a--:ial tensile load 
transm itted across the plastic L'nclavc as a function of the enclave depth. 
These values are recorded in Table -1 of Appendix II for reference after 
the stresses in the elastic core ( b~ r~O in Fig. 28) have been calculatt'd. 
B . Appr oxima t e Stress Distribution in the Elastic Core - It is 
d i ff i cult t o pe r fo r m an exact analysis for the stresses in the elastic core 
of the not c h ed spec imens after plastic enclaves have developed because 
the s i ze of t he enclaves analyzed with the aid of the slip- line field in 
the previ o u s secti on is not known as a function of tl1<' appliL'd load . 
Thus resort w i ll bt' 1nadc to thL' invcrst' strdtegy of L·unst rul"ling a 
stress dist ribution in the clastic core th<1t rt'flect~ LhL' SJH'L· inll'n 
geon1etry on th e one hand and is Sl'nsitivL' to the local slrL'SS~'s at the 
-96-
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tip of the plastic enclave on thC' other hand . This ass urn c d stress 
distribution may then be integeat ed over the a r ea of llH· e l as tic con' 
to detern1.ine th e axial load s upporte d by the e l as hc con• for a n y 
plastic enclave size . Two cstin1. a t cs of the <'laslic stn·ss di::;tt·ibution 
will b e made in order to d etc nnine the extent to w hich the r a ti o 
0:. .. /0""yd as a function of tlw G:;0 ..., / r5td will bt• aifvl lt•d b] tlw 
unceetainties of th e s tre ss distt·ibution in tl1t· vLts!iL· cu t·l ' . 
Neuber (2 8 ) has calc ulated tlw stress dis tributi on in ,tn a"-ially 
symmetric e lasti c body containing a cilTUtn.fen•tJ ti ,_d notch in the shape 
of a n infi nitely deep hyperboloid of revolution Ju,tdecl in a"-ia l tL~nsion. 
The mathematical exp r ess i ons for tl1<· stresSL'S are gi\ en in Appendix 
III, along with the tnathcm.atical ddails invnhccl in thL~ follov;ring 
discussion. The axia l, radial, and circwnfL'l'l'ntial stn.•sst'S, Oz, 
Or , a nd 09 r espectively , on the n1ininn11n SL'clion through the notch, 
z = 0, a rc shown in Fig. 31 as a function of Llw r adius for thL' notch 
geometry, ria. ::.I /15" used for th e notched spvcitlll'll S cll'Scribed earlier 
in this thesis . A Poisson's ratio of V =. 0. 30 has been ass umed for thi s 
steel. 
The first e stimate of th e stress distribution in th e e lasti c core, 
the region b'~r ~ 0 in Fig . 32 , is based on th e assumption tha t the 
stresses are distribute d according to th e c l astic solution shown in 
Fig . 31 everywhere in the e l astic co r e and that the axia l st re ss, 0~ 1 
is cont inuous across the plastic-elastic boundary at the t i p of the 
plas tic wedge . Thus tne ax i a l s trL'SS on the cnti rl' tninitntun SL'Ction 
would be given by the slip-linl' fi<·ld so lution 
I 
Cl ?r~b of Fi)-!. )2 ancl by the portiun ut N l'llbl· t· 's l'l ,1st il · stl lttti. L>n ltlt' 
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I 
1n the region b ~ r ~ 0 
I 
, where lht> ILOlninal stress, 6nom 
involved in Neuber's solution has been adjusted to make r-::-P - 61 u& - i': 
at r = b' . 
The axial stress, , has been int,·gr;It\'d ovvr llH· arl:'i-1 of 
thP elastic core to determine the a"ial tensi],• load transn1ittcd by th< ' 
elastic core fot· several depths of penetration of the plastic l'nclavc . 
These calculations arc perforn1ed in Appendix Ill and the results arc 
recorded i n Table 4 of Appendix ll. This calculation, cornbincd with 
the previous calculations of tensile loads and s tresses in tlw plastic 
enclave, permit the construction of Fig. 3 ~. w lwrcin the ratio 
(occurring at the tip of the plastic wt•dge-shap,~d cncLnv) 
and the plastic enclave depth are slH.>\vn as a function of ~om / O yd . 
The solid lines show the relationships predictt•d by this first approx-
imati on of the stress distribution in the elasbc con·. 
A second cstin1atc of thl' stress distribution in the c l astic cot· c 
has been made in which both the a:-.ial and radial stress cmnponcnts arc 
continuou s across the plastic-elastic boundary on the n1inin1U1n section 
of t he spec imen . (The first estirnate of the stress distribution in the 
elas tic core h as resulted in a discontinuity of the radial stress com-
ponent a t the plastic-elastic boundary, as is shown by the curves for 
O.r' and ~r' r = b' u.. at in Fig . 32.) Suppose that the plastic 
encl ave extends fron1 r = a to r = b in Fig. 32 and that the axial and 
rad i al s tress components in this region are given by ""'p v-r and 
p o;. , 
I 
respectively. The non1inal stress, C),;.,""' , of Neuber's elastic solution 
is adjusted so that the radial stress cornponents an• continuous at 
r = b . T h en the stress co1nponents in the clastic core givL'n by 
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I 
Neuber's sol uti on for this nominal s tr{:"ss val uc an' shown by ~ and 
I G;. in the region Now the a~ial stress, 0.;! is 
discontinuous at the plastic-elastic boundary. This dC'fect is corrected 
in the following Jnanner . Suppos e that the plastic enclave reseJnbl cs 
a notch and causes an additional stress concentration in the clastic 
region at r = b. For convenience, thL' hypothetic.1l notch which 
represents the plastic enclave will be a::;sumcd to be a hyperboloid of 
revolution entirely sirnilar to the original notch whost' root is locatcd 
at r = a, but scaled down so that th e hypotlwtic;ll notch root is located 
at r = b. Thus the radius of curvature at thL· root of this hypothetiL al 
,, h 
notch is f -== f ~ Jl The nominal stress, 6";,.,...., of the NC'uber 
solution for this hypothetical notch is chosen so that the total axial 
I r• 
stress in the elastic reg ion, 0""~ + ~ , at the plas tic elastic boundary 
on the m inim u n1 section is equal to Since 6;'~ 0 at r - b, 
the radial stress component is still continuou::; at r::. b. 
The final stress distribution in the pla::;tic and L'lastic regions 
for this second approxitnation of the stres::;cs in the elastic core i s 
shown by the clash-dot curves where they differ fron1 the first approx-
imation in Fig. 32 . The relationships an1ong 6..,.,. .. /6yd , the plastic 
enclave depth and 6";,.,.., /OyJ obtainl:'d from this second approxi1nation 
of the stresses in the clastic core are shown by the dot - dash curves 
in Fig. 33 . The calculations involved in constructing the curves in 
Fig. 33 are g i ven in Appendix III . 
5. 2 The Value of the Yit'ld Stn'::;::; in the Plastic RL'gion 
Nmncric.tl v:-tlUl'S of thl' s levs s acting utt the n1inin1Ullt cruss-
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section of the notched spccin""lens a t th e instant of frac ture tnay be 
calculated by rneans o f the fore going stress analysis provided tha t the 
yie ld stress appropriate for each particular tes t cond itio n i s k n own. 
The yield stres s in th e plastic e n c laves of tht' notched spcc inH.:ns i s a 
function of the t ernperature and rat e of l oad d ppl ication becaus c the 
upper and lower y i eld s tr esses in a sitnple tension tes t arc func tions 
of these variables. The yield stress in thv plastic t.:nclavt'S will be 
ass u med to b e rDore closely related to the lo,ver yield stn·ss than to 
the upper yield stress becaus e large regions (compared t o the grain 
diameter) o.f plastically defonned tnatt•rial are JHl'Sent in both the 
plastic enclaves of the notched spccirncns and in unnotclH·d tensile 
spcci1ncns during e l ongation a t the l ower yic lei s tress. This 
asswnption differs from that of Hendrickson, Woocl and C lark (27), 
w ho assumed that the yield stress in the plastic t'llclavc was eq u a l to 
the upper yield stress determined fronl. a simple tension t L'S t. 
The plastic e l ongation which occurs at the lower yie ld s tress 
in a simple tension t es t takes place by the propagation of a plastic 
strain front of constant amplitude (the Lucier' s strain) along th e gage 
l ength of the spe c imen rather than by a uniforn""l rat e of plastic strain 
ove r the entire gage l ength. Therefore the lower yield s tress rnust be 
a function of the rate of propaga tion of the Lucier's strain front rather 
than a function of the average plastic s tr a in rate . The ass urnption is 
made that the yield stress in the plastic enclave of a notched specimPn 
during a test at a given tempera ture is equal t o the lower yield stress 
in an unnotched t e nsile spec i1n c n t es ted at th e sa1ne ten1perature in 
which the Lucier' s strain front p r o pagat es at the san"le velocity 
-104-
as the velocity of propagation of the plastic enclave boundary 1n the 
notched specimen. 
The elongation rate of an unnotched specirnen and the L"uder's 
front velocity at the lower yield stress are related by 
L ::=. -{2 VL c. L [5.1] 
w h ere L is the specirnen elongation rate (the abscissae of Figs . 12, 
14, 15 and 17), vL is the Luder's front velocity (1ncasured normal 
to the Luder's front), EL is the L·uder's strain, and the factor of 
--.r=£ occurs becaus e the Luder's front rnakes an angle of about 45 
degrees with the speci1nen axis. If the Luder's strain is taken to be 
about 0. 018 for all test rates and temperatures and for both grain 
sizes (this assumption is likely to be true within a factor of two, 
which is r e latively inconsequential), the specin1en elongation rate is 
equal to one fortie th (l/40) of the Luder's front velocity. This calcu-
lation is based on the ass umption that only one Luder's front is 
propagating through the gage length of the specimen. Equation 5 . 1 
and Figs. 12, 14, 15 and 17 permit the determination of 0:'( as a 
function of VL. for the various test conditions and grain si7-es. 
The velocity of the plastic enclave boundary in a notched 
specimen may be estimated with the aid of the photomicrographs in 
Fig. 24. The calculation is based on the wedge-shaped enclaves only. 
It is assumed that the wedge-shaped plastic enclaves shown in Fig. 
2-:l:c attained their final dim.ensions just prior to the onset of general 
yield. The stress ratio (n01ninal stress divided by the l ower yield 
stress) at the instant general yield was nucll'att'd was probably 
slightly less than 1. 91, tht• value which caust•d tlw pl.1slil· str;1in 
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pattern i n F i g . 24c . However, the value of l. 91 will be used for the 
value of ~0..., /~'f associated with the plastic wedge size shown in 
Fig. 24c . 
Average values of the half - width of the plastic wedges shown in 
Fig. 24 are plotted against 0"0..,/<5'~.,.., (assuming quasi-static test 
conditions ) in Fig. 3·±. The average slopes of the two segments of this 
curve are equal to 0 . 021 in . within a factor of two. Thus the plastic-
elastic boundary will be assumed to move at the rate of 0 . 021 in. per 
unit change i n a,..OWI I C)l.'( for the large scale notched speciinens 
used in this investigation. (The wedge boundary Vt'locity will vary 
approximate l y linearly with the spccin1en scale factor.) The plastic 
wedge front velocity in these large scale notched specin1ens prior to 
general y i eld is thus taken to be 
=. ( 0 .021 in.) d:on'\ 
OLv 
[5.21 
where Vw i s the velocity of the boundary of the plastic wedge, e5;,0 ,., 
is the nomi nal stress rate, and <SL.Y is the {yet to be determined) 
lower yiel d s t ress value associated with the test conditions . 
T h e assumption that V..., : VL when the shear stress at the 
plastic wedge boundary in a notched specin1en is equal to the shear 
stress a t the Luder's front in an unnotched specimen now permits a 
lower yiel d stress value to be associated with a nominal stress rate 
on the large scale notched specin1ens. The value of OL'( to be used 
in equation 5 . Z hat; yvt to hv dl'l.<'rtninvd, but thv rnagnitud.· of Cr~ 0"" 
c. g.' -......... 50, 000 lb/in. 2 , is at·ccptabll.' for· a first approx-
' 
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imation. The approxirnate value of can now be calculated fron1 
equation 5 . 2. The desired value of the lower yield stress is that value 
which is associated with an unnotchecl-spccin1cn elongation r ate equal 
to one fortieth of Vw (from equation 5. 1) at the appropr i ate temper-
ature. The value of C>L'( obtained frorn this calculation could be used 
in equation 5 . 2 to obtain a new valu e of OLV by repeating the calcula-
tion. This new value of OLY will not be in1prl>VL'cl significantly by 
further iteration. 
The calculat ions outlined above have been pcrfon!h'd on the 
lower yield s tress data of Figs. 12, 1-l: and l 7 and the results arc 
shown in Fig. 35. The curves of Fig. 35 show th e yield stress at 
the plastic - e l astic boundary as a function of the n<nninal s trl'SS rate 
of the large-scal e notched specimens, according to the plastic-clastic 
boundary vel ocity concepts discussed in this se,·tion . 
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VI. RESULTS OF LOCAL FRACTURE 
STRESS CALCULATIONS 
The yield stress of the material in the plastic enclaves prior 
to the onset of general yield has been calculated for each of the notched 
specimens with the aid of Fig. 3 5. These values of 61c1 are listed 
in Table l. The loading rate for the srnaJl scale specimens, st• ries D, 
was divided by the factor 2. 6 for the purpose of obtaining a yield 
stress through the use of Fig. 3">. rhe factor 2.. 6 is the ralil) of t.la• 
scale factors of tlw large and sn1all scale specimens and was applied 
to the small scale specimens since the yield stress calculation of Sec 
tion 5. 2 is based on the velocity of the propagation of the plastic-
elastic interface in the large scale specimens. 
The ratio of the nominal fracture stress lo the yi<'ld stt·css 1s 
also given in Table l. The penetration depth of the wedge-shaped 
plastic enclaves shown in Fig. l4c after the onset of gene t·al yield 1s 
plotted by the pair of circles labeled 11 c 11 in Fig. 3 3 as a function of 
(equal to cr'"-,../6';. ... for quasi-static tesl conditions). 
Comparison of the penetration depth of this enclave and )[the pt·ccl!c-
tions of the stress analysis developed in Section 5. l shows that tlw 
stress analysis is applicable only when ~ .... )ayd ~ I. 7S. 
The value of the maximum tensile stress at the instant of frac-
ture initiation has been calculated for each of the notched s;Jecimcns 
for which G;._ /O'Id £::, /. 75" The ave rage of the v<' lu<'s of 
0'"",.., ... / O),J shown in Fig. 33 was used in these calculcttions. The 
calculated values of Q r 
...,Al'T are listed in Table 1 and are also 
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plotted in Fig . 36 as a function of the plas tic e ncl ave d epth in unit !; of 
the ave rage grain chord . The values of <S"'"'••{ for the s 1nall grain size 
specimens range from t2l, 000 lb/in.2 at the lip of the large s t plastic 
enclaves to 157,000 l b/ in.l a t the tip of the next t <> the SJnallc bt pla!;ti<. 
enclave . 
The onset of general yield in the larg<.' gcain s i ze ::;pt·cinlen::; 
ha::; not been inve::;tigated in ::;ufficient detai l to as(t' t' l a ill that gcnvt·al 
yield ha::; not occut·red in the ::;pl'<.·in1cn shown by U1c ":-:" 111 Fig . )6. 
The value of ~orn /Oyd for thi s large grain si/.e speciJtH't\ w<.~s L. 79. 
This va lue suggc!;tf; gl'llcral yield . Therefore, a va lue of ~-u'- less 
than about ll3, 000 Lb/in . 2 for the large grain size specimen!; should 
not be inferred with certainty from Fig. 36. 
The value of the tnaxin1un1 tensile stn~s::;, <S"i: , at a point 
11.1 x 10- 3 in. frmn the tip of the wedge-shap<->d plastic enclave, 
toward t he no t ch root, has been calculated for each o( t h<.' s tnall gr<-lin 
sizE' spcc i1n ens involved in Fig. )6 . The calculation wa::; pe dornH'd 
with the aid o f th e curve of <S"i! j<Syd vs . di s l a ttCl' under ti l<' tlt)lcll n>ot 
shown in Fig. 30. The values of ~ at this inll'rior point a t· e ::;hown 
in Fig. 37 . A ll but one of the::;e value::; lit' in the range 11 H, 000 
± 4, 000 lb/in.2 • 
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VII. DISCUSSION OF FRACTURE INITIATION 
7. 1 Fracture Mode Transition 
The nominal fracture stress values for the stnall grain s iz(• 
specimens shown in Fig. 20 and listed 1n Table l show a transition 
from low values of about 90, 000 to 100, 000 lb /in. 2 at high nominal 
stress rates to high values of about 130, 000 lb /in. 2 a t lower numinal 
stress rates. These approximate values apply to the large scale spec-
imens. This transition in non1inal fractures stress values appeat·s to 
be related to the onset of general yield of the type shown in Fig. l..J. <.. 
Exan1ination of Fig. 20a shows that ft·acture tests have bven 
run at the low stress rate litnit of the luw JHlntinal fracture stn·s::; 
mode at the fracture mode transition for tlw ::;tnall gt·a.itt si~(·, lat·ge 
scale specitnens. The lintiting values of O::.,..f/0"~ at -200°F and 
-lll°F for the low non1inal fracture stress tnode an· L 75 and L 72. 
(No significance is attached to the difference between thc::;e vaJ ucs 
since there is scatter in the ncn1inal fracture stress data and the flow 
stress values at -2.00°F have been estin1ated indirectly by the method 
discus sed in association with Fig. 17. ) 
The penetration depth of the plastic wedges in the notched spec-
imen that was loaded quasi-statically until general yield had just oc-
curred, as shown in Fig. 24c, is plotted with the pair of circles 
labelect 11 C 11 in Fig. 3.L The stt·ess analysis described in Sectinn 5. 1 
predicts that plastic ('nc1avvs WlHtld pcnct ntk to that depth ~·,t .1 ld.td 
ratio of 6: .... /oyJ -:;::::::. 1. 70 to 1. 85. Tlw agt·t•cnwnt lwt\\t't'n 
the values of 0: .... /oyd calculated for the t)nset of general yield 
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and for the limit of the low nominal fracture stress n1ode is t aken as 
evidence that the fracture level transition is associated wi th the unset 
of general yield in these notched tensile specimens . The smallest 
value of ~o...,f/cry.:1 calculated for fracturc in the high stress 
mode is 2. 2. for the large scale specimens and Z. 0 for thc sm<lll scale 
specimens. Thus, fracture is initiated in the high nominal fra.ctur< ' 
stress mode after the onset of general yield in this investigation. 
The non1inal fracture stress transition is not as abrupt for· the 
large grain size specirnens as for the sn1all grain size specinH::ns. 
Most of the large grain size specin1ens fr·actnr·ed at a no111inal stre::.s 
2 
of about 100,000 lb /in. after tlle onset of gener·al yield. The etch 
pattern shown in Fig. 25 b suggests that tlw unset of gvneral yield oc-
curs at a lower value of in the large grain siz1' spl'ci-
mens than in the small grain size spccinH,ns, but the nurni1w.l ft·ac-
ture stress value is fairly insensitive to the fact uf the unset of gcner-
al yield. 
7. 2 Maximum Stress at Fracture 
The minimum calculated value of the n1ax1n1urn local tensile 
stress at the instant of fracture, about 122,000 lb /in. 2 at the tip uf 
the large plastic wedge -shaped cnc laves i.n the srnaJ 1 grarn s iz.c md-
terial, as shown in Fig. 36, 1s considerably ::;n1allct· than the value of 
210, 000 lb /in. 2 reported by Hendrickson, W ood, and Clark (2.7) for 
this same steel with a very slightly larger grain size (ASTM gr·ain 
size No. 8, vs. 8 1/4 in this investigation). The discrepancy between 
these two stress values arises 1n part fron1 the identification of the 
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yield stress in the plastic enclaves with Cf'L'( in this thesis and with 
in their work. The stress analysis described in Section 5 . 1 of 
this thesis also predicts a slower rate of increase in the value of the 
axial stress as a function of distance below the notch root in the plas-
tic enclaves, as will be shown in the discussion of the se strt·ss analy-
ses in Section 8. 2. 
Wood and Clark (4 5 ) have rneasured the fracture stress on un-
0 (: 0 notched specimens of this steel in tensile tests at -32.0 F (-19 ) C). 
Two specirnens that had been loaded "quasi- statically" ( ~o~ ~ 
7 X 10 2 lb /in. 2 sec.) fractured at about 111, 000 lb /in. 2. after about .!.. 
to 3 percent plastic strain. They had been subjected to an llpper yi<'ld 
stress value of about 125, 000 lb /in. 2. and had reached a n1ininn1n1 
value of the tensile stress of about 106, 000 lb /in. 2. at 0. 6 percent 
plastic strain durmg the course of the test prior t o fractur·c. A thi nl 
specimen fractured in1mediately upon attaining the upper yield stress 
value of about 12.7, 000 lb /in. 2 . Fracture also occurred in 8 out of 13 
o£ their delay time tests (sin1ple tens ion) at -320°F at tensile stresses 
ranging fron1 114,000 to 128,000 lb /in. 2.. Failure to have observed 
fracture in the other 5 specimens of th is group may imply that the 
stress was too low (111, 000 lb /in. 2. for two specimens ) or that the 
maximum plastic strain of between 1 and 2 percent obtainable in these 
tests was too small to initiate fracture ins onw of the spcc in1ens. 
(Three of the specimens which had not fractured had been subjected to 
a pre-yield stress level of about 127,000 lb /in. 2..) 
The significance of the r emarkable coincidence 111 the values of 
the maximum tensile stress at the instant o£ fracture initiation in the 
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notched specimens tested for this thesis and of the fracture stress 
observed by Wood and Clark is difficult to assess, since markedly 
different values of the maximum shear stress and of the plastic strain 
are present in the two cases . Also, the dislocation activity associ-
ated with yielding may be somewhat different at the very low test 
temperature employed by W ood and Clark. The value of the n1aximun1 
shear stress ranged between 30, 000 and 40, 000 lb /in. 2 in the plastic 
enclaves of the notched specin>ens tested for this thesis and ranged 
between 55, 000 and 64, 000 lb /in. 2 in the unnotched tensile speci-
mens tested by Wood and Clark. The plastic strain near the tip of the 
wedge-shaped plastic enclaves in the notched specimens has been es-
timated to have a value of €p X 0. 1 percent. (The basis for this 
estimate will be discussed in Section 8. 3.) On the other hand, plastic 
strains of the order of several percent seem to be necessary for frac-
ture initiation at this stress level in the unnotched tensile specimens. 
Until the nature of the embrittling effect of moderate plas tic strains 
(several percent) in unnotched tensile specimens is understood, the 
mechanism that permits fracture to be initiated in a region of smaller 
values of the plastic strain and of the shear stress near notches will 
probably remain obscure. 
Clausing (23) has calculated the value of the maximum tensile 
stress at the instant of fracture initiation in this steel as a function of 
the local plastic strain in notched specimens in which the ratio of the 
root radius of the notch to the radius of the minimum section was about 
unity. He concluded that fracture could be initiated by a tensile stress 
of about 95, 000 lb /in. 2 after a plastic strain of about 1 percent. The 
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fracture stress increased with increasing strain to about 140, 000 
lb /in. 2 after a plastic strain of 14 percent. His fracture stress val-
ues also agree favorably with the value of ~ .. w ~ calculated in this 
thesis and the fracture stress found by Wood and Clark (45). 
ue 
It is interesting that Clausing calculated a fractu1·e stress val-
of about 95, 000 lb /in. 2 after about l percent plastic strain in hi.s 
notched specimens, while Wood and Clark did not observe fracture at 
a tensile stress of 106, 000 lb /in. 2 at 0. 6 p ercent plastic strain in 
their quasi-static tests. One possible cause for this apparent contra-
diction could be related to the difficulty in performing accurate 
elastic-plastic stress analyses in notched steel specimens. Another 
cause might be an actual difference in material properties arising 
from slight diffe rences in the annealing treatment. A third cause may 
actually arise from an interdependence of the shear stress and the 
plastic strain on an embrittli.ng effect. A fourth cause may be related 
to the difference in the material properties at the different test tem-
perature s. The relative importance of these four possible caus es for 
the apparent diffe renee in fracture initiation behavior cannot be as-
sessed with the data available here . 
The obvious conclusion that fracture is initiated in this mild 
steel in a plastic region where the tensile stress has attained a value 
of about 120, 000 + ig: ggg lb /in. 2 , depending upon the plastic strain, 
appears somewhat uncertain in view of the high values for the maxi-
mum tensile stress shown in Fig. 36 at the tip of the smallest plasti.c 
enclaves. 
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7. 3 Plastic Enclave Size Effect 
The calculated value of O~n<Uf in the small grain size notched 
specimens increases with decreasing plastic enclave depth below about 
0. 03 in., as shown in Fig. 36. If the value of the maximum tensile 
stress, albeit located at the tip of the plastic wedge in a region of very 
small plastic s train, controls the initiation of fracture, then a 
geometry-scale size effect i s implied by the trend of G;:, ... lt~ in Fig . 36 . 
However, the axial t ens ile stress in all but one of the ::> .mall 
g rain size spec imens at a point ll. l x l 0- 3 in. from the plastic wedge 
tip toward the notch root has an approximately constant value of 
118,000 ± 4, 000 lb/in.2 at the instant of fracture, as shown in Fig. 37. 
(The capricious behavior of the specimen which does not follow the 
pattern se t by the others is r eminiscent of the \.] Uas i- s t atic te s ts of 
Wood and Clark in which one specimen broke b efore any appreciable 
specimen elongation could occur after the uppe r yield stress had been 
attained .) If the value of the maximum t e nsile stre ss at thi s inte rior 
point is the critical parameter in a fractur e c riterion for thi s steel in 
the small grain size state, then there is no further apparent size 
effect over this range of plastic enclave depths. 
One interpretation of a fractur e stress crite rion 1n a plastic 
region at a specific distance from the plastic- e las tic interface c ould 
be based on the necessity of achieving critical plastic s train activity 
prior to fracture initiation. Felbeck and Orowan (ll) r eported that a 
cold-worked layer 0. 012 to 0. 016 in. thick existed adjacent to fracture 
surfaces in their steel. This cold-worked layer could be an unavoid-
able consequence of the high stress fields near the tip of a propagating 
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sharp crack, or it could be an important aspect of crack propagation 
by providing suitable dislocation activity to nucleate new microcracks 
just ahead of the main crack. The points in the plastic enclave where 
the axial tensile stress was calculated for Fig. 37 are situated about a 
constant distance of sin 28° X 11. 1 X 10- 3 in. = 5. 22 X 10- 3 in. from 
the plastic -elastic interface. 
The fracture data obtained on unnotched specimens by Hahn, et 
al. (15), shown in Fig. 1, and by Wood and Clark (45), as discussed 
in Section 7. 2, are consistent with the concept of an embrittl ing effect 
from plastic strains up to a value of several percent. Crussard, et al. 
(18) have suggested that the maximum tensile stress is not a suitable 
fracture criterion, but that both the tensile stress and the embrittling 
effect of plastic straining are involved in the fracture criterion. 
Larger plastic strains closer to the notch root in the speci-
mens tested in this study are implied by two observations . 1) The 
fact that the plastic enclave boundary becomes rnore nearly parallel to 
the slip-line field at points farther from the tip of the plastic wedge 
implies the existence of larger plastic strains there. This will be 
shown in Sections 8 . 3 and 8. 4 . 2) The region in which high micro-
hardness values were measured by Hendrickson, Wood, and Clark (27) 
is located immediately adjacent to the notch root, as shown in Fig. 27. 
Thus, the region in which the more uniform value of 118, 000 lb I in. 2 
was calculated for the fracture stress, as shown in Fig. 3 7, contains 
larger plastic strains than exist at the wedge tip, where the values for 
, shown in Fig. 36, were calculated. 
However, the stress calculation employed for the data in F-ig. 
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37 does not imply a stress-strain criterion for fracture that is inde.,. 
pendent of the specimen scale size, because the tensile sires s was not 
calculated at geometrically equivalent points in the specimens of the 
two different sizes. It should not be assumed, though, that the stress-
strain states of geometrically similar specimens should be identical. 
An accurate stress-strain analysis for notched specin1ens of 
mild steel should include not only the appropriate stress-strain flow 
behavior for small plastic strains and strain rate effects, but also the 
effect that limited slip band lengths have upon the yield behavior of 
the material. The yield behavior of m.ild steel in regions where micro-
slip bands are limited to lengths several times as long as the average 
grain dian1eter may be appreciably different from the yield behavior in 
large regions of plastic flow, as will be discussed in Section 8. 5. 
Only after the stress and plastic strain states have been proper-
ly calculated, at least to the approxitnation of a homogeneous, iso-
tropic material, and the stress and plastic strain state at the point of 
initiation of fracture has been determined, is it possible to ascribe 
residual size effects to statistical effects (36, 37), to the necessity of 
averaging the stresses over some critical assemblage of grains {11, 
46), and/or to the loss of geometrical similarity when a microcrack 
of grain diameter dimensions develops (38). Notice that the loss of 
geometrical similarity because of plastic yielding characteristics 
over grain dian1eter dimensions will already be incorporated in the re-
fined stress analysis techniques. Consideration of the stress state m 
the neighborhood of a point might be the first order attempt to adapt 
the calculations based on homogeneous, isotropic, continumn 1nechan-
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ics to the embrittling effect of a weak assemblage of grains in the real, 
inhomogeneous mate rial. 
7. 4 Conjectures on the Phenomenology of Fracture Initiation 
The conditions that. are conducive to fracture initiation in a 
mild steel are probably describable in terms of a locus of values in 
maximum tensile stress- plastic strain space . (The actual inhomoge-
neity of the material implies that stress -strain calculations based on 
a homogeneous material may have to be averaged over sorne volume 
element related to a small multiple of the average grain volurnc.) The 
fracture locus in this space would depend upon the exact state of the 
material and would be modified by prior plastic straining followed by 
aging, for example. Different nominal fracture modes would be ob-
served as the fracture locus was approached along different stress-
strain paths. 
When the first plastic enclave of restricted size develops near 
a notch in a mild steel, the plastic strains are very small, so a high 
tensile stress value is needed to initiate fracture. As the plastic en-
clave grows with increased loading of the specimen, larger tensile 
stresses are built up near the new plastic-elastic interface. At the 
same time, though, the plastic strain in other parts of the plastic en-
clave is increasing, causing both a direct embrittling effect and a 
slight increase in the maximum tensile stress because of strain hard-
ening. It is presumed that the fracture locus is met at a fairly h igh 
tensile stress level and a fairly stnall plastic strain level. 
If fracture has not been initiated before the onset of general 
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yield, the stress state near a notch is altered markedly by the forma-
tion of the first thin sheets of plastically deformed mate rial at the on-
set of general yield. Now a region of high plastic strain exists just 
under the notch root in a region where the hydrostatic tensile stress 
component is still quite small. With increasing load supported by the 
specimen, the plastic spikes grow in thickness (because of strain 
hardening) and regions of moderately high plastic strain (about the 
Luder 1 s strain value) extend farther into the specimen from the notch 
root. The plastic strain value that has the n1aximum embritlling ef-
fect must be located near the front of the advancing plastic spikes . 
Finally, the front will penetrate deeply enough beJ ow the notch that the 
maximum tensile stress has attained a sufficiently hi.gh value to ini-
tiate fracture. The cracked pearlite patch shown in Fig. 23 may be 
associated with this mode of fracture initiation. 
Depending upon the test conditions, rate and temperature, and 
the properties of the material, this second opportunity for fracture in-
itiation may or may not have been fulfilled before the plastic strains 
near the notch root become large enough to nucleate cracks by a duc-
tile mode. This third approach to the fracture locus will occur at the 
highest plastic strain and the lowest tensile stress values . 
Clausing (23) has investigated a stress-strain locus for fracture 
initiation and has observed a ductile 1node occurring at a strain of 30 
percent in notched specimens and about 60 percent in unnotched speci-
mens. The fracture stress could have any value between 110,000 and 
140, 000 lb. /in. 2 during fibrous initiation in the notched specimens. 
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The photomicrographs of successive cylindrical surfaces below the 
notch root in the large grain size specimen, No. A-31, that was 
elongat ed extensively at room temperature, are shown in Fig. 22. 
Two voids, @ and @ , are confined to the depth interval fr01n 
0. 003 to 0. 016 in. below the notch surface . These voids do not ex-
tend to the free surface. The width of the third void, Q) , suggests 
that it also was nucleated below the notch root. Thus, the nucleation 
site for these three voids was at an interior point whe rc the value of 
the plastic strain is very high and the value of the maxin1lun tensile 
stress is moderately high; not in the region of the maximum plastic 
strain at the notch root. 
Thus, it appears that all regions in a plastic enclave develop -
ing in a mild steel must be investigated for stress-strain values and 
compared with a fracture criterion locus in stress-strain space. The 
region in the plastic enclave where the fracture criterion is most like-
ly to be met, and the point on the fracture locus which describes the 
stress-strain state in this region will probably change as the plastic 
enclave grows. 
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VIII DISCUSSION OF YIELDING 
8. 1 Role of Yielding in Fracture Studies 
An understanding of the yield behavior of 1nild steel is 
important in a study of the brittle fracture b ehavior of this material 
for the following reasons: 1) General yield and brittle fracture are, 
in a sense, c01npeting modes of failure of steel structures. 2) The 
yield behavior of the steel must be known in order that the stress and 
plastic strain state through a structure can be calculated (and com-
pare d with a fracture criterion). 3 ) Yielding plays an instrumental 
role in fracture initiation. Plastically defonned material is found to 
a depth of several grain diameters on both sides of a propagating crack 
(11 ), and it has b een shown that yielding 1nust precede fracture 
initiation in mild ste e l (13, 14, 15, 18, 23). 
Attention will be directed in this chapter toward the problems 
associated with the analysis of the stress state in and near regions of 
discontinuous plastic straining. Particular consideration is given to 
the question of whether all of the relevant properties of a material 
which exhibits a yield instability have been incorporated into existing 
stress analysis techniques. The conveniences of isotropy and 
homogeneity will normally be assumed for most of the discussion and 
will be explicitly revoked only when the inaccuracies arising from 
their use are thought to be comparable to errors arising fro1n other 
sources. 
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8. 2 Previous Elastic-Plastic Stress Analyses in Plane Strain 
A numerical relaxation technique has been used by Allen and 
Southwell (31) to calculate values of the Airy stress function which 
satisfy finite difference representations of the biharmonic equation 
in the elastic region and a second order, second degree partial 
differential equation in the plastic region of a plane-strain notched 
specimen geometry loaded in t~ns ion. The stress function was first 
relaxed subject to the c lastic equation at all nod es of the finite 
difference net. All nodes at which the cal culated value of the 
maximum shear stress equaled or exceeded the yield criterion w<'re 
subseque ntly relaxed subject to the plastic equation while th e remain-
ing nodes were simultaneously relaxed subject to the e lastic equation. 
Throughout the relaxation procedure, a node was considered to retnain 
1n the elastic region only so long as the calculated value of the 
maxin1um shear stress at that point was less than the value of the 
yield criterion. In this way a plastic- elastic interface was determined 
by drawing a line (surface in three dim ens ions) between adjacent nodes 
which had been relaxed subject to the two different partial differential 
equations . 
Hendrickson, Wood and Clark (27) applied the nurnerical stress 
analysis technique used by Allen and Southwell (3 1) to the specimen 
geometry (in plane strain) studied for this thesis. They explicitly 
identified the Tres ca yield criterion with the non-linear partial 
differentiation equation employed in the plastic region . The r e sults 
of their calculations differ in two important r espects from the results 
repor ted in Chapters IV and V of this thes is. First, the shape of the 
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plastic enclaves determined by them is different from the shape of the 
plastic enclaves revealed by etching with Fry's reagent in this study. 
Figures 27 and 24 illustrate the contrast. The plastic enclaves are 
revealed in the present work as being wedge shaped with a sharp point 
(on a scale larger than the grain diameter) at the minimum section, 
z = 0. The plastic enclave contour deduced by Hendrickson et al. does 
not exhibit a similar discontinuity. Furthennore, the plastic enclave 
predicted by Hendrickson et al. encloses large regions of material in 
the axial direction from the notch root not identified as being plastic 
in the etch figures. A feature of these regions is that one set of slip 
lines is terminated at both ends by the elastic-plastic interface. This 
may be seen by comparing the Hendrickson enclave shown in Fig. 27 
with the slip line field for this notch contour shown in Fig. 29. 
The second major disagreement between the results of the 
stress analysis performed by Hendrickson et al. and the work per-
formed for this thesis lies 1n the calculated value of O,e /O"Ya on 
the plane z = 0 in the plastic enclave as a function of distance below 
the notch root. The axial stress distribution over a portion of the 
minimum section near the notch root calculated by Hendrickson for a 
plane strain specimen loaded in tension such that Onom/Oyd = O.Hl 
is shown in Fig. 38. This stress distribution integrated over the 
minimum section of an axially symmetric speci1ncn corrt'sponds to a 
nominal tensile stress ratio of 6nom/cS'vd = 0 . 98 (rather than 0. 90, as 
reported by Hendrickson et al. ). The axial stresses calculated by the 
slip-line field theory and by the two approximate elastic stress 
analyses discussed in Chapter V are also shown in Fig. 38 for the load 
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Fig. 38 . Comparison of the elastic-plastic stress states near a notch 
predicted by Hendrickson, Wood and Clark (27) and by the 
analysis described in this thesis. The axial stress ratio, 
<S"i /t!S'-yJ , is shown as a function of the distance be low 
the notch root in the minimwn cross section . 
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intensity ratio ~o'"'/~_,0 = 0. 98 (axial symmetry) . The curves with 
positive slope correspond to stresses calculated in the plastic regions. 
The axial stress calculated by Hendrickson in the plastic region 
increases about twice as fast as a function of distance below the notch 
root as does the axial stress calculated by the slip-line field theory. 
Since the same assumptions concerning the material properties were 
made for the plastic region of both stress analyses, at least one of the 
stress analyses must be in error. 
The stress analysis performed by Hendrickson (-41 ), and 
reported by Hendrickson, Wood and Clark (27), has been ('xarnincd in 
some detail and a number of possible sources of error have been 
located. 
1 . ) The non-linear second order partial differential equation for 
the Airy stress function in the plastic region is essentially hyperbolic 
in nature (Hill (29) ) so appropriate care must be taken in formulating 
the field equations and applying the boundary conditions. The slip - line 
field theory is based on the hyperbolic nature of the equations and 
thereby ensures appropriateness of the solution when suitable boundary 
conditions are known (which is the case for most of the plastic region 
shown in Fig. 29) . The hyperbolic nature of the nonlinear partial 
differential equation is evidenced by the absence of the value of the 
stress function at the central node of the group of nodes involved in the 
finite difference representat ion of the equati on (Shield (-!7 ) and Mo r::; c 
and Feshbach (48) ). Any properly formulated set of equation3 and 
boundary conditions for the plastic region rnust predict the san1e values 
for the stresses as are predicted by the sli p-line field theory. It is 
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not obvious that the relaxation technique used by Allen and Southwell 
(31) and by Hendrickson et al. (27, 41) in the plastic region satisfies 
this requirement. 
2.) The nodes of the relaxation net may be too widely spaced 
relative to 1) the curvature of the slip-line field and 2) the depth 
of the plastic enclave. The mesh size should probably be small 
enough that the rotation of the principal stress axes is less than 
perhaps five degrees over the entire relaxation pattern associated 
with each point. 
3.) The stress function may not have been relaxed sufficiently . 
Values of the axial stress ratio, ~ /6yJ, and of the transverse 
stress ratio, Gy/Oyd were calculated from values of the stress 
function given in Fig. 12 of reference (41 ). These values are shown 
as a function of position in and near the plastic enclave in Fig. 39. 
The vagary of the values of the stress ratios in the colwnn located a 
distance Ay = :i: r below the notch root is taken as evidence that the 
stress function has not been relaxed well throughout the plastic region. 
The adjacent elastic region also shows similar non-uniformity of 
stress gradients. While it is possible that larger blocks of nodes show 
better overall relaxation, this would just intensify the previous 
objection that the relaxation net may have been too coarse . 
The three possible sources of errors discussed above refer 
mainly to the discrepancy between the axial stress ratio predicted by 
Hendrickson and by the slip-line field theory used in this thesis, as 
was shown in Fig. 38 . The excessive width (in the axial direction) of 
the plastic enclave as predicted by Hcndrick8on (sec Fig. 27) may 
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have been caused in part by failure to consider the plastic strains and 
their influence on the stress field. This matter will be discussed later 
in this chapter. 
Even if the stress analyses performed in Chapter V of this 
thesis and by Hendrickson et al. (27) had shown agreement in most 
major respects, two more improvements in the application of the 
results of the plane-strain analysis by Hendrickson arc possible. 
l.) The nominal stress ratio in axial sym.rnetry to which a stress 
distribution calculated in plane strain corresponds should have been 
calculated by integrating the axial strcs~ distribution over the area of 
the minimum section. For example, the stress distribution calculated 
by Hendrickson for a n01ninal stress ratio of ~om /ova = 0. 81 in 
plane strain was assigned to an axially symmetric specimen loaded to 
give a nominal stress ratio of 0. 90. However, this reported stress 
distribution (calculated from the stress function given in Figs. ll and 
12 of Hendrickson's thesis (41) ) has been numerically integrated over 
the minimum section of an axially symmetric body and has been found 
to correspond to a non1inal stress ratio of 0. 98. 
2.} The flow stress of the 1naterial insid e the plastic enclave 
might better have been correlated with the lower yield stress than the 
upper yield stress as measured on unnotched specimens. The basis 
for this suggestion will be discussed later in this chapter. 
The circular notch contour which was analyzed in tension by 
Allen and Southwell (31) was much less sharp ( flO..= I ) than the one 
analyzed by Hendrickson, Wood and Clark (27,). Thus the coarseness 
of the relaxation net used by Allen and Southwell is less likely to be a 
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source of large errors. It is interesting to note that the plastic enclave 
predicted by them for the highest tensile load prior to general yield 
has a smooth boundary and also extends a considerable distance in the 
longitudinal direction just below the notch root. This is in general 
agreement with the results of Hendrickson et al. Hill (29) has called 
attention to the fact that the existence of an appropriate velocity field 
has not yet been detnonstrated in those regions wherein slip lines 
connect two points on the elastic-plastic interface. And Shield (47) 
has suggested that a finite difference formulation of the differential 
equations may not be capable of predicting a wedge-shaped boundary 
since the finite difference approximations would automatically · blunt 
the wedge tip and thus be unable to detect a "preference" for a sharp 
angle in the elastic-plastic interface. Thus it is possible that the dis-
crepancy between the plastic enclave shape predicted by the analysis 
techniques of Allen and Southwell and the etch figures found for this 
thesis arises from inappropriate stress-strain analysis procedures. 
Other possible causes for this dis crepanc;y will be discus sed in the next 
sections. 
8. 3 Stress State Discontinuity at a Plastic-Elastic Interface 
The tendency for the plastic-elastic interfaces to be parallel 
or nearly parallel to slip-line directions in the plastic regions is a 
striking feature of yielding in the mild steel tested in this investigation, 
as can be seen in Fig. 29, and of similar mild steels studied by 
others (18. 20, 30). The etch pattern in Fig. 40 shows narrow plastic 
spikes that extend in the direction of the maximum shear stress. The 
etch pattern shown in Fig. 40 was developed on the midsection (plane 
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Fig. 40. Plastic spikes indicative of discontinuous 
yielding. The specimen was loaded quasi-
statically in bending at the points indicated 
by the arrows. 4X. 
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strain) of a notched bar loaded slowly at room. tcrnperature in unsym-
metrical four - point bending for usc as a test piece to develop the 
nitriding and etching technique for revealing plastic n1aterial in this 
steel. The four solid arrows show the pritnary loading points. The 
two dashed arrows show where additional loading occurred when the 
ends of the bent specimen touched the supporting anvil. The blotchy 
stains along the left side of the botton1 edge were probably caused by 
poor specimen handling procedures. 
The plastic spikes shown in Fig. 40 have been idealized as 
shown in Fig. 4la for the purpose of studying the stress state dis-
continuity at the plastic-elastic interface. The slip lines in the plastic 
spike are assmned to make equal angles, :t e with the two sides of 
the spike. The plastic strain and the 1naxi1num shear stress are 
assumed to be constant throughout the plastic spike. If the plastic 
strain is viewed as being the result of the displacement of edge dis-
locations, as shown in the right-hand portion of the spike in Fig. 4la, 
then the condition of constant plastic shear strain in1plies that there is 
no net accumulation of edge dislocations of one sign in any volume 
element in the plastic spike. Thus the positive edge dislocations that 
have made a net displacement to the left n1ust have accumulated at the 
plastic-elastic interface, as shown in Fig. -1-la. (The dislocations 
must not have moved on across the interface, by definition of the 
elastic region there . ) 
An analysis of the stress discontinuity at the plastic-elastic 
interface is presented in Appendix IV. The analysis is based on the 
model described in the preceding paragraph and is applied to the case 
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a. Schematic diagram of net dislocation distribution in plastic spike 
resulting from applied shear stress T. Parallel lines represent 
slip lines in the plastic spike . The u. axis is parallel to the 
plastic-elastic interface. The u.' axis is parallel to the slip lines. 
Regions (f) and @ are elastic . 
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Mohr's circles for the stres::> states in the plastic spike, ®, and 
the two elastic regions, (]) and @ shown in part a. Points 
marked with u or v apply to the ®-cD interface, only. Values of 
Ov• in the two elastic regions are nearly, bu t not exactly, equal 
for ::>IT1all values of 2.8. 
Fig. ·11. Sln•s:;; stall' discontinuity at thv pL1sli\· -vL1sli\· inlvd<ll. \' 
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of plane strain where the clastic part of the strain con>ponent pcrpen-
dicular to the plane of Fig . 4la is a constant and the plastic part of 
this strain component is zero . The accumulated dislocations at the 
interface result in a discontinuity in the normal stress component 
tangent to the interface of the amount 
- - G "/ sin 29 
( J-0) 
[8.1] 
where the u-axis is parallel to the interface, ~: u~-, and are the 
normal stress components tangent to the interface in the elastic and 
plastic regions, respectively, G is the shear 1nodulus, ~ is 
Poisson ' s ratio, 'f is the plastic shear strain i1nm ed iately adjacent 
to the interface and is equal to cf/t m Fig . ..f la, and 8 is the angle 
between the slip lines shown in Fig . 4la and the interface ( fJ is taken 
as positive for the interface between regions @ and G) 1n Fig. 
4la) . 
The stress state on the elastic side of the interface can be 
calculated w ith the aid of Mohr's circles if the stress state in the 
l ~.e-~.P p astic region and the discontinuity, u 14 u'- , are known. This 
construction is shown schematically 1n Fig. 4lb. Assume that the 
stress components on the u. and v faces of a volume element are 
known in the plastic region, ® The stress components Tvu. and 
Gv are equal on the two sides of the interface because of continuity 
of the normal stress component perpendicular to the interface and of the 
shear stress c01nponent tangent to the interface. The other end of the 
diameter of the Mohr's circle representing the stress state on the 
( ---.;- ~.: elastic side of the interface is located by a dding v 14 u ._ to 
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-<:'" p p ~u) Lw.v , as shown in Fig. 4lb. 
The value of the maximum shear stress on the elastic side of 
the plastic-elastic interface can be calculated easily by considering the 
geometry of the Mohr's circles in Fig. 41 b: 
[8.2.] 
where r; ... IC and T!tloJC are the values of the rnaxirnurn shear stress on 
the elastic and plastic sides of the interface. Alternatively, the 
magnitude of the plastic shear strain component causing a tnaximum 
shear stress intensification of -r::IAX I r,:,.x across the interface is 
given by 
I+ (T:Ax /T~-)l.-1 [8.3) 
sinz. 2..6 
The plastic shear strain, T , involved in equations 8 .1 and 
8. 3 is the algebraic sum of the shear strains caused by slip on the two 
orthogonal sets of slip planes, not just the one set of slip planes shown 
in Fig. 41 a. 
Equations 8.1 through 8. 3 are still valid if the dislocations 
accumulate in a thin film of thickness t at the plastic-elastic interface, 
provided t is small compared to tangential distances over which "¥ , 
t or tP change appreciably. These equations then predict the 
difference in the stress states on the two sides of the thin film. If the 
film is viewed as a region in which the yield stress, O'"yd , of the 
plastic material varies continuously between Z. T:AIC and Z -r:: .. " at the 
plastic and elastic surfaces, respectively, then the direction of the 
slip line field in this region can be calculated from equations II-10 and 
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II-11 of Appendix II. This calculation is performed in Appendix IV. 
The calculation predicts that e, the angle between the negative 
slip-line direction and the planes of constant yield stress in the 
boundary film, is related to the yield stress by 
~d cos 2.8 =- cons+a.nt [8.+] 
Inspection of the Mohr 1 s circle us ed in the derivation of equation 8. 2 
shows that equation 8. 4 is e qually valid for finite discontinui ties 1n 
the value of 2. T"''"'. In fact, t Oyd Cos 2.() is just equal to the 
(constant) value of the shear stress c01nponent tangent to the plastic-
elastic interfac e . 
The stress state in the e lastic material at the tip of the plastic 
spikes shown in Figs. 40 and 4 1 a is not eas ily deduced through the 
analysis described above. The stress states on the two sides of the 
plastic spike, CD and @ in Fig. 4 la, are different, as is shown 
by their Mohr 1 s circles in Fig. 41 b. Thus the stress states in 
regions (j) and @ must change toward a co1nn1on state a t the 
plastic spike tip. If the plastic spike tip were infinitely sharp, a 
stress singularity could exist the re. A ctual observation of the speci-
men shown in Fig. 40 suggests that the plastic spike, when defined as 
consisting of mate rial that has plastically strained a suffic ient amount 
to be etched darker by Fry 1 s reagent, has a tip diameter of about two 
or three grain diame ters . This bluntness of the plastic spike would 
seem to preclude a stress sing ularity unless the very tip of the spike 
has plastic strains that are too small to be sensitive to Fry 1 s r eagent. 
One model for a blunt tip for the plastic spike would be an 
approxin<atcly square e nd, as shown in Fig. 4la. The square end 
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would be parallel to a set of slip lines (perpendicular to the set of slip 
lines depicted in Fig. 4la) so there would be no stress discontinuity 
across it, according to equation 8. l. This portion of the plastic-
elastic interface would constitute a "tilt boundary" separating regions 
of material which have rotated with respect to each other. 
The presence of a boundary layer through which the yield stress 
of the material is changing continuously may permit a continuous 
transition from stress state 0 to stress state @ near the plastic 
spike tip. 
These models of the material properties and plastic-clastic 
interface configuration at the plastic tip rnay be entirely inappropriate 
since they are based on continuum mechanics of a hornog e neous 
material and smooth idealizations of the plastic-elastic interface. 
But the plastic-elastic interface is known to be bumpy enough to follow 
grain boundaries and the material is not homogeneous on the grain 
diameter scale. 
An estimate of the magnitude of the stress discontinuity at the 
plastic-elastic interface is of interest. Suppose that the maximum 
shear stress on the plastic and elastic sides of the spike boundaries of 
p 
Fig. 40 have the values 2 Tm•u. = OL.'( = 34, 500 lb/ in . 2 and 
2_ r.:CII)( = Gt.c'( = 48, 000 lb/in. 2 These numerical values for the 
upper and lower yield stresses are taken from Table 3. (The Mohr's 
circles in Fig. 41 have been scaled to these values for 2. T:,~r and 
2. ?:'~ 4 1( • ) The included angle, 2$ , of the plastic spikes has been 
6 
measured on Fig. 40 as te1n 1.9~0.1-:::. ~i~ 2.8. Using G = ll. 5 x 10 
lb/in. 2 and -Q = 0. 3 in equation 8. 3, the calculated value of the 
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plastic shear strain is 'fzo.oz.. The Luder's strain, £L , determined 
on an unnotched specimen of this material in tension, has a value 
C.L ~ 0 .02.. ' or 'ft. = z. e L. ::::::. o.o 4- Thus the calculated value of 
the plastic strain in the plastic spikes, '(%0.02.. , is of the order of 
magnitude of, but somewhat smaller than, the value of the Luder' s 
strain. The upper yield stress is certainly an upper limit for the 
value of e 2. Lwr-.~ , so this calculation implies that the plastic strain 
in the spikes is smaller than the Luder's strain and, ther efore, that 
the maximum shear stress in the plastic spike is somewhat less than 
± cr;_.,. 
The fact that 6~...1 and 0\.tY' p can be associated with .Z.t""~lC and 
e 
:Z.Twr411 JC , and the resulting calculated value of the plastic shl•ar strain 
in the spikes shown in Fig. 40 is just slightly less than the Luder's 
strain value may be fortuitous. Actually, the tnaxirnum shear stress 
in the elastic regions must be less than i, Ouy otherwise s1nall 
"islands" of plastic material would form ahead of the plastic-elastic 
interface. However, the plastic-elastic interface is rather stnooth, 
usually following grain boundaries, and occasionally passing through 
grains. The maximum shear stress in the elastic region is thought 
to lie in the range OL'f ~ Z T!.'ll <. Cluy . The actual values of the 
stresses in the elastic region and in the plastic spikes will have to be 
deduced from calculations of the stress distribution in specin1cns 
whose loading is known and which have also been cxarnitwd for plastic 
enclave sizes and shapes. Since the stress-strain behavior uf the 
material is not actually known for the small plastic strains 
encountered in the plastic regions, specimens subjected to several 
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load intensities would have to b e examined for plasti c enclave develop-
ment and the stress calculations would have to be repeated for 
different assumed stress-strain relations until cons istent values of 
the stress discontinuity across the plastic-e lastic interface were 
obtained. This study has not been performed for this thesis. 
The stress s tate discontinuity across the plastic-clastic 
interface near the tip of the plastic wedge shown in Fig. 29 can also 
be examin e d qualitatively with the analysis discussed earli e r in this 
section. The slip-line field in the wedge tip has been idealized by 
straight lines , as shown in Fig. 42a. The dislocations shown in 
Fig. 42a near the intersec tion of the slip lines with the plas tic - e lastic 
interface show the sign of the dislocations which are expected to 
accumulate at the interface as a r esult of plastic straining in region 
® . Slip on the two slip-line systems i s seen to have an additive 
effect on the discontinuity in the normal stress component tange nt 
to the plastic - elastic interface, Ou . The dislocations accumulated 
at the interface also have a displacement component perpendicular to 
the interface that results in a tilt boundar y, o r a relative elas tic 
rotation of volume elements on the two sides of the plastic-elastic 
interface. Slip on the two perpe ndicular slip-line systems partially 
cancel each other' s contribution to the strength of the tilt boundary. 
However, slip along the slip lines which are more nearly perpen-
dicular to the plastic- e lastic interface make a larger contribution to 
the tilt boundary per unit of plastic shear s train. Conversely, 
rotation of volmne e l ements in the e lastic region is expect ed to be 
accommodated pri1narily by slip on the slip l ines which are rno r e 
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a. Schematic diagram of slip lines and plastic strain 
discontinuity at a plastic wedge tip boundary. 
b. Mohr's circle representations of the stress states 
in the plastic wedge tip and the adjacent elastic 
material shown in part a. 
Fig. -!2. Stres:-:> state discontinuity near the tip of a wedge-shaped 
plastic enclave . 
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nearly perpendicular to the plastic-elastic interface. 
When the assumption is made that Z.. T!ax = 6'uy and 
on the 
respectively, the stress 
elastic and plastic sides of the interface, 
states of regions 0 and ® in Fig. 42a are 
represented by the large and small diarneter Mohr's circles in Fig. 
42b. The point labeled , al lhe intersection of the Mohr's 
circles, represents the stress components on an elen<ent of area 
parallel to the plastic-elastic interface, and the points labeled U1 and 
Up represent stress components on the elastic and plastic sides of 
the interface acting on elements of area that are perpendicular to lhe 
interfac e . These points were used in the construction of the Mohr's 
circle for the elastic region (f) , assuming the Mohr's circle for the 
plastic region ® to be known fron< slip-line fi<'ld theory. 
The stres s components in all three regions , (j), ® and 
@ , are also shown in Fig. --!Zb referred to the u' and v' axes. 
Again, the stress states in the e lastic regions (]) and @ on the two 
sides of the plastic wedge tip are found to be different fro1n each otht'r 
and the exact nature of the stress state at the very tip of the wedge is 
unknown. If the wedge tip is, indeed, sharp, a stress singularity 
could exist there mathematically. The photomicrograph of a plastic 
wedge in Fig. 26 suggests that the material near the wedge tip has 
responded less intensely to Fry's reagent than in regions closer to 
the notch surface. Thus the plastic strain, and the yield stress, of 
the material in the wedge tip may vary in such a way as the t ip is 
approached that the stress states in regions (j) and ® converge 
continuously to a common, finite state at the wedge tip . 
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The value of e shown in Fig. 42a has been calculated from 
measurements of the wedge tip included angle in Fig. 26 and other 
35X enlarge1nents of the plastic enclaves shown in Fig. 24. The values 
of the wedge tip included angle, Cfo•-1.8, are given in Table 3 . The 
average value of z.e is about 17°. Assuming, again, that Z 7!4 x 
= 48, 000 lb/ in. 
2 
and 
p 
2. 7: '"' .. = 34, 500 lb/in. 2, the value of the 
plastic strain in the wedge tip calculated by equation 8. 3 is '(-:::.o.oo2. 
This value for 'f is an order of 1nagnitude srnallcr than the Luder' s 
strain for this material. Figure 29 shows that the slip lines actually 
curve and become more nearly parallel to the plastic-elastic interface 
at points farther from the wedge tip. The calculated value of 7' 
would be larger than 0. 002 as {} becomes smaller. 
The applications of the stress discontinuity calculations at the 
plastic-elastic interfaces for the plastic spikes shown in Fig. 40 and 
the plastic wedges shown in Fig. 24 have led to estimated maxi1num 
values of the plastic shear strain in the plastic enclaves . The actual 
values of the plastic strain and, therefore, of the stress discontinuity 
across the plastic-elastic interface have not been determined, as was 
mentioned earlier. The important concept is that the magnitude of 
the plastic shear strain changes very rapidly at the plastic-elastic 
interface and that the value of the maximum shear stress on the two 
sides of the interface necessarily experiences a finite change in 
magnitude and direction, the amount of the change being dependent 
upon the magnitude of the plastic strain and upon the angle between 
the slip lines and the interfac e . Furthermore, when the plastic 
strain is of the appropriate sign to result in positive work done by 
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the applied shear stress, the maximum shear stress on the elas tic 
side of the plastic-elastic interface has a larger value than the 
maximum shear stress in the plastic region. It has also been shown 
that the presence of a thin boundary layer thr ough which the yield 
stress of the material changes continuously does not alter the differ-
ence in stress states on the two sides of the boundary layer from what 
the stress states would have been if th e boundary layer had had zero 
thickness . 
Therefor e , in regions where the boundary layer at a ]Jlastic-
elas tic interfac e is thin cornpared t o tangential distances over w hich 
7, e , t or </> change appreciably, conlinuun1 1nechanics 1nethods 
may be used to calculate the stress distributions in the clastic and 
plastic regions. The boundary conditions on the stresses at the 
plastic - elastic interface n1ust consist only of continuity of the nonnal 
stress component p e rpendicular to the interface and of the shear 
stress components tangent to the interface . The other stress com -
ponents are not in general continuous across the plastic-elastic 
interface in 1nild steel. The max imun1 shear stress criterion for 
elastic mat erial becoming plastic will have a value T"'"'" =f OUv 
(Tresca y i eld criterion) in a volume element which is complete l y 
surrou nded by elastic (perhaps microstraine d) 1naterial and a lower 
val ue , I,..- ~,_ <I~ I. uL'I - '-""'"'" 1.. uuy , in a volmne element which is 
bounded on some sides by plastically strained material. The value 
of Lm41111 may be a function of 9 and of the solid angle over whi ch 
the elasti c volume element is bounded by plastically strained material. 
One d i ffi culty that 1nust be overcome before a plastic-elastic stress 
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analysis can be performed is in establishing a criterion and a compu-
tational means for determining the slip-line field in those regions of 
a plastic enclave where both sets of slip lines do not intersect a free-
displacement surface, as in region ® of Fig. 42a . The plastic-
elas tic interface will be very dependent upon the slip-line field through 
e and equation 8. l. This fact will impos e a certain SinOothness to 
the plastic enclave boundaries. 
8 . 4 Factors Affecting the Shape of Plastic Enclaves 
The stress discontinuity at the plastic-elastic interface in mild 
steel may be a prime cause for the discrepancy between the plastic 
enclave shapes determined experimentally for this thesis and the 
shape predicted theoretically by Hendrickson, Wood and Clark (27). 
Then the discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical enclave 
shapes could be attributed in part to inadequate knowledge and incor-
poration of the properties of the material in the stress analysis, above 
and beyond any other deficiencies in the analysis technique. 
The experimentally determined and the theoretically predicted 
(Hendrickson et al. (27) ) plastic enclave shape s have been compared 
schematically in Fig. 27. The boundary of the experimentally deter-
mined wedge shaped plastic enclave is shown in Fig. 29, as being 
nearly parallel to the slip-line field. Thus the plastic enclave lobes 
that are predicted theoretically to extend in the axial direction of the 
specimen must have an interface with the elastic region that tnakes 
a large angle with the slip lines in some places and is tangent to the 
slip lines at some point, such as is shown by points ® and (j) in 
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Fig. 43 . The solid plastic-elastic interface m Fig. 43 represents the 
experimentally determined plastic enclave boundary and the dashed 
interface represents the boundary shape if a plastic lobe were to begin 
to develop in the direction predicted by Hendrickson ct al. 
The actual formation of the plastic lobe ext ens ion in Fig. 4 3 is 
not favorable in this mild steel in which stress discontinuities can exist 
across a plastic-elastic interface. Equation 8. 1 (or 8. 3) predicts that 
only a very small plastic strain can exist in the neighborhood of 
region® in Fig. 43 because of the large angle, B , between the 
interface and the slip lines. Expre ssed as an inequality, t>guation 8. 3 
predicts that 
11'/ ~ j 2. ( r- -v) 
G 
Q Tm~IC 
Sin 2.8 
[8.5"] 
or IT/ < 0. 003 for 2. T!._.= 48,000 lb/in. 2 and 1..8 =71'/2. . The 
displacement field which results in such a small value of the plastic 
strain at point® in Fig. 43 is not likely to accomrnodate mur:h larger 
strains at point (j). Since the plastic-elastic interface a t point (J) 
is parallel to the slip lines, equations 8. l and 8. 2 predict. that 
T! ..... T:..,. The value of the yield stress of material that has plastically 
strained by an amount 1~1 ~ 0. 003 is probably appreciably less 
than the value of the lower yield stress, so 2. -r:,.x =2. -z=::. .. " <.. ~v· 
This small value of the maximum shear stress on the elastic side of the 
plastic-elastic interface is apparently too small to cause plastic defor-
mation, so the virtual plastic lobe depicted in Fig. 43 will not develop 
in such a way that any part of the plastic -elastic inte rfacc is parallel 
to a slip-line direction. (However, a plastic-elastic inte dace mi~ht 
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Fig. 43 . Relation be t ween plas ti c enclave boundary and 
the slip -line field. 
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be able to be parallel to a slip line when the plastic strain has approx-
imately the value of the Luder 1s strain.) 
This restriction on the growth of the plastic enclave permits a 
large region of elastic material in the neighborhood of feature @ of 
Fig. 43 to experience a very large shear stress. Figure 24c shows 
that the maximum shear stress in this region may becOJne so large 
that plastic spikes (cones, in axial symmetry) similar to thosc> seen 
in Fig. 40 grow out from the plastic wedge in such a manner that the 
only plastic-elastic :.nterface parallel to a slip line is located at the 
spike tip, where the stress state may be quite complex. 
The plastic wedge tip is also apparently a manifestation of the 
necessity for preventing a plastic-elastic interface from becom.ing 
parallel to slip lines, especially in a region where the plastic strain 
is small. 
The sharpness of the wedge tip must be dcte rm incd by dis-
placements at the plastic-elastic interface (dictated by slrainH and ro-
tations in the elastic material), plastic strains, and slrain hardening 
effects and also 9 , equations 8. l and 8. 2, and the yield criterion 
on the elastic side of the interface. It is anticipated that the plastic 
wedge shape would be markedly affected by a reduction in the magni-
tude of the yield point ins tability. Thus, the plastic enclaves in a 
mild steel with a sufficiently large grain size that an upper yield 
stress cannot be detected might not contain sharp boundary discontinu-
ities such as the wedge and spike tips. 
The onset of general yield also appears to be sensitive to the 
upper and lower yield stress instability. The large grain size spcci-
-1 50 -
men of Fig. 25-b shows more extensive general yield patterns than the 
small grain size specimen of Fig. 24 - c . Note that c:),0 ..,. / CJL't' is 
smaller for the large grain size specimen, but that 
larger. 
~o'" /6U'f is 
These observations strongly suggest that at least part of the 
failure of plastic enclaves predicted by theoretical analyse s to have 
the same general shape as the enclaves deterrnined e xperitnental ly in 
mild steel is that the instability associated with the upper a nd lowe r 
yield stresses has not been adequately describe d a s a property o f the 
material and subse quently employed in the stress analyses . C a re 
must be taken that the stress analysis technique does not require all 
stress components to be continuous across the pla stic-elastic inte r -
face. The appropriate description of the yield instability would be us 0 d 
in the stress analysis as a cri·:erion for locating the plastic-elastic 
interface . 
8. 5 C onject ures on the Yield Behavior of a Mild Steel 
A description of the yielding process at and near the plastic-
elastic interface in terms of the crystallographic microstructure of 
the material will be attempted in this section. The importance to the 
yield instability of such mechanisms as dislocation multiplication and 
the stress dependence of dislocation velocity, as discussed by 
Johnston and Gilman (49) and applied to mild steel by Hahn (50 ), will 
not be considered explicitly here, even though they may pla y a domi-
nant role in yielding in some grain size ranges, as has been suggested 
by W ort h ingt on ( 51 ) for yield in 3 percent silicon iron . 
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Zener (13) has proposed that the blockage of micro-slip bands 
by grain boundaries results in large stress concentrations at the tip of 
the slip band such that slip in the next grain, or a microcrack near the 
grain boundary, could be nucleated by the high stress fields. Zener 
envisioned the crack nucleus as resulting from the coalescence of edge 
dislocations gliding in the micro-slip band and piling up against the 
grain boundary. The stress intensification near the slip band tip is of 
y1. 
the order of ( L/J) , where L is the length of the dislocation pile-
up (the half-length of a symmetrical micro-slip band) and 1 is the 
distance from the tip of the slip band to the poinl where the stress is 
being calculated. Fetch (24) and Cottrell (16) have explicitly identified 
the length of the dislocation pile-up with the semi-diameter of a grain 
to "explain 11 the relation 
=~ I 
where Oj was taken to be the lower yield stress and d is the 
grain diameter, in terms of the "friction stress, 11 ~ , and .A , 
an index of the stress intensity at a characteristic distance from the 
tip of the micro-slip band. 
Russell , Wood, and Clark (52) have observed that the relation 
given by equation 8. 6 applies to both upper and lower yield stress data 
for mild steel, but with a very much smaller value of 0. I and a l. 8 
times larger value of .Jc. for their upper yield stress data. Upper and 
lower yield stress measurernents on Armco iron by Sylwestrowicz and 
Hall (53 ) may be fitted to equation 8. 6, resulting in a ratio .!(V'f) /~(L'f) 
= l. 5. These upper and lower yield stress data (52, 53) are plotted 
against the inverse of the square root of the average grain diameter 
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in Fig. 44 to illustrate the relation expressed by equation 8. 6. 
If .Jt is actually associated with a shear stress intensity in 
the vicinity of the micro-slip band tip, it should be reasonable to 
presume that the value of .A should be the same for both the upper 
and the lower yield stress data if d is proportional to the length of 
the dislocation pile-up. The J( 's can be made equal by associating a 
larger distance than the grain diameter with J, the length of the 
micro-slip band, at the lower yield point and/or a stress concentra-
tion such that the stress level in the vicinity of the propagating Luder's 
band front is larger than the average stress on the cross section of 
the specimen. A factor of lr.;}, ~ l. 4 difference in the values of 
for the upper and lower yield stresses would be expected if the dislo-
cation pile -up length were equal to the semi-diameter of the grains 
for the upper yield stress and the entire grain diameter for the lower 
yield stress. 
A difference in the lengths of the dislocation pile -ups might be 
expected if grain boundaries act as barriers to micro- slip bands prior 
to the upper yield stress, while boundaries between two grains in the 
plastic region have lost their strength. 
Russell, Wood, and Clark (52) have proposed a model for the 
initiation of gross yielding at the upper yield stress that characterizes 
micro-slip band break-through at a grain boundary by local displace-
ment of the boundary from the low energy position saturated with 
interstitial solute atoms to an adjacent site free from the cloud of 
solute atoms . This displaced section of grain boundary could then act 
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Fig . 44. Upper and lower yield stresses vs . inverse square root 
of average grain diameter . Data from Russell, Wood and 
Clark (52) and Sylwestrowicz and Hall (53) . 
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as a source of unpinned dislocations that could be induced to slip in the 
next grain. Dingley and McLean (54) have observed that the flow 
stress of low-carbon iron is a function of the dislocation density and is 
otherwise independent of the grain size. They concluded that grain 
boundaries have no direct strengthening effect after the upper yield 
stress has been passed. However, there is an indirect strengthening 
effect of grain boundaries since the dislocation density at a given 
plastic strain is higher for smaller grain sizes. 
Activity on micro-slip bands near the plastic-elastic interface 
at the lower yield stress is depicted schematically in Fig. 45. Grains 
0 and @ are in the plastic region and the boundary between grains 
@ and @ is part of the plastic-elastic interface . It is presumed 
that a large number of slip systems (D are active in grain 0 as a 
result of strain continuity requirements at each of the interfaces which 
grain 0 shares with about fourteen adjacent grains . It is also as-
sumed that most of the plastic strain in grain @ is caused by dislo-
cation activity on slip system @ , although some slip may be occur-
ring on slip plane (}) to satisfy strain continuity conditions at the 
boundary between grains 0 and @ . Note that dislocations distrib-
uted along slip system G) could act as a "forest" impeding slip on 
system @ , thereby causing a larger friction stress to be associated 
with stress intensifying effects from dislocation pile-ups at the tip of 
micro-slip band @ . A dislocation array on slip system @ can be 
piled up against the strong boundary between grains @ and @ but 
not against the weak boundary between grains @ and @ . Thus, the 
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Fig. 45. Schematic repre scntation of micro slip band activity in 
grains near a plastic-elastic interface. 
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dislocation pile-up length should be associated with approximately a 
full grain diameter at the lower yield stress rather than the semi-
diameter, as at the upper yield stress. 
The "other end" of the micro-slip band associated with slip 
system 0 in grain @ probably dies off gradually into grains even 
farther from the plastic-elastic interface than grain @ as the flow 
stress of successive grains farther into the plastic region increases 
because of strain hardening. In fact, the dislocations of the opposite 
sign from those piled up on 0 against the boundary between @ 
and @ must ultimately be effectively piled up at the other end of 
"the slip line against another plastic-elastic interface or be swept out 
at a displacement-free surface. The dislocation pile-up strength on 
slip system 0 will be affected by the ease with which the disloca-
tions of the opposite sign have been swept back into the plastic re-
gion. Therefore, stress requirements for the propagation of yielding 
after the upper yield stress has been passed are expected to be de-
pendent upon the number of grains penetrated by the slip lines inter-
secting the plastic-elastic interface. A slip line may need to pene-
trate about three or four grains into the plastic region before disloca-
tion pile-ups on the slip line at the plastic-elastic interface could 
behave in a manner similar to the behavior of dislocation pile -ups at 
the lower yield stress. 
The stress-strain state of geometrically similar notched spec-
imens of mild steel subjected to identical surface stresses is expected 
to be dependent on the scale size of the specimens after the formation 
of local plastic enclaves because of the importance of the effective 
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micro-slip band length, as discussed above. The ratio of the micro-
s lip band length to the grain diameter or to the grain diameter at which 
the upper and lower yield stresses are just equal may be important pa-
rameters in the stress-strain state in plastic regions. 
The slip band activity has been greatly simplified in the above 
discussion. Grain @ is not expected to have just a single slip band 
0 , but a set of parallel ones depicted by @ , as has been ob-
served at higher plastic strain levels by Ewing and Rosenhain (55). 
A single slip b and 0 would result in plastic displacements near a 
grain boundary that would be so non-uniform that slip on glide planes 
of randomly oriented adjacent grains could not possibly match the 
plastic displacements along the entire boundary. By distributing the 
plastic displacements over a large number of parallel bands, the con-
cept of a uniform plastic strain becomes more realistic. This fairly 
uniform plastic strain can then be accommodated by sufficiently homo-
geneous slip on an appropriate number of other slip systems on both 
sides of the boundary. 
The presence of many parallel micro-slip bands does not pre-
vent stress intensifications from occurring at the edges of the slip 
bands, although the strength of the stress intensifications is likely to 
be affected by the spacing of the slip bands relative to the effective 
length of the dislocation pile-ups. The stress intensifying effect of 
parallel slip bands should be somewhat analogous to that of shallow 
notches, as considered by Neuber (28). 
Although slip on five independent slip systems is necessary in 
general top reduce an arbitrary plastic strain, local continuity of all 
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five plastic strain components at grain boundaries, edges or corners 
requires slip on just ( S N- +) independent slip systems to accom-
modate the strain caused by slip on any one of the slip systems in the 
N adjacent grains. (Independent slip systems in this context implies 
that the plastic strain resulting from homogeneous slip on any one of 
the slip systems cannot be matched by slip on fewer than five slip sys-
terns in each of the grains, separately. ) Thus, the strain produced in 
grain @ of Fig. 45 by a slip system on slip plane @ could be ac-
commodated at the boundary between grains @ and @ by an ap-
propriate amount of slip on a total of five independent slip systems 
among the two grains. This need involve only three slip planes whose 
normals are non-coplanar, such as @ , @ , and (2} , or even 
@ , (2} , and @ where a new slip direction is activated on slip 
plane @ . Furthermore, some of these strains may be small enough 
to be accommodated elastically at low plastic strain levels. Strain 
hardening in grains farther into the plastic material from the plastic-
elastic interface is expected to result from both an increase in the 
density of interacting dislocations and from an increase in the number 
of intersecting active slip systems as the total plastic strain becomes 
larger and more macroscopically uniform. 
Finally, the average stress levels acting on the micro-slip 
bands must be related to the macroscopic features of the plastic 
strain, the angle that the slip lines make with the average plastic-
elastic interface surface, and the maximum shear stress increase on 
the elastic side of the interface, as discussed in Section 8. 3. Just 
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what role the high level of the maximum shear stress plays on the 
elastic side of the plastic-elastic interface is not clear, although its 
importance has been argued in Section 8. 4. Does this imply that stress 
intensifications at the tips of micro-slip bands on the elastic side of 
the plastic-elastic interface are important in helping to overcome the 
pre-yield strength of a grain boundary? Regardless of the details of 
the operative mechanisms for plastic flow, it seems to be evident that 
geometrical similitude of stress-strain states cannot be retained in 
mild steel once local plastic enclaves have developed because of the 
dependence of micro-slip band lengths on the grain size of the m.aterial. 
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was found to be possible to deduce some characteristics of 
the yield behavior of a silicon sen1i-killed mild steel in small 
plastic e nclaves after a surface nitriding tr eatment was d eveloped 
which rende red the plastic material sensitive to Fry's reagent. The 
shape of the plastic e n c laves revealed by this n ew e tch technique 
differed from the shape predicted by exis ting plastic-elastic stress 
analyses; the boundaries of the plastic enc laves tended to be parallel 
to the slip-line field and sharp reentrant angles in th<?' elastic regions 
were observed. 
An analysis of the stresses and strains on both sides of the 
plastic-elastic interface strongly suggests that plastic strains, '1,., 
as large as the Luder's strain can exis t in the plastic region immedi-
ate! y adjacent to the plastic-elastic interface . This plastic strain 
discontinuity at the interface caus es the valu e of the maximum shear 
stress, T"'~", to be larger on the e lastic side of the interface. The 
ratio of 
and sin 2.9, where 9 
interface and a slip line. 
increases with increasing values of 'fP 
is the angl e between the plastic-elastic 
The discontinuou:> yield nature of steel requires that a stress 
analysis te chniqu e not impose unwarranted constraints on th e con-
tinuity of stresses across a plastic-elastic inte rface. In particular, 
continuity of all of the stress components is an unsuitable c .. mdition 
at the interface . 
The major cause of the discrepancy b e tween the shapes of the 
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plastic enclaves observed experimentally and those predicted 
theoretically is the failure to employ an appropriate criterion for 
locating the plastic-elastic interface in the stress analysis . Such a 
criterion is expected to consist of a relationship between e and 'ip 
at the plastic enclave boundary. This relation between 9 and 'J"f 
would be a property of the mate rial. 
A suggestion is advanced that the cpantity denoted by "d 11 1n 
the Hall-Fetch equation for the dependence of the yield stress on the 
-'Ia. 
grain size, Oyd =err+ ..k d. is probably related to the semi-
grain-diameter for upper yield stress data and to a characteristic 
length approximately equal to the full grain dia1n e ter at the low e r 
yield stress. 
An approximate stress analysis employing slip-line theory in 
the plastic region (Tresca yield criterion; plane strain, constant flow 
stress approximation) and using Neuber's solution for infinitely deep 
notches in elas tic media for an estimate of the stresses in the central 
core has been developed for the notched specimens tested in this 
investigation. 
Values of the flow stres s in the plastic enclaves of the notche d 
specimens have been correlated with lower yield stress data obtained 
from unnotched specimens for the dynamic tests by considering the 
velocity of the plastic-elastic interface. 
A transition to higher fracture load values at lower loading 
rates occurred at the onset of general yield in the notched specilnens 
of ASTM grain size No. 8 l /4. 
The maximum tensile stress in those specimens which 
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fractured before the onset of general yield was calculated with the 
aid of the approximate stress analysis developed in this investigation. 
The values of <J'If'"llf ranged from 122, 000 lb/in. 2 at the tip of large 
plastic enclaves to 157,000 lb/in. 2 at the tip of the next to the smalle st 
plastic enclave. This calculated value of ~._.t: = 122, 000 lb/in. 2 
is considerably smaller than the value of 210, 000 lb/in. 2 previously 
reported by Hendrickson, Wood and Clark (27). The difference 
between these calculated values for O:,. .. ,f is a result of the use of 
a different stress analysis in this investigation. 
The maximum normal stress component at a point 11.1 x 1 o- 3 
1n. from the tip of the wedge-shaped plastic e nclave, toward the not c h 
root, had a constant value of 118, 000 ± 4, 000 lb/ in. 2 for ten of the 
eleven small grain size notched specimens that fractured prior to 
general yield. If this is the point of fracture initiation, then the 
present data do not show a "size effect" upon the local fractur e stress. 
It is suggested that the true fracture criterion n1.ay be 
expressed as a locus of stress and plastic strain values. Part of an 
apparent geometrical scale "size effect" on a fracture stress may 
be caused by size effects on the plastic stress-strain relationships 
in small enclaves where micro-slip bands are restricted to lengths 
several times as long as the average grain diameter. 
The occurrence of voids in the depth interval from 0. 003 to 
0. 016 in. below the notch root in a static tensile test indicates that 
fracture nucleation by a fibrous mode may occur in a region of l arge 
plastic strain and moderately high tensile stress- not necessarily the 
region of maximum plastic strain at the notch root, where the tensile 
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stress has a lower value. 
Highly accurate calculations for the stress state 1n and near 
small plastic enclaves in a mild steel will have to await a quantitative 
description of the stress state discontinuity at the plastic-elastic 
boundary. Until such time when proper account can be taken of this 
property of the material, proposed brittle fracture initiation criteria 
are likely to be as strongly influenced by the stress analysis t echniques 
as by any actual property of the material. 
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APPENDICES 
I. TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING PHOTOMICROGRAPH 
OF CYLINDRICAL SURFACE 
Photomicrographs of cylindrical surfaces were obtained with 
a Bausch and Lomb Metallograph with an inverted stage . Bright field 
illumination was employed. The cylindrical specimen was rolled at 
a constant rate along a track secured in the plane of focus of the 
objective. Light emanating from the objective was specularly 
reflected from the cylindrical surface in such a rnanner that the light 
striking those portions of the cylindrical surface which we rc nearly 
tangent to the track, and therefore, in focus, was reflected back intu 
the objective to eventually form an irnage on the filrn. Those light 
rays which struck surfaces at a greater distance fron1 the plane of 
focus, and, therefore, less nearly normal to the optical axis of the 
objective, were reflected to the side of the objective and did not 
expose the film. However, some dark field illumination occurs with 
this method, decreasing the contrast. 
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II. S LIP- LINE FIELD THEORY APPLIED TO 
N O TCHED SPECI MENS 
The slip- l ine field theory presented by Hill ( 29 ) is d irectly ap -
plicable t o a Tresca material in p l ane strain which plastically deforms 
when the maximum shear stress reaches a critical, constant value . 
The effects of axial symmetry and a non-constant yield stress upon 
the stress calculations will also be discussed in the following ·review 
and application of the slip -line field theory . 
T he c oordinate systems to be used here are shown in Fig. 28. 
C artesian coordinates, x, y , and z, will b e used for p l ane strain, 
while cylindrical coordinates, r ' e ' and ;c. ' will b e u sed where 
axial symmet ry is present. The 1'. axis is in t he direction of the ap-
plied tensile load in both systems. 
The e quil ibrium equations in plane strain, in the absence of 
body forces, are: 
C)~ 
-1- C> Tt.* = 0 [Jr-1] 
"Gly 'Or-
C)~ + 'd T2-y ... 0 [.Ir-2] 
'0~ a'i 
For axial symmetry the equations become, in cylindrical coord inates, 
oo;. _,. 'C>Tr~ 
""' 
(cr;.-o;) 
= 0 [.IL-.3] 
or '2>t r 
dO"i! +- d '2'",...-e- Tr~ = 0 [-rr-f] cc- ~r r 
The yield criterion is 
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= [JI -5] 
where k = f OyJ in simple tension for a Tresca material. 
The three stresses in the meridian planes, G""',... , Oz. , and 
't",. ~ , can be expressed in terms of three other quantities , k f' , 
and 4> , with the aid of Mohr's circle . Consider a Mohr's circle of 
radius k (given by equation II-5}, center at - f (where - p = 
i (<:>.,.. + oe-) ) and of an orientation such that the counter-clockwise 
angle between the z axis and the ..<. direction is 4> . The o<: and ~ 
lines,which are the directions of maxi mum shear stress, form a 
right-hand ort hogonal pair ( o<: to (l ) and contain the direction of the 
maximum t ensile stress in the + ot , + ('.> quadrant. The relation 
among the r and 't axes , cJ> , and t he o< and (3 lines is shown 
in Fig. 28. Then O"r , 6'i , and Tr-a 
and 4> in the following way: 
are related to k , p , 
Oy : - -p + k SiYI 2. </> 
Substitution of equations II-6 into the firs t two terms of e q uations II-3 
and II-4 gives 
0(--p+-h. ~;-.,2.4) -r 'C> I<. c.o.s 2~ + (6"",.. -69.) .. o [Jr-7] 
-ar- ~e r 
'd( - p- k Si\o\ 2~) + d k. Co.s 2.<f, -t T.,.-t: :.0 [rr. -3] 
'C>t ov- - (" 
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If both Oe and k are known functions of Y" and ~ , equations 
ll-7 and ll-8 can be solved numerically. Both Oe (1"',~) and k((',z) 
depend upon the strains in both the plastic and the elastic portions of 
the specimen depicted in Fig. 28. In particular, Oe- will be affected 
, where U. y , the radial displacement of a vol-
ume element, is equal to the integral of the radial strain over the dis-
tance from the Z!.. axis (in the elastic region) to the volume element 
(in the plastic region). And k ( r, r) , when strain hardening is con-
sidered, is a function of the plastic strains (and strain rates) in the 
plastic enclave; the plastic strains are a function of the boundary dis-
placements at the plastic-elastic boundary; and these displacernents 
are a function of the strains in the elastic core. The calculations of 
Oe and I< are both formidable at this time, but for the purposes of 
argument they will be assumed to be known functions of Y"' and 2-
If, by coincidence, the assumed values of <:)c!T and k were the 
"correct" ones throughout the entire plastic enclave, the solutions of 
equations ll-7 and ll-8 for the stresses 6r , 02; , and Lri: would 
be correct. Otherwise, 6; and k could, in principle, still be 
made sufficiently self-consistent with the remaining stress solution by 
iteration. 
Equations II-7 and II-8 are hyperbolic, under the assumption 
that <5; and I< are known functions of r and c . (The equations 
are still hyperbolic if 0& is treated as a function of r , ~ , Or, 
and Oz.) The characteristic directions of equations II-7 and II-8 
are dr/d'i!: =+~VI 4> or -co+ cJ> , which are just the equations for 
the ~ and (3 lines. These equilibrium equations may be referred 
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to the slip lines by substituting 
[Jr- ~] 
= 
into equations Il-7 and II-8 . The symbols 
represent partial differentiation along the eo( and (3 lines, respec-
tively. A little further manipulation results in the following equations: 
= 0 [JI-lo] 
+- (6",. -c;;) co.s Q - T,..,.. .S'I)\ 4> =0 [r -uJ 
r r"' 
where 4> is measured in radians. 
The first two terms in equations II-10 and II-11 are the only 
non-zero terms for the case of plane strain and a constant yield stress. 
The third term is non-zero if the yield stress is not a constant. The 
last two terms in each equation are present for an axially symmetric 
stress field. The solution to the present problem will be obtained for 
the case where equations II-10 and II-11 are sim.plified by consider-
ing a material with a constant yield stress in plane strain: 
-~ _'2_).:.'C>4> =.0 (E -11.1 
o.s~ e>..s~ 
-~ -t- 2 I~ '0 <f> ::z 0 [1[ -13] 
0 .s(l 'O.sfl 
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The effects of the additional terms in equations II-10 and II-11 
on the slip-line field solution obtained by using equations II-12 and 
II-13 have been estimated. For this purpose , o6 was assumed to be 
equal to the minimu~ principal stress in the meridian plane and o k 
~s 
0 ~ l ~ ~ l ~ 0 . s 1~., The slip-line _ was assumed to lie in the range 
field geometry was found to be insignificantly affected by either the 
strain hardening or the axial symmetry terms. Axial symmetry terms 
cause the 2° by 4 ° curvilinear quadrangle marked by an "x" in Fig. 29 
to flare out an amount of 0. 015° in the negative {?> direction, and the 
s train hardening term causes a flare of about 0. 035°. These correc-
tions are nominally smaller than the accuracy of the drafting machine 
used in the construction of the original fie ld and their cumulative total 
along a fS line must be less than one half of a degree, which changes 
the location of the intersection of a ('-> line with the r axis by about 
0. 003 a. The cumulative effect of the flare of ('-> lines nearer to the 
notch root should cause the (3 line intersection with the r axis at 
r = 0. 73 a to be in error by about 0. 01 a. Equation Il-1 1 was ex-
pressed in finite difference form and the change in (-p) was calcu-
lated along the (3 line which bounds the bottom side of the curviline-
ar quadrangle marked by the " x " in Fig. 29. The axial symmetry 
terms increased the calculated value of ( -~) on the r axis by 
about 6 percent, while the strain h ardening term decreased this value 
by about 7 percent. Thus, the neglect of the strain hardening terms, 
which cannot be accurately calculated at this time, tnay result in com-
pensating errors of the same order of magnitude as those which arise 
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because of the neglect of axial symmetry. For this reason, the solu-
tion to the simplified equations in plane strain was obtained and re-
garded as a reasonable approximation of the stress state in the plastic 
enclaves of the axially symmetric notched specimens. 
For I< = constant, equations II-12 and II-13 may be inte-
grated immediately to give: 
p+2 k.cl> = constant along an o<. line [n:.- li] 
and 
= constant along a (3 line [n: - 15] 
Equations II-14 and II-15 permit the construction of the ge-
ometry of the slip-line field, that is, the determination of the direc-
tions of the o<. and (l lines, throughout a region in which both the 
o< and (3 lines intersect a curve along which the boundary conditions 
(the values of P and 4> ) are known. Consider the curvilinear quad-
.. 
rangle bounded by the o<. and (3 lire s in Fig. 46a . Let the hydro-
static pressure at point A be FA Then the value of the hydro-
static pressure at point D can be determined with the aid of equations 
II-14 and II-15 by calculation along the path ABD or along the path 
ACD. The requirement that p
0 have the same value from both of 
these calculations results in the relation 
[Jr-lG. J 
Thus, 4>0 can be calculat ed when <1>s , and ~c. are known. 
The position of point D is determined graphically by approximating 
the o<... line through points C and D with a straight line whose slope 
, the average of the slopes of 
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a . Curviline ar quadrangle bounded by slip line s . 
TAN8ENT TO NOTCH 
SURFACE AT POINT I 
NOTCH 
0 3 
MINIMUM CROSS SECTION 
(PLANE OF SYMMETRvr--
b. Construction to satisfy the boundary conditions. 
Fig . 46 . Geometry of the slip-line field . 
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the o< line at points C and D , and by approximating the (3 line 
through point B with a straight line of slope l~ + d>6 -r-i_ ( Q>c:. -d>,. )~ 
The intersection of these two straight lines determines point D. The 
position of point D determined in this way is quite accurate provided 
is small, of the order of 5° [Hill (29}]. 
Graphical construc tion of the slip-line field is started at the 
corner of the y axis (or r axis}, which lies in a plane of symmetry. 
and the notch surface, along which p is a constant equal to -1<. (in 
the plas tically deforme d region} a nd the value of <)> is known. This 
region is sketched in Fig. If(; b . If cP is measured counter-clock-
wise from the negative y direction (the choice of the direction for 
is arbitrary in plane strain since only changes in d> appear 
in the equations}, the value of </:>0 in Fig. 'f6 b is 1T'/+ and the val-
ue of <P, is e- lf"/+ Since p, =- Po , and P1. must have the 
same value whether calculated along the o<... line from 0 to 2 or along 
the (!> line from 1 to 2, must equal - ( ~z.- 4>,) Thus, 
The point 2 is located by the intersection of a 
line through point 0 with slope { ( cP0 + 4>~ ~ and a line through point 1 
with slope "i, ( c/>4 +cb,) + 1\h .. 
2 with slope ~( G>l. + d>3) + 11 h. 
Then a straight line through point 
, w here <J 3 = 1f"'/ + because of 
symmetry, locates point 3 on the 'f axis . This procedure is re-
peated starting w ith points 1 and 4 on the notch surface and the (3 line 
through point 4 is constructed point-by-point to its intersectio:..'l with the 
y axis. 
The slip-line field for the hyperbola-shaped notch with an 
asymptotic half- angle of 14t0 and minimum section half-thickness 
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y =0.. (s ee Fig. 28) has been constructed graphically by the method 
described above and is shown in Fig. 29. Some of the slip lines used 
in the construction of the field have been omitted from Fig. 29 for 
clarity. The actual drafting work was performed at a scale about 2. 6 
times that of Fig. 28. The maximum value of 4>,- <f>o , <P,._- <1>, 
etc. (see Fig. '+6 b ) in the full- scale graphical construction was 8° and 
values as small as 2° were used for the interval between the (3 lines 
far from the notch root. 
The value of 1' may now be calculated anywhere in the known 
slip-line field by the use of equation II-15 (or Il-14). I£ 1"y and <J>'j , 
and -"('a and q, 8 are the values of ""P and <P on the 'j axis and 
the notch boundary, respectively, along a connecting (3 line, then 
[E -17] 
Recalling that 0-c is the maximum tensile stress on the y axis and 
is therefore equal to - f>y + k , that - p 13 -= k , and that the yield 
stress in tension, O""'yd , is equal to '2.1<.. , the following expression 
is obtained for <:5i! ( y) : 
Values of Oi /e)yd which have been calculated from equation 
II-18 -are shO\~n along the '} axis in Fig. 29. The first two columns 
of Table 4 show the position y /(). (equal to r J ().. ) on the y axis at 
which a (3 line from the notch boundary has experienced a slope 
change The points on the y axis corre-
J\.AI. 6 0 0 0 0 
spending to u't' = 2 , 65 , 66 , and 67 were calculated by para-
bolic interpolation from the values of yj~ corresponding to 6p = 60°, 
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:f-. = (G,4-Ac/I)(G.8-A4>) .o.737..5 -+ (6<f>-'-o)('-S-~cp) ,.o.<o374-
o.. ( ~+ -~o )(~ 8- ~o) ( ~4-t...o) (6 s-"4) 
+ ( Acf>- '-o)(~$ -G.4). 'f.. 0 ,4"SS 
( ~Q- (oo\("8 -G.4-) 
[J[-1~] 
The third column lists the values of Oc- /OjJ calculated by equation 
II-18 . The maximum value of o-; /~c1 is limited by the asymptotic 
angle of the hyperbola to the value [ 1 + [ ( l80°.:..J4,s•)- +so] 7 S7. 3·~z4.3. 
The other col umns in Table 4 l ist quantities calculated in subsequent 
parts of this s t ress analysis . 
The port ion of the tensile load t ransmitted across the minimum 
' 
section of an axially symmetric specimen by a plastic enclave t hat ex-
tends from ':} =- 0... to y = b 1s given b y 
' 
=a.. oro.' ~; .. ( ~~)( ~) d(~) [1[-2o] 
Val ues of the integrand in equation II-20 have been cal culated 
at the various points where the f3 lines of the graphical construction 
of the slip-line field intersect the j axis. These values of the inte-
grand are listed in the fourth column of Table 4 . An approximate 
value of the integral in equation II- 20 was obtained step -wise by ex-
pres sing (6i )( r:) 
Cl)ld G\. as a quadratic function of ( ~) over a range 
of three successive values of and integrating over thi s 
range. For expedience in the mathematical manipulations , a new 
variable s = ( ~) 
1
- ( -£) a!.ld si : ( r.) - (!:\. 
0.. I o.JI 
was introduced, 
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where t he indices r efer t o t he successive points at which (~dJ(~J 
has been calculated. The grou pings of t he indices a r e shown in column 
5 in Table 4 and t h e values of St are shown in column 6 . N otice 
that s, =o in each of the groupings. Letting o-*"=.(~J}(~)· 0-lf-is 
approxima ted in the int erval s, 
cr-*-= (s 4 - s)(s3 -s) 6; .. ~ (s-.s,")(s3-sj Oz.lfo 
(s-a.- ~,)(S"-s,) (s'J.-s,)(Ss-s,.) 
[II -21] 
~lfr The tensile force transmitted by v as given in equation 
ll-21 across the circular ring between ~ 1 and :)"'1.. is 
and between and S.s lS 
~ s1~'J..(2<5;"" +c>i*) - s~ (O"; *+-O;*)l.fp:-2.~] 3 '2. ~~ 
Equation II- 23 must be evaluated for each group of three 
points in order that equation II-20 may be evaluated in the interval 
r=Q. to r=b , far uncle r the notch surface. The values obtained 
from equ ation II- 22 may be regard e d as an interpolation between the 
values obt ained f r om the use of e quation II-23 . All of the values ob-
taine d from the use of e quat ion II-23 and a few values obtained f1·orn 
ll- 22 are li sted in col umn 7 of Table 4 . Twice the cumulative values 
calculated from. equation ll-23 represent the total tensile load, in 
units of ara.1.. Oyd , supported by the plastic region between )"'"=<l. 
and r:: 'o These values are listed in t he eighth colum.n. 
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ill. APPROXIMA.TE STRESS CALCULATIONS IN 
THE ELASTIC CORE OF THE NOTCHED SPECIMENS 
Neuber (28) has obtained solutions for the stress distribution 
in an axially symmetric elastic solid that contains a deep notch in the 
shape of a hyperboloid of revolution of one sheet and is loaded in axial 
tension. His solutions are expressed in terms of an orthogonal curvi-
linear coordinate system whose coordinates LA., v 
"natural" to the hyperboloidal notch. 
The relations between the Cartesian coordinates 
and r of Fig. 28 and the oblate spheroidal coordinates 
a nd w used by Neuber are 
X= Co""' \,.\ sin-.../ ~iY'I w 
"i!. 'Q. ~i ';\"' u. c. 0 .s Y' 
and W are 
X ' y . 
u, v 
[Iii- 1] 
The rela tions between the cylindrical coordinates of Figs. 27, 29, and 
30 and !A, V , and w are 
C. = ~··nh 14 c.os v 
The surfaces lA = constant are oblate spheroids, the surfaces 1/ = 
constant are hyperboloids of revolution of one s heet that asymptotical-
ly approach the surfaces of cones whose ele~ents make an angle 
equal to V (and Tr-Y ) with the ?: axis, and the surfaces W -
cons tant are meridian planes whic h contain the 2! axis. 
The s tresses d erived by Neuber for a de ep hyperboloidal notch 
loaded in axial t ension are 
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Lw.w - 0 (ill... -3] 
where ~=2(r---:>)) = P oisson ' s ratio 
A = ( o(.-1)(1 +Cos v.) c.. 
Q, = A - C. cos'Vo 
Ono~ (I t- CoS 1fo) 
~o...., ::- the tensile load divided by 1T a'Z. , the area of the mini -
mun section 
- 1 79-
V =v'o represents the notch surface, so 
where is the radius to the notch root. 
On the minimum section (2. "'o): 1,\-=0 ,~ =6i4 , Or= 0v and 
The expression for the stresses given in equations 
lll-3 become 
[.rrr- 4-] 
C <:.ca 1 11'o 1 = h{!) 6"oM 
Cos -.'1/ (1. 
[ill -s] 
cr: I = 0. } """ _L_ f (o< -l.)C.- t3 -+ _ A - < 
8 .Z: =o - W lA. =o c.os '1/ "\. I +coS 't/ \ (1![-b 1 
l:(.(v= 0 [JJr-7] 
The tensile load, le , supported by the elastic core, b~r~o, 
, is obtained by integrating the axial stress over ring 
shaped elements of area, as follows 
[.Irr-s] 
The expression for ~ in equation Ill-4 is given in terms of 
" ' 
and the integration in equation III-8 is easily performed by changing to 
the variable 
Then 
v , where and d r = a. ~ dv . 
~\Y! 't/o 
where 
- 180-
-= 2:TTO.~ ( (A - o<C) - (6 -otC.)c...,!'V1 - C Co) ... V• ~ 
S il'\'"Yo \ Cos v ' 
Sin v ' = ~ ~i"' Yo · 
~ 
[IU"- 9] 
The tensile load transmitted across the elastic core o.f the 
notched specin>ens according to the first approxin<ation for the stress 
distribution discussed in Chapter 5 is calculated in the following man-
ner. 
Select a value of \'" /o.. : b' I 0.. which is given in Table 4. 
The axial tensile stress in the plastic region at this point is given in 
column 3 of Table 4 in the form cJt-/~d = t ( £) If this point is 
on the plastic-elastic boundary, then the axial stress given in cqua-
tion III- 4 is set equal to the value given in column 3 o.f Table 4 . 
(.ur-1o] 
E quation III-1 0 permits the nominal stress <:5:.
0
1
..,= ~(b'/o.)~,d 
.. g"(b'/o.) 7 to be 
determined. This value for is substituted tnto eqLtation 
is calculated. These values of 
Te (b'/o..) /-rro."C5'ta are listed in column 9 of Table 4. 
T h e t ensile load transmitted across the elastic core between 
and r = b in Fig. 32 is calculated for the second approx-
in<ation to the stress distribution in this region as follO\vs. 
-1 8 1-
The radi al stress in the plastic region is equal to c:o-.J -ayd 
Thus the value of o:(r/t:A.) j()ya is one less than the value of 
p <5"""~ (r/A) / O"'yd given in col umn 3 of Table 4 and can be written 
(Y:(r/A)/O""yd -= ~(r/A)-1 
The requirement of continuity of radial stress at r= b fixes 
the nominal stress, cr~.""' , of Neuber 1s equations according lo 
the following equation: 
cr: ( b/A \:: \., (\o/A) (5'"~0..,-: ~p (~/A)-: r t ( b/4) - J] O'ycJ [m -II] 
The value of obtained from equation lll-11 , 6~ .... :: [~ (b/..._)-tlo'tJ' 
n(b/A) 
....,.._, 
·~ , sup-is inserted into equation III-9, giving the tensile load, 
ported by this portion of the axial elastic stress, and into equation 
III-4, giving the value of C)~ ( h/A) which is associated with this 
value of the nominal stress 
The axial stress is also assumed to be continuous at. r ~ b 
so that (); ( b/~) = o;P (b/~) - <Y~ (~)must be contributed by an addi-
" tional stress distribution whose radial component is C)r ( b/c::\) =0 
This supplemental stress distributio~• on the elastic core has been as-
sumed to be given by equations Ill-4, 5, 6, and 7 when the radial scale 
factor has been changed so that (!:. i\1 v/ s;"'"o ) = rr / lo The tensile 
load supported by this supplemental stress distribution is calculated 
directly from equation III-4 with CoS 1/ set equal to <::.os 1/o 
Equation III-4 gives 0~1 • 8'( b/b) ~;;;,.. 
' so 
The total tensile load supported by lhe two Sllperimposed stecss d1s-
tributions. on the elastic core, Te. = T~ .,. T;;_' 
-1 8 2-
column ll of Table 4 in units of le /11~ ... oyd 
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IV. STRESS DISCONTINUITY AT A PLASTIC-ELASTIC INTERFACE 
A. Plastic Strain Constant Throughout Plastic Region 
The stress state is dis continuous across an interface between 
an elastic region and a plastic region in which the plastic strain has a 
finite value adjacent to the interface. The value of the ptas tic strain 
will be assumed to be constant throughout the plastic region for the 
purpose of calculating the magnitude of the stress discontinuity at the 
interface. 
Figure 47 is a schematic representation of the plastic strain 
state in the vicinity of the plastic-elastic interfa~c. The case of plain 
strain will be considered wherein the total strain cornponent perpt>n-
dicular to the u-v plane, E...v is a constant, not necessarily equal to 
zero, and the plastic part of this strain cotnponent, t'w(pr4 s+H\ i s 
equal to zero. The plastic strain, 7, in the plastic region results 
from slip on planes parallel to 6C. and is equal to d/Ac , where ~ is 
is the displacement of point A relative to point C. If this strain were 
produced by dislocations gliding on slip plane 13C, the dislocations 
would form a wall along A8, as shown in Fig. 4 7. The displaceme nt 
.Sat A results in a dilatational plastic strain component referred to the 
U. axis of the amount 
f 
E u.(pl•s+• .. ) = - d Co,s 8 
L 
= - J CosB ,;.,8 
.L "( -.in 29 
l. 
A c. 
[IV-I] 
The total dilatational strain components parallel to the pla stic-
elastic interface, E14 (+o•o.l) and Ew(-to+ol) , are continuous across the 
interface. That is, 
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___ 7: 
1.-L SLIP-LINE 
I ~DIRECTION 
----
Fig. 47. Geometry of slip lines and plastic strain discontinuity at 
the plastic-elastic interface. 
e c~~, (to+o.l) 
and e! =£~ 
-18 5-
[lv'-2.] 
[lv-3] 
where the superscript s refer to the elas ti c and the plastic regions. 
The e l astic s train component in thew direction is related to th e 
st r esses by Hooke's law, 
E Ewcercu+lc:) '= <S:, - :V (<5u + cr; ) , 
where £ is Young's modulus, and the ..:last i c strain con1poncnt in the 
U. direction is given by 
EE = <=>.. - -i>(<S"v-t-O""w) W.(el•s~c.) -
[rv- s] 
where Ow has been substituted by th e value given by equation IV-4. 
Now the plastic s train in the p lastic region can be related to 
the s tr esses through equati ons IV -2 and 5 giving 
p e P 
E Gl.l(pl••4-r.)::: E EIL(elol~<.) - E l""C•Ia•+fc:) 
= (1-v)(~e-6",/) -1)(/ti>)(O"./'-~'J -i>E{e.;-~{.,,.s+o .. > 
Equilibrium requires that the nonnal stress con1ponent perpendicular 
to the interface,~. be cont inuous across the interface. And equation 
IV-3 requires (£!-f.: )Cel•s-kc} to be equ al to zero when there is no 
plastic contr ibution to this strain component. The non-zero tertns of 
equation IV-6 may be w ritten as 
o r 
(~ e- a:) = E l:~ qoluHc.) 
1- VL 
G 1' Stl't 2.8 
1-v 
[lv' -7] 
[lv-81 
where the value of f.p g iven in equation IV-1 and the relation 
u ,, ........ ) 
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E '::. 2.(l+v) G , ~ being the shear modulus, have been substituted into 
equation IV -7. 
Equation IV-8 relates the discontinuity in the normal stress 
component tangent to the plastic-elastic interface, {614e -o.! ),to the 
plastic strain referred to the slip-line directions, i, and the angle, 9, 
between the interface and a slip line. The sign of equation IV- 8 
depends on the manner in which the positive value for the shear strain, 
i, is defined. The value of 1 involved in equation IV-8 is the algebraic 
sum of the values of i produced by slip on the two orthogonal slip 
systems. 
B. Thin Boundary Film With Continuously Varying Flow Stress 
The stress state in a boundary filtn, or layer, is considered 
in which the shear flow stress, k, of the material changes continuously 
from the value of the maxi1nun1 shear stress in the e l astic region, 
r:o.x' at the plastic-elastic interface to a value -r: .. l( at a distance t 
into the plastic region. The model of this boundary fihn is shown in 
Fig. 48. The assumption is made that the stress state in the boundary 
film is a function only of S, a coordinate perpendicular to the inter-
face. 
The field equations which are applicable to the plastic boundary 
film are equations Il-l 0 and 11 of Appendix II when the terms for 
axial symmetry are neglected: 
-~ 2k ~ + 'dk =0 [JV- ~J 
~ .s"" '0 s-' ~ S,s 
-~ + l.k ~ ... ~ -=0 [1v- ro] 
C> s~ 'a .s,. '2> .s-' 
Fig. 48. 
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LINE 
Geometry of slip-line field in boundary film where k, 
k:: TyJ, varies continuously between the values of lmAJ~ 
in the plastic and the elastic regions. 
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where p1 k 1 and 4> have the meanings given on p. 166. Note that 
4> = l/0°- 9. Since p 1 k 1 and cP are assumed to be functions only of s 1 
as defined in Fig. 48 1 equations IV- 9 and 10 can be written in terms 
of total differentials when the substitutions 
= 
(1\/-111 
L = Co.s ~ £_ 
2> sf' '(!)~ 
are made. The resulting equations are 
-~ ~iY\~ - '2.~ ~ ~i .. ~ + dk. eos+ =0 d.s dS ("' -1'1.] 
-4£ Coa ~ + 2. k ti Co~ f + dk $1 .. ~ =0 
d~ c:h ds 
(!V-Il) 
Solving ey_uations IV-12 and 13 simultaneously to eliminate the 
terms with dp and multiplying through by the differential cls results in 
- Cc» '2q d k : 0 [1v- •4] 
Integration of equation IV-14 gives 
f +Q .. 2.4> d 2.4> = f dk 
k 
= - l..,jco$2~) = 1.-. k + c (IV-15) 
A little manipulation of equation IV -15 gives 
or (rv-lr.] 
Equation IV-15 relates the direction of the slip-line field to the value 
of the flow stress in the thin boundary film. 
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